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This Special Issue is aimed to promote and circulate recent developments and achievements in
the field of Mechanism and Machine Science coming from the Italian community with international
collaborations and ranging from theoretical contributions to experimental and practical applications.

It contains selected contributions that were accepted for presentation at the Second International
Conference of IFToMM Italy, IFIT2018, that has been held in Cassino on 29 and 30 November 2018 [1].
This IFIT conference is the second event of a series that was established in 2016 by IFToMM Italy
in Vicenza. IFIT was established to bring together researchers, industry professionals and students,
from the Italian and the international community in an intimate, collegial and stimulating environment.

IFToMM Italy is one of the founding member organizations of IFToMM, the International
Federation for the Promotion of Mechanism and Machine Sciences in 1969. Since then, the member
organization IFToMM Italy has been active with contributions at national and international levels,
and in 2014 IFToMM Italy was legally established as the Italian IFToMM society.

This Special Issue includes papers belonging to a broad range of disciplines, such as the history of
MMS (Mechanism and Machine Science), kinematics of mechanisms, transmissions, vehicle dynamics,
transportation machinery, bearings, vibrations, design of robots, grasping, exoskeleton designs, medical
devices and service systems. These contributions have been selected from among the 57 papers that
were presented at IFIT 2018 conference [1] to have extended revised versions of the presented works.
Most of them are those granted award recognition in one of the three IFToMM categories of research,
applications, and student. These papers were evaluated again with a blind peer-review process to
confirm the high quality of the works.

Three hand exoskeletons versions are presented in paper [2], looking at the mechanical design
and control for a compact and lightweight solution that has been tested in a real-use scenario in
the rehabilitation and assistance fields. Paper [3] presents an innovative system of propulsion for
wheelchairs with details inspired by a rowing gesture, with possible application in everyday life and
sport wheelchairs for speed races. In paper [4], the mechanical architecture of an old water mill is
analyzed by means of few typical examples of an old water mill of the Piemonte region, in the northwest
of Italy, looking at the functional details of various mechanisms for restoring them from the perspective
of a renewed high quality production, or reconverting them in mini-plants for the production of
electricity. Paper [5] discusses an experimental investigation on magneto-rheological elastomers with
the aim of adopting these materials as vibration isolators. Paper [6] describes the design of Rene
Artificiale Portatile (artificial portable kidney), a novel wearable and portable device for extracorporeal
blood ultrafiltration, capable of providing remote treatment of fluid overload in patients with kidney
diseases and/or congestive heart failure. Paper [7] presents a semi-automated design algorithm
for computing straight bevel gear involute profiles based on the Tredgold approximation method.
A specific case study of application of design results is discussed referring to the profiles of two straight
bevel gears in a biomedical application for a new laparoscopic robotic system. Paper [8] presents
finger designs consisting of a body with a flexible central rod and three longitudinally positioned
shape memory alloy wires. This paper introduces a mathematical model for the design and discusses
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results of experimental tests on three prototypes different materials. Paper [9] deals with non-linear
effects in tilting pad journal bearings with test results of an experimental identification procedure.
Paper [10] proposes a new index for a precise calculation of a manipulator’s stiffness isotropy with
a numerical validation through an evaluation of an R-CUBE manipulator design. Paper [11] presents
an experimental characterization of a two-stage planetary gearbox as function of the attached load
and the internal friction forces between gears. Paper [12] deals with the use of cost-effective flex and
polyvinylidene fluoride strain sensors to estimate some dynamic tire features in free-rolling and real
working conditions, with a solution combining a microcontroller-based sensing with a wireless data
transmission system. Paper [13] analyzes the oscillation of a solid body with rolling bearers through
a model of highly nonlinear differential equations to design a vibro-protected solution.

We would like to thank the members of the Scientific Committees for strong support for the
success of IFIT 2018:

Alessandro Gasparetto (University of Udine) Chair
Nicola Pio Belfiore (University of Roma)
Massimo Callegari (Polytechnical University of Marche)
Roberto Caracciolo (University of Padova)
Giuseppe Carbone (University of Calabria)
Marco Ceccarelli (University of Rome Tor Vergata)
Enrico Ciulli (University of Pisa)
Raffaele di Gregorio (University of Ferrara)
Pietro Fanghella (University of Genova)
Andrea Manuello Bertetto (Politecnico di Torino)
Arcangelo Messina (University of Salento)
Domenico Mundo (University of Calabria)
Vincenzo Niola (University of Napoli)
Paolo Pennacchi (Politecnico di Milano)
Giuseppe Quaglia (Politecnico di Torino)
Rosario Sinatra (University of Catania)
Alberto Trevisani (University of Padova)

The guest editors of this Special Issue thank the authors and reviewers for their efforts and
time spent in the valuable scientific contributions and useful feedbacks that have confirmed the high
scientific quality of the IFIT 2018 papers.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Since ancient times and for hundreds of years, grain mills, hammers, sawmills, spinning
mills, and hemp rollers have been powered by water wheels. In the nineteenth century there were
hundreds of thousands of mills in all of Europe. It is an enormous historical and cultural heritage of
inestimable value, which is for the most part, abandoned today. Recently, there is a renewed interest
in their reuse, both for their widespread diffusion in the territory and for the excellent environmental
integration and intrinsic sustainability. Even when, for economic reasons, their recovery for the
original tasks is not suitable, the conversion into mini plants for the production of electricity can be
advantageous. In the paper, analyzing some typical examples of the old water mill of the Piemonte
region, in North-West of Italy, the mechanical architecture of old water mill, from water wheels to
millstones, is described and the functional details of various mechanisms are provided. In fact, by
knowing only the specifics of the ancient mills, it is possible to enhance their potential and restore
them from the perspective of a renewed high quality production, or reconvert them in mini-plants for
the production of electricity.

Keywords: water wheel; grain water mill; wooden teeth gear; history of mechanism and machine
science; micro-hydro; renewable energy

1. Introduction

The history of water mills matches the development of prime movers. In general, the aim is
to make more energy available for a community, in particular more concentrated in space and time.
In fact, the development of a new engine allows an increase in the level of production of a society.

Singer et al. [1] have identified different stages in the evolution of the prime movers. In the
history of humanity, the first traditional available energy has been the human one. Using muscles over
motor, the human body can express a continuous power close to 100 W, that could be used for limited
production activity [2,3]. A first improvement, in terms of total available energy and concentrated
power, was obtained using animals as a power source. An animal can continuously develop a power
of about 1 W per kilogram, so that a medium ox expresses a power of approximately 500 W, five times
that generated by a single man. The second substantial step in the progress of prime movers was,
precisely, the development of water wheels. To understand the impact of this innovation, one must
consider that, at the end of the Roman Empire, water wheels were able to develop about 45 kW of
power, more than four hundred and fifty people [1].

Machines 2019, 7, 32; doi:10.3390/machines7020032 www.mdpi.com/journal/machines5
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There are two main types of mills: The Greek or Norse and the Vitruvian. The Greek mill
originated probably in the mountainous areas of the Near East. The first traces are narrated by Strabo
that, in 65 B.C., tells us about a mill built by Mithridates, the king of Pontus, near his palace in Cabeira.
This kind of mill has spread both to the east and to the west, and in the fourth century is present
throughout Europe. It presents a very simple mechanical architecture: The horizontal wheel is directly
coupled to the load through a vertical shaft, supported by an axial bearing cooled by the water flow.
The horizontal water wheel is appropriate for the low flow rate and high water velocity, typical of
mountain rivers. The mean rotational velocity is about 15–20 rpm. The conversion into mechanical
energy occurs with low efficiency. The horizontal water wheel was normally used as the prime mover
of small grain mills, suitable for a modest production of flour of the order of a few quintals a day, typical
of highland family farming. In some cases, it was also used for running hammers of blacksmith’s
workshops and hemp mills [4], devoted to roll the hemp fibers in order to break down their natural
coating and make it pliable enough for spinning and weaving (Figure 1).

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1. Hemp roller mill of Combe, Celle Macra (Italy). (a) Scheme of the horizontal wheel keyed to
the vertical shaft; (b) the mill after the renovation. Courtesy of Arch. Roberto Olivero.

The other kind of mill is the Roman Vitruvian, characterized by a more efficient vertical water
wheel keyed to a horizontal shaft. As the power take off often requires a vertical shaft, a more complex
power transmission, able to change the direction of the axis of the shafts and, if necessary, to multiply
its velocity, is required. The problem was solved with the invention of crown and lantern gears, which,
in spite of the augmented complexity, allowed to increase significantly the overall efficiency and
productivity of the mill [1].

Initially, in the Roman Era, the spread of the mills has been very slow, both due to the availability
of cheap labor, and to the difficulty in regulating the regime of the rivers of the Mediterranean area,
characterized by strong seasonal fluctuations in flow. In fact, all the oldest mills found in archaeological
excavations, Venafro, Barbegal, Tournus, Rome and Athens, were fed by an aqueduct. In the Middle
Ages, decreasing the availability of workforce, water mills spread considerably, so that in the nineteenth
century there were more than 60,000 wheels in France, 30,000 in England and 33,500 in Germany. Water
wheels were employed mainly for grain milling, but also for running forge hammers, bellows, mortars,
fullers, and saws [5,6]. In all civilizations of the past, water wheels (noria) were also used to elevate
water [7]. The peak of the scientific improvement in water wheels design is probably the introduction,
in the middle of the nineteenth century, of the Sagebien and Zuppinger water wheels. They replaced
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the previous models with a considerable efficiency improvement. In the same period, we also see a
flowering of scientific works, mostly experimental or concerning design suggestions [8].

The water wheels use and interest declined only with the construction of big hydroelectric plants
and the advent of modern turbines (Francis, Pelton and Kaplan). In the first decades of the twentieth
century, dozens of dams were built: The power produced by water wheels cannot compete with the
megawatt produced by such power plants.

Today, the numerous old mills, although for the most part disused, represent a huge and precious
heritage, which, beyond its historical and cultural value, has a remarkable potential. Old water mills,
in fact, could be restored both for the direct actuation of machines, in the case of museum exhibitions
or small high quality local productions (millstones, blacksmith’s hammers, etc.), and for the conversion
into mini-plants for the production of electricity.

On the other hand, water wheels and old mills have significant advantages:

(i) they do not require the construction of new masonry, or water derivation channels;
(ii) they already have a water use concession, often still ongoing;
(iii) they are perfectly integrated into the environment;
(iv) they are welcomed by the local population, being perceived as not impacting, beautiful, related

to memory;
(v) they are often widespread in isolated and underserved internal areas, such as small

mountain villages;
(vi) they use renewable energy.

Precisely because of the historical value of the water mills, Rojas-Sola et al. [9] modeled a mill
using SolidWorks CAD, and generated a computer animation of the production process as a subject of
a course in the history of technology.

Rojas-Sola et al. in addition studied, from a hydraulic and mechanical point of view, typical
Spanish watermills, with horizontal water wheels. The aim of the work was graphically modeling the
mill, in order to understand its dimension and to be able to make a virtual recreation of its functioning,
and secondly to obtain the principal technical parameters, such as the supply flow rate and the power
of the water wheel [10,11].

Pujol et al. conducted a detailed analysis of the performance of ancient Spanish horizontal water
wheels [12] and the study of the implications of several technological innovations applied to the old
classical horizontal waterwheels implemented in Gaserans (North-East Spain) [13].

The present work aims to describe the mechanical architecture of typical Piedmont (Italy) Vitruvian
mills, and to analyze in detail the functioning of the water wheel, the mechanical power transmission
and the regulation mechanisms. First, the research was carried out for a historical interest, but also
in the perspective of recovering the original use of old mills, or for their reconversion into micro
hydropower generators for electricity production. The economic sustainability of a restructuring
operation of an old mill depends in fact on the state of preservation of the site, on the type of water
wheel installed, on the condition of the mechanical transmissions, and, in summary, on the overall
efficiency of the whole machine, from the wheel to the load.

The paper is organized as labeled below. First, different types of vertical water wheels are
described. Then, the power transmission, between the wheel and the millstones, is analyzed from
a functional point of view. Thereafter, the regulation systems and the mechanisms of the mill are
presented. Concluding, the usefulness of the development of a device devoted to the experimental
characterization of the efficiency of the mill transmission, from the water wheel to the load, is discussed.

For this purpose, two old mills, the Riviera mill and the Forno mill, are analyzed in detail.
The Riviera mill is a virtuous example of the restoration and reactivation of a grain mill for

small productions of high quality organic flours in the short food supply chain [14]. The Riviera mill
(Figure 2) is located in Dronero (North-West of Italy—44◦28′ N and 7◦21′ E) and dated back to the
XV century [4,15]. It was renewed and extended several times [4]. In 1811, a first building extension
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request was made to realize a sawmill and add a water wheel. In 1813, it is attested that the mill has
three millstones. In 1819, the addition of a new wheel is authorized. The main extension is carried
out in 1859, as evidenced by an inscription on the entrance porch. In 1919 the mill, equipped with
three millstones, is able to produce 10 quintals of flour per day. The mill was used for grinding wheat
and maize corn until the 1970s, when it was abandoned. In 2002, the Cavanna family bought and
renovated the Riviera mill, and re-started the milling of flours with natural stones.

The Forno family is the owner of a mill that produced flour, corn by-products and animal feed until
2011. The Forno mill (Figure 3) is located in Verolengo, in the Metropolitan City of Turin (North-West
of Italy—45◦11′ N and 7◦58′ E). From a deep documentary analysis, it is possible to set the mill’s
building between 1874 and 1878 and, presumably, it was built on the ruins of an older abusive mill.
The first presence of the Forno mill is reported in a military map dated 1882. From a more recent note,
dated 1933, it is possible to deduce the start of the activities in 1879 and the characteristics of the permit
to derive water from the “Roggia dei Mulini”. In 1946, the productive apparatus were enlarged and
the original millstones replaced. The production definitely stopped in 2011. The mill is actually under
consideration for a possible inclusion in a proposal for an ecomuseum.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. The Riviera mill: (a) Before the renovation (2004); (b) today.

 

Figure 3. Forno mill: The water inlet and the two water wheels.

2. The Water Wheels

Gravity water wheels (GWWs) are members of the group of machines that are used to convert
hydro energy into mechanical energy. In general, we can categorize them according to the exploited
energy transformation. Action turbines exploit the flow momentum (i.e., kinetic energy), reaction
turbines convert both the flow momentum and the water pressure (they are installed in closed pipes)
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and hydrostatic pressure converters (HPCs) exploit water hydrostatic force. In a HPC, the hydrostatic
force is generated by the water weight contained inside the machine buckets. The stream and vertical
axis water wheels, Pelton, Turgo and Cross Flow turbines belong to the first group. In the second
group the Kaplan and Francis turbines are present, while the last group includes gravity water wheels
(GWWs) and Archimedes screws. GWWs rotate around a horizontal axis while in an Archimedes
screw, the axle is inclined on the horizontal of about 22◦ to 35◦.

Gravity water wheels are generally divided in several types, depending on the water entry point
(Figure 4). In an overshot GWW, the water enters from the top. In breastshot WWs, the water enters
from the upstream side and, depending on the water level position with respect to the rotational axis
they can also be divided in high, middle and low breastshot GWWs. The low breastshot WW is often
classified as an undershot GWW. The overshot GWWs (Figure 4a) rotate in a clockwise direction, on
the opposite breastshot and undershot GWWs rotate in a counterclockwise direction (Figure 4b–d).
Sagebien and Zuppinger GWWs differ, in particular, for the blades geometry: Sagebien and Zuppinger
GWWs the curved blades optimize the inflow and outflow power losses, respectively.

Operatively (Table 1), WWs have a maximum efficiency between 70% and 90%. The typical
exploitable head is 1–6 m, flow rate lower than 1 m3/s and power less than 50 kW. The Riviera mill and
the Forno mill consist of overshot and breastshot GWWs, respectively, with horizontal rotating axles.

Table 1. Typical characteristic data of gravity water wheels (GWWs). Cost refers to energy production
(see [16] for details).

Type Head m Flow Rate m3/s Max Eff. % Cost €/kW Payback Time Years

Overshot 3–6 0.2–0.4 80–85 3900–4300 7.5–8.5
Breastshot 1–4 0.3–1 70–85 4000–7000 8–12
Undershot <1.5 1 70–85 6900–8700 12–17

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4. Cont.
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(e) (f) 

Figure 4. Types of gravity water wheels: (a) Overshot; (b) low breastshot; (c) high breastshot;
(d) undershot; (e) Sagebien; (f) Zuppinger. Adapted from [17–19].

The water wheel shaft is normally supported by two plain bearing, lubricated by grease or oil,
mounted across the canal on a metal frame (Figure 5b) or a brick structure (Figure 6b).

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. The overshot water wheels of the Riviera mill: (a) Before the renovation (Courtesy of Arch.
Roberto Olivero, 2004); (b) after the renovation.

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

Figure 6. The low breastshot water wheels of the Forno mill: (a) Overall view; (b) side view and
particular of the worn plain bearing; (c) water entry point; (d) shape of the blades.

The Riviera mill consists of two metallic WWs (Figures 2 and 5) and the water is supplied by
the Maira River through the Bealera Comella. The wheels are 1.3 m wide and have a diameter of 3.0
m. They are an overshot type with 30 blades and rake angles equal to 60◦. The Forno mill uses the
water derived from the Dora Baltea River through a complex system of irrigation canals (Roggia Natta,
Roggia del Veuchio, Roggia di Neirole). The system dates back to the 15thcentury and allowed to
convey the granted flow rate in the Roggia dei Mulini. The two metallic water wheels (Figure 6) have a
diameter of 4.0 m, width of 1.4 m and 32 blades.

A complete analysis of the efficiency, output power and power losses of the Riviera mill and
Forno mill WWs has been performed through theoretical analyses, experimental measurements in a
laboratory device and with the help of CFD numerical simulations [20–25]. The results have been also
used for the check of ancient and popular past formulation [8,26].

For the sake of simplicity, we report here the main results of the hydraulic study, leaving it to
the interested reader to deepen in the cited papers. The efficiency is related to water energy input
from the upstream channel, power output and power losses and these latter occur in several parts of
the installation

η =
Pout

P
=

P−∑
losses

P
where η is the WW efficiency, Pout is the mechanical output power and P = Pu − Pd is the difference
between the water power upstream (Pu) and downstream (Pd) the WW, respectively. The losses depend
on the WW type. In the overshot case (Riviera mill)∑

losses = Linp + Lt + Lg + LQu + LQr

where Linp is the power loss occurring in the impact, Lt is the possible impact loss generated when the
blades impact against the tailrace, Lg is the mechanical friction loss at the shaft supports, LQu is the
volumetric loss at the top of the wheel and LQr is the volumetric loss during rotation. Similarly, in the
breastshot WW (Forno mill)∑

losses = Linp + Lt + Lg + LQu + Lc + LQ + Lbed + Lh

where Lc are the hydraulic losses between the sluice gate and the WW, LQ is the loss due to water that
filters from the slits between the buckets and the channel, Lbed is the drag effect of water on the channel
bed and Lh is the loss that occurs when the residual power of the water in the last bucket is lost in the
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tailrace. In [20,26] the power losses are related to the WW’s geometric characteristics and the channel’s
hydraulic characteristics.

The theoretical, experimental and numerical analysis allowed to identify the reference results
reported in Table 2. In particular, the Table shows the wheel efficiency and the relative importance of
the power losses with the consequent suggestion for possible efficiency improvements [25,27].

Table 2. Reference values for the two WW (see [20,26] for details).

WW Q ω P T η Lc LQu
Linp LQ Lbed Lt Lh Lg LQr

m3/s rad/s W Nm - W W W W W W W W W

Riviera
Mill 0.300 0.89 8500 (1) 9550 80% - 85 680 - - ~0 - 170 1950

Forno
Mill 0.400 0.63 4790 7600 78% 380 96 480 530 15 ~0 480 (2) 120 -

(1) Calculated with filling volume of the buckets 60%. (2) See [26] for the significance of the negative value.

3. The Power Transmissions

In a Vitruvian mill, the power transmission devices, included between the water wheel and the
load, have a dual purpose: (i) To change the direction of the axis of the shafts, from horizontal and
perpendicular to the main wall of the mill, to vertical, for example to rotate the runner stone in the
grain mills; (ii) to multiply the angular velocity of the load shaft, in order to increase the productivity.

As an example, Figure 7 shows the scheme of the Riviera mill power transmission. An overview of
the same power transmission is reported in Figure 8a. Each of the two water wheels can be connected
to two runner stones through an independent power transmission system, but the single water wheel
can drive only one millstone at a time. The two power transmission systems are analogous, therefore
only the one operated by the downstream water wheel is described below in detail. The downstream
water wheel is keyed to the shaft A, called the main shaft (Φ = 120 mm), that crosses the mill wall.
A first bevel gear multiplier (Figure 8b), with teeth number respectively z1 = 96 and z2 = 40, drives the
shaft B, said lay shaft, (Φ = 78 mm), arranged horizontally in parallel to the perimeter wall of the mill.
The first gear of the bevel multiplier, keyed to the water wheel shaft, is called the pit wheel; the second
gear is called the wallower. A second bevel gear train (Figure 9), with teeth number respectively z3 = 90
and z4 = 34, further multiplies the rotation speed of the output vertical shaft C, called the spindle shaft
(Φ = 80 mm), that actuates the runner stone one.

The overall gear ratio ωC/ωA is then equal to 6.35, whereby the nominal rotation speed of the
millstone ωC is about 60 rpm, while the rotation speed of the water wheel ωA is about 10 rpm.

 

Figure 7. Plan view scheme of the Riviera mill power transmission.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8. The Riviera mill: (a) Power transmission overview; (b) the first bevel gear multiplier.

The rotation of the runner stone can be stopped by moving the bevel gear z4 along the spindle
vertical shaft C through a special lever (Figure 9b), until the contact between teeth z3 and z4 is interrupted.

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9. The Riviera mill power transmission: (a) Engagement of the runner stone; (b) disengagement
of the runner stone.

The power transmission architecture described above is common to that of several old grain mills.
It is found, for example, in the mechanical transmission of the upstream water wheel of the Forno mill
that can drive two running stones as shown in the scheme of Figure 10.

Here again, the change in the direction of the shafts, and the multiplication of angular velocity
of the runner stone are realized by two bevel gears (Figure 11), whose functional parameters are
summarized in Table 3. The overall gear ratio ωC/ωA is equal to 6.57, almost equal to the overall speed
ratio of the Riviera mill. The only difference consists in the plan distribution of the transmission,
imposed by the conformation of the building. While in fact in the case of the Riviera mill, the wheel z2

is keyed in the middle of the lay shaft B, between the two millstones (Figure 7), in the case of the Forno
mill it is positioned at the right end of the lay shaft B (Figure 10).
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Table 3. Functional parameters of the power transmissions.

Parameter Riviera Mill Forno Mill Stone Mill Forno Mill Roller Mill

ωW 10 rpm 8–12 rpm 8–12 rpm
z1 96 64 96
z2 40 32 31
z3 90 92 -
z4 34 28 -

ωC/ωA 6.35 6.57 ≈12 (valued)
ωC 63 rpm 52.5–78.8 rpm 96–144 rpm

Additionally, in the case of the Forno mill, the actuation of each runner stone can be stopped by
operating a special lever, whose function is to move vertically the gear z4, connected through a key to
the spindle shaft C, until the contact between teeth z3 and z4 is interrupted (Figures 11b and 12). In this
case, the disengagement lever is hinged to the wooden beam, which supports the floor on which the
millstones are placed (stone floor).

Figure 10. Plan view scheme of the Forno mill upstream water wheel.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 11. The Forno mill upstream water wheel power transmission: (a) The first bevel gear multiplier;
(b) the second bevel gear multiplier.
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Figure 12. Disengagement of the runner stone and lever for regulation of the distance of the stones in
the Forno mill.

The downstream water wheel of the Forno mill, instead, drives more recent roller mills. After the
first speed multiplier (Figure 13a), consisting of the usual bevel gear pair (see Table 3: z1 = 96, z2 = 31;
z1/z2 = 3.09) there is a gearbox consisting of a pair of straight teeth spur gears, that transmit the power
to a third shaft C, now horizontal and parallel to the main building wall (Figure 13b). Although it was
not possible to open the box of the multiplier, its multiplication ratio was evaluated to be about four,
simply by estimating the radius of the two gears. It follows that the overall gear ratio ωC/ωA is about 12,
almost twice the overall gear ratio of the oldest upstream wheel power transmission. Several pulleys
with a diameter of about 550 mm are connected to the shaft C and transmit, by flat belts, the power
to the roller mills of manufacture Amme Giesecke & Konegen, Braunschweig, Germany (Figure 14).
To prevent accidents due to the use of non-protected belt drives, several old injury prevention sign are
displayed in the mill (Figure 14c,d).

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. The Forno mill downstream water wheel power transmission: (a) The first bevel gear
multiplier and the spur gearbox; (b) the pulleys actuating the roller mills.
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 14. The Forno mill: (a) Amme Giesecke & Konegen roller mills; (b) particular of the label and
inside of the mill; (c) and (d) old accident prevention signs: “Be prudent; the injury is always lurking”
and “Far from the belts”.

In all the bevel gear pairs, the teeth of the first gear are made of apple wood (Figure 15). The wooden
teeth present the following advantages: (i) They can be easily manually produced with a simple band
saw; (ii) they introduce a mechanical compliance in the transmission that absorbs the impulsive loads
during the starting and stopping transient states; (iii) they reduce the noise generated by the mechanical
transmission; (iv) they are prone to wear preserving the integrity of the metal teeth (Figure 15c,e);
(v) they are easily replaceable once worn, being set in a rim, in which they are driven and keyed
(Figure 15d,e).

On the other hand, both because the teeth do not have the proper shape and for the considerable
wood friction coefficient, the efficiency of the mechanical transmission with wooden teeth mortise
wheel is certainly low. This must be carefully assessed in the case of reconversion of an ancient mill for
the production of electricity, and measured as discussed in conclusions.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

Figure 15. The mortise gear (Riviera): (a) Side view; (b) frontal view; (c) worn teeth; (d) particular of
the wooden teeth mounting on the wheel ring; (e) wear and teeth mounting (Forno mill).
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4. Regulation Devices

The Riviera mill vertical shaft C (spindle) supports and moves the runner stone, on the top of the
fixed one, called bedstone (Figure 16).

The connection between the shaft C and the runner stone is made with the coupling of the
Figure 17a,b, in which it is also possible to see the radial plain bearing of the shaft C integral with the
bedstone, made of Teflon after the renovation of the Riviera mill. Figure 17c shows, from below, the
original same plain bearing used in the Forno mill.

The vertical load of the runner stone, whose mass is around 7500 kg, is supported by an
oil-immersed plain axial bearing (Figure 18a). In order to set the optimal distance between the mill
stones, for grinding different types of cereals or to produce a finer or coarser flour, the axial bearing
may be raised or lowered by a lever (bridge tree) operated remotely with a lead screw mechanism
called the tentering screw (Figures 12, 16 and 18b).

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Mechanical scheme of the runner stone engagement lever and of the stones distance
regulation mechanism (Riviera mill): (a) Runner stone engaged; (b) runner stone disengaged.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 17. Cont.
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 17. Coupling between the shaft C and runner stone: (a) Shaft C (Riviera mill); (b) runner stone
(Riviera mill); (c) shaft C (Forno mill); (b) runner stone (Forno mill).

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 18. Stone distance regulation mechanism of the Riviera mill: (a) Axial bearing; (b) lead
screw mechanism.

Both the runner stone and the bedstone are contained in a wooden cover case called tun or vat
(Figures 17d and 19a), positioned on the wooden beams of the stone floor, with the function of collecting
the flour and conveying it to the plan sifter. The grain, that has to be ground, is loaded into a hopper
located at the top of the tun. Due to gravity, the grain falls on an inclined plane (shoe), shaken laterally
by a cam (damsel) actuated by a shaft keyed with the runner stone (Figure 20), so that the oscillation
frequency of the inclined plane depends on the rotation speed of the runner stone. This means that
the flow of the grain that feed the central hole of the runner stone grows by increasing the grinding
rotation velocity. In addition, the grain flow can be adjusted by changing the slope of the inclined
plane (Figure 20) by regulating the length of the string (Figures 20 and 21).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 19. Stone floor of Riviera mill: (a) Tun and hopper; (b) lifted runner stone.

 

Figure 20. Grain flow adjustment mechanism and hopper emptying alarm (Riviera mill).

To avoid damages to the millstones, it is necessary to ensure that the hopper never completely
empties and the grain feeding is never interrupted. With this aim, a curious warning system has been
designed. As long as there is a sufficient amount of cereal in the hopper, a wooden bird (Figure 20)
remains in a standing position, held by a rope immersed in the grain (not visible in the figure). In this
condition, the wooden member, connected to the warning bell by a string, is not impacted by the
rotating arm keyed to the same shaft of the cam shaker. If the hopper gets to low, the rope is released,
the bird rotates around a pin, and it puts down the head as if it was pecking. In this way, the wooden
element connected to the warning bell goes down, and interferes with the rotating arm that, by striking
it, causes the alarm bell to ring during each revolution of the mill stone.
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Figure 21. Feeding the millstones.

Finally, to obtain good quality flour, it is also important to adjust the grinding speed, i.e., the
water wheel supplying flow rate. In the Riviera mill, a regulating lever, positioned inside the build
at the stone floor, is integral with an external rocker that rotates in a hole of the mill wall (Figure 22).
A cable is pulled by the rocker, and, through a pulley, closes the flume gate.

In the case of the Forno mill, a handwheel, positioned on the meal floor (Figure 23a), is integral
with a shaft, keyed with a spur gear (Figure 23b). The driven gear is integral with a second shaft
that pass through the wall of the mill, and is in turn keyed to a pinion in contact with a rack, whose
translation regulates the vertical position of the flume gate (Figure 23a).

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 22. Regulating the supply flow rate in the Riviera mill: (a) The cable actuation; (b) the flume
and the flume gate.
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 23. Regulating the supply flow rate in the Forno mill: (a) The handwheel and the flume gate;
(b) the gear reducer.

5. Conclusions

In the paper, the mechanical architecture of old watermills of Piedmont (Italy) is presented.
Beyond the historical value of the work, the authors believe that the knowledge of the functional
details of solutions used in the past allows us to fully understand their potential. They can also permit
a full recovery of original tasks, as in the case of the Riviera mill, stimulate the design of new hybrid
solutions, or inspire original and renewed uses. Old water wheels, for example, when for economic
reasons are not suitable for direct actuation of the original machines, could sometimes be renovated
for the production of electricity (micro hydropower generators). In fact, these machines present, in
general, an interesting efficiency, between 70% and 85% (See Table 1). In particular, both the water
wheels taken as example in this study have a good efficiency, close to 80%, and their restoration or
reuse is therefore widely justifiable.

In all cases, for the sake of completeness, to the hydraulic study of the wheel a complete analysis
of the mill must be added. In particular, it is necessary: (i) To go into the details of mechanical
transmission, (ii) improve some mechanisms that are not very effective, (iii) evaluate the production
potential, (iv) model or measure the torque and power characteristics of the whole transmission.

It is not always possible to accurately model the performance of the entire transmission.
Water wheels, wooden gears, lubricated plain bearings have an intrinsically non-linear behavior,
so that the uncertainty in determining the total efficiency of an old water mill can be significant.

In order to overcome this issue, it can therefore be useful, in perspective, to develop equipment
aimed at the in situ experimental measurement of the mechanical characteristic of a water wheel and
power transmission, and the definition of its overall efficiency. The portable device should consist of:
(i) A unit for the connection with a mill power transmission; (ii) a braking unit capable of generating
the load torque; (iii) a measurement unit, appropriately instrumented to determine the torque and
power characteristic as a function of the rotation speed of the load shaft.
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Abstract: This paper presents the design of Rene Artificiale Portatile (RAP), a novel wearable and
portable device for extracorporeal blood ultrafiltration, capable of providing remote treatment of
fluid overload in patients with kidney diseases and/or congestive heart failure. The development
of the device is based on a new design paradigm, since the layout of the device is box-shaped, as
to fit a backpack or a trolley case, differentiating it from other existing devices. The efficient layout
and component placement guarantee minimalization and ergonomics, as well as an efficient and
cost-effective use. The redundant control architecture of the device has been implemented to ensure a
high level of safety and an effective implementation of the clinical treatment. The consistency of the
design and its effective implementation are assessed by the results of the preliminary in-vitro tests
presented and discussed in this work.

Keywords: wearable device; blood ultrafiltration; mechatronic device; renal replacement

1. Introduction

Fluid overload is a clinical condition in which the accumulation of water in the body cannot
be excreted. One of the main consequences of fluid overload is electrolyte imbalance, in particular
of sodium (whose normal level is diluted), which possibly leads to digestive problems, behavioral
changes, brain damage, seizures and sometimes even coma [1]. In particular, the organs that lead to
fluid overload are the kidneys and heart. Patients suffering from this pathological condition of fluid
overload as the consequence of a renal disease or congestive heart failure need to be hospitalized and
treated through dedicated extracorporeal blood purification therapies. In these treatments, patient’s
blood, in which water and toxins are accumulated in excess, is externally drawn by a specific vascular
access, and through an extracorporeal circuit, filtered and purified by a specific medical device called
hemodialyzer. Finally, the purified blood is re-infused into the patient. The term “blood purification
therapy” refers to an array of different techniques that are applied according to the specific clinical status.
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However, if the clinical aim is to remove excess water from patients, the specific technique is called
ultrafiltration. Ultrafiltration aims at removing plasma water (the “ultrafiltrate”, or “UF”, in short)
from blood through a semipermeable membrane, by means of a controlled pressure gradient [2]. In
contrast to therapies such as hemodialysis, hemofiltration or hemodiafiltration, isolated ultrafiltration,
with no use of replacement fluid, does not allow for a direct reduction of uremic toxins concentration.

The actuation and control of all processes to be performed during ultrafiltration therapy are
generally carried out by devices designed for use in a hospital/clinic setting, although also some
devices exist with an option for ultrafiltration at home. None of these devices, however, are small
and lightweight enough to be carried around while performing the treatment. In order to extract
blood from a patient’s vascular circulation, a specific vascular access needs to be implanted. Except for
the Artero-Venous fistula, the most used vascular access for this type of therapy is the dual lumen
catheter [3], which allows taking out and re-infusing blood to the patient, puncturing the vessel only
once. Typically, the catheter is positioned in the jugular or femoral vein, which are large-caliber blood
vessels, in order to guarantee adequate blood flows flowing inside the extracorporeal circuit. Blood
from the catheter circulates into the disposable extracorporeal circuit that shall be adapted with the
interface of the so-called “hardware” of the ultrafiltration machine [2,4]. Since blood exits from a vein
and returns to the same vein, an external pump generating a pressure gradient is necessary in order to
perform extracorporeal circulation. The core of the filtering process takes place inside a disposable
component called a hemodialyzer or hemofilter; it is a device constituted of a semipermeable membrane
that allows the filtration of plasma water and suspended particulates (among which electrolytes like
sodium and potassium) and the retention of components that should not be removed from patients,
like proteins and red blood cells. The membrane is made of thousands (between 2500 and 10,000)
hemo-compatible polymeric hollow fibers, porous on the surface, through which blood flows. In the
space between fibers, the fluid removed (ultrafiltrate) is collected and then displaced. The physical
phenomenon of filtration is called ultrafiltration, because pores have an average diameter smaller than
100 nm. The driving force promoting the separation is the hydrostatic pressure gradient across the
membrane; a negative pressure is applied in the ultrafiltrate compartment of the filter through a pump
(the ultrafiltration pump) in order to generate a positive transmembrane pressure [5].

Generally, ultrafiltration machines are bulky, and hence difficult to move. Furthermore, the
management and set-up of these machines are not easy; consequently, a specialized and trained nursing
and technical staffmust setup and supervise each treatment procedure. Hence, ultrafiltration therapies
generally require the hospitalization of patients [6]. The scientific community is joining the worldwide
effort to overcome these issues by providing novel technological solutions for the extracorporeal
ultrafiltration therapy. The design of portable and wearable devices for continuous ultrafiltration
that can be operated without direct medical control, and/or even possibly monitored remotely, seems
the most viable option. It has been extensively recognized [7–12] that the great potential of such
portable/wearable medical devices is that they can implement a mild blood ultrafiltration therapy out
of hospital over an extended stretch of time (such as over a full day), making this process more similar
to physiological body water removing, reducing total therapy costs and improving patient quality
of life.

Several prototypes with similar therapeutic targets have been developed to date [13–16]. Although
many of them have contributed to scientific progress in this field, some technological limitations still
restrict their clinical application and their industrialization [17–19]. Technological issues to be solved
are mainly related to the requirements in combining safety for patients with miniaturization and low
energy consumption. Hence, each new design must be developed with the greatest care to layout
definition, to components choice, and to the implementation of a safe and robust control architecture.

A new mechatronic wearable device for extracorporeal blood ultrafiltration has been recently
conceived by joint research project of theDepartment of Management and Engineering (DTG) of the
University of Padova and the International Renal Research Institute of Vicenza (IRRIV) of the S. Bortolo
Hospital. The device is named Rene Artificiale Portatile (RAP) after the Italian research program
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“Rene Artificiale Portatile”. Two papers describing the preliminary design of the RAP and of one of its
more relevant components have been published recently [20,21]. This work provides a more in-depth
description of the device, focusing on both the innovative aspects of its design which guarantee
wearability, and on the control architecture. The results of preliminary in-vitro tests, which were
performed to verify the safe and effective operation of the RAP device, are presented and discussed too.

2. Basic Operative Requirements

The RAP is intended to be a wearable/portable medical device that allows for safe out-of-hospital
use under remote supervision. Consequently, the RAP should meet mandatory and strict requirements
as formulated within international standards for safety and essential performance:

• IEC 60601-1 “Medical electrical equipment—Part 1: General requirements for basic safety
and essential performance”. This standard contains requirements for all medical electrical
devices in general. These requirements pertain to safety aspects, human factor engineering and
essential performance.

• IEC 60601-2-16 “Medical electrical equipment—Part 2-16: Particular requirements for basic safety
and essential performance of haemodialysis, heamodiafiltration and heamofiltration equipment”

• IEC 60601-2-11 “Medical electrical equipment—Part 1-11: General requirements for basic safety
and essential performance—Collateral Standard: Requirements for medical electrical equipment
and medical electrical systems used in home care applications”. This standard applies to specific
aspects of the safety and essential performance of medical electrical equipment intended for use
in home care applications, usually without continual professional supervision and sometimes
temporarily used in the clinical environment.

A multi-disciplinary mechatronic design approach has been adopted: issues related to different
domains (medical, mechanical, electrical and electronic domains), together with their coupling and
mutual effects, have been considered.

First of all, the device must be powered autonomously for a sufficient lapse of time to allow for
the usual mobility habits of patients treated. Since the RAP is intended to be used for continuous
ultrafiltration therapy, 24 h a day, 7 days a week, adequate energy storage should be available, with a
careful design of components and algorithms as well, in order to reduce energy consumption and heat
generation. Furthermore, miniaturization, ergonomics, and low weight are obviously of paramount
importance and have been taken into account during all the design phases.

Another key feature is the capability of providing an automatic regulation of the clinical parameters
during the whole treatment according to the medical prescription. Hence, the device controller must
manage the therapy procedure and log all the significant clinical data, which should be accessible in
real-time for monitoring purposes in the hospital, where a dedicated wireless communication system
can be setup. The data recorded during the whole treatment should then be collected after its conclusion
and stored by the hospital IT department. The logged data include all the data that are relevant to
the regulation of the process, and to the monitoring of the correct operation, and therefore include
pressures in the extracorporeal circuit (access, pre-filter, return, ultrafiltrate, transmembrane pressure),
the prescribed blood, ultrafiltrate and heparin flows, the ultrafiltrate volume, the air temperature inside
the device housing, the battery level, and the list of warning and errors generated during the therapy.

It is essential that the applied vascular access avoids infections and formation of blood cloths; it is
also necessary that connection and disconnection are easy to perform. Moreover, the extracorporeal
tubes through which blood flows must be made of anti-thrombogenic materials and the total priming
volume should be as low as possible. The material of membranes must be non-thrombogenic too, for
minimizing the risk of coagulation and blood losses. The device must be equipped with a dedicated
pumping system able to remove a volume of ultrafiltrate comparable to the one physiologically
removed from the kidneys over the same amount of time. Therefore, the volume of liquid to be
removed in 24-h is estimated between 1.5 and 2 L.
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When blood encounters artificial materials, the coagulation system of blood is immediately
activated, inducing a coagulation cascade. In order to reduce this phenomenon during extracorporeal
blood circulation, a controlled and continuous infusion of anticoagulation drugs, such as heparin, must
be administered into the circuit as well. Considering a heparin infusion flow ranging between 500 and
1500 U.I./h, and adopting a solution where heparin concentration is 500 U.I./mL, the desired infusion
flow range of the heparin pump is between 1 and 2.5 mL/h.

The design procedure has been preceded by a detailed risk management analysis carried out
according to the international standards ISO 14971 and IEC 60601-2-16, in order to define the safety
devices and components that should be included in the RAP, thus allowing elimination of the non-strictly
necessary ones. Some of the selected components that have been integrated in the system have been
chosen among commercially available ones, some others have been specifically conceived, designed
and implemented. Furthermore, a specific initial effort has been devoted to the distinction between
reusable and disposable components. Clearly, all components that have contact with the patient’s
blood must be replaced after each use. This requirement has been addressed, as will be specified in
Section 3, through a specific layout design.

The list of the strictly necessary components of the RAP includes:

• an air sensor to detect air bubbles in the blood line;
• a blood leak detector (BLD) to detect blood loss due to membrane rupture;
• three pressure sensors (access pressure, pre-filter pressure and return pressure sensors) to detect

disconnections or blood coagulation;
• a pressure sensor in the ultrafiltrate line to detect coagulation in the filter;
• a fluid balance monitoring system to check the plasma water volume removed from the patient;
• a temperature sensor to monitor excessive temperature variations;
• a sensor detecting when the heparin reservoir is empty.

Furthermore, a clamp (safety valve) capable of automatically occluding the disposable circuit
where blood flows is included in the design. This avoids any undesired infusion (e.g., clots, air) into
the patient. It must be placed immediately before the blood return side of the catheter and must
be operated whenever a safety hazard is detected. Since commercially available safety clamps are
unsuitable for portable/wearable devices because they are large, heavy and high-power consuming, a
customized and innovative design has been specifically applied for this component [21].

3. Layout of the RAP

The first and more evident design goal for the rap is keeping the overall size to a minimum [15].
This feature is dictated by the choice to improve the portability of other existing devices, by ensuring
that the layout fits a backpack or a trolley case. Figure 1 shows a 3D - sketch of the virtual prototype, as
well as a picture of the first working prototype of the device. The latter has been built using additive
manufacturing technology. Some components are masked in the pictures since their patentability is
currently under investigation.

The main feature of the design is the ‘multiple layer’ paradigm, which represents a significant
departure from the more common ‘single layer’ paradigm used by most existing devices for
ultrafiltration, such as the ones that are worn as a belt or as a sling [8]. This design introduces
several advantages, both for patients (ease of carrying and use, both when standing or seating) and
for healthcare professionals (simple installation of disposable components, easy setup of the clinical
procedure, easy maintenance).
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Figure 1. The Rene Artificiale Portatile (RAP) design: 3D sketch and manufactured prototype. Masked
sections cover components where patentability is still under investigation at manuscript submission.

The mechanical layout is split into three layers, each one hosting a set of components. The first
layer, which can be identified as the ‘backbone’ panel, hosts the main electronic components, including
two microcontroller boards and a single-board microcomputer. The functionality of these devices,
which implement the system control architecture, will be described in detail in Section 6. The CAD
sketch and a picture of the first layer are shown in Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Internal panel with the main electronic components of the RAP: 3D sketch and
manufactured prototype.

The ‘intermediate’ panel hosts other non-disposable components. The main ones are the peristaltic
blood pump, the heparin infusion system, the custom-built electromechanical safety clamp, the air
sensor, the temperature sensor and the BLD. These components are visible on the front of the panel, as
shown in Figure 3. Looking at the backside of the panel, the ultrafiltrate pump driving circuit and the
board for the signal conditioning circuit are visible.
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Figure 3. Front and back views of intermediate panel with the non-disposable components of the RAP:
3D sketch and manufactured prototype, (a) front side, (b) back side.

The third or external layer of the RAP hosts all the disposable components (the priming volume,
included the filter, is almost 60 mL): the polyvinylchloride blood circuit, the hemofilter (priming
volume 33 mL), the disposable elements of the heparin infusion system, the pressure sensors and the
piezoelectric pump that displaces the ultrafiltration liquid.

The external layer, as shown in Figure 4, is designed as a ‘replacement kit’ or as a ‘cartridge’
system, that can be snapped in the device during the preparation of each treatment, and quickly
disconnected and disposed after the use. The same figure also lists all the components of the blood
line circuit.

 

Figure 4. External panel with the disposable components of the RAP: 3D sketch and manufactured prototype.

The battery that powers the RAP is located in the cover panel (Figure 5), which hosts also a
touchscreen display and an emergency stop button.
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Figure 5. Covering panel on the top face of the RAP: 3D sketch and manufactured prototype.

The power source is a lithium battery with 75.5 Wh capacity, equipped with USB connection for
quick charge technology. According to the results of several experimental trials, the average electric
power consumption is equal to 13.9 W, and therefore the chosen battery can provide up to 5 h of running
time. The design, however, gives the possibility of extending running time simply by including a small
backup battery, allowing a “hot swap” main battery replacement without interruptions to the therapy,
or by plugging the RAP into an AC outlet to recharge the battery.

The LCD touchscreen display mounted on the cover panel can be used for the treatment setup
by healthcare professionals, as well as for monitoring of the main treatment parameters by patients.
Patients can verify the correct operation of the device or the presence of a warning (e.g., by a warning
message, such as ‘empty the UF tank’), they can pause/resume the therapy, or they can follow the
instructions prescribed by the therapeutic procedure. The LCD display, which is wired to the main
board, can also be removed from its housing and placed on a shoulder strap for an easier use
or monitoring.

The ultrafiltrate liquid is collected in a tank that is located on the left side of the device (see
Figure 1). The tank, which can be easily removed to be emptied, has a capacity of 2.2 L and is equipped
with a customized measurement system. Ultrafiltrate volume, which is measured by the RAP control
architecture, is one of the therapy key parameters, and therefore must be monitored continuously
during the whole clinic procedure.

The overall dimensions of the prototype are 405 by 300 by 140 mm, and the total weight is slightly
below 5 kg with an empty tank, 7.2 kg with a full ultrafiltrate tank.

4. Control Architecture

The control architecture adopted for the RAP is shown in Figure 6.
The architecture has been carefully designed to meet both the restrictive requirements imposed by

the application (the development of a miniaturized, energy efficient and wearable device which could
be monitored remotely) and those imposed by the safety regulations of medical devices with the aim of
minimizing risk for patients. The architecture can be split into two main sections, named the “program
application section” and the “device control section”, according to Figure 6. The main components of
such an architecture are the microcomputer and the two microcontrollers boards, which work together
to handle the RAP functionalities.
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Figure 6. RAP control architecture.

The core of the program application section is run by the embedded Raspberry PI microcomputer,
which runs the therapy management application, and implements the top layer of the software that
runs on the RAP. The main tasks of the program application section are:

• management of communication with the device control section
• management of communication with an external PC through a web server and through the

HL7 protocol
• logging of the data collected during the therapy
• management of treatment prescription and its transfer to the device control section
• management of the Graphical User Interface (GUI), accessible locally or through a wired/wireless

LAN connection as a web page, that can be used for treatment set-up in hospital and for real-time
monitoring of treatment data.

HL7 (Health Level 7, standard ISO 16527) is a specific standard protocol for exchanging information
between medical applications. This standard defines a format for the transmission of health-related
information, and therefore is commonly supported by the IT facilities of hospitals.

The device control section represents a lower layer of the control architecture that runs on the
RAP, since it acts as an intermediate level between the ‘high level’ therapy management handled by
the onboard microcomputer, and the ‘bottom level’ which includes the sensors, actuators, the LCD
display and the power supply. The control section, however, does not simply act as a driver, since it
takes care of running the actual control loop which ensures safe and correct operation of the RAP.

Each treatment is customized on the basis of the medical prescription through the GUI that runs
on the Raspberry PI microcomputer, which translates them into a cluster of numeric set-points, which
are in turn transferred to the device control section. Data sent from the device control section to the
program application section include the key information on the status of the system (pressure values,
amount of the ultrafiltrate removed, etc.). Such communication is performed through a USB connection
between the microcomputer and the two microcontroller boards.

The redundancy of the control, which is a strict requirement imposed by the safety regulations,
is implemented within the device control section. Each microcontroller independently performs the
reading of all the sensors, and data are continuously compared to detect any possible mismatches
between the two readings. The detection of a sensible discrepancy between readings, which suggests a
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measurement failure, triggers an emergency stop of the treatment. An emergency stop can also be
triggered by the emergency button (also read by both microcontrollers), by the microcomputer, by the
LCD, or by the device control section when a potential hazard is detected. It must be pointed out that
the two microcontrollers run two different software codes, since not all operations are performed in a
redundant fashion. Running two different codes also avoids the possibility of identical, and therefore
undetectable, errors in both applications.

The two microcontroller boards are labelled as ‘control system’ and ‘protective system’ (see Figure 6)
to highlight their different purposes. The ‘control system’ completely manages the ultrafiltration
therapy, by reading the signals from the sensors and by providing the correct set points to the pumps.
Sensor data are also transmitted to the microcomputer that stores them in a data log file, allowing
complete monitoring of the therapy. The second microcontroller board, that is, the ‘protective system’,
takes care of handling safety, mainly by performing the redundant reading of the signals from the
sensors and performing the comparison with the data generated by the other board. In case of out
of range measures or mismatches between the measures read by the two microcontrollers, a safety
procedure is activated, imposing treatment interruption by stopping the pumps and closing the
electro-mechanical safety clamp. At the same time, one bit of the communication array is set at a high
logical level in order to communicate the current status immediately and to display an alarm message
on the GUI. Furthermore, the protective microcontroller is connected to the LCD touchscreen, through
which patients can immediately check the therapy status. The safety procedure can also be activated
manually, by the emergency stop button placed on the top of the device and any alarms or warnings
detected by the system are signaled through a buzzer.

In order to further improve the overall system safety, a watchdog hardware component has been
fitted to continuously check the microcomputer status, ensuring that none of the microcontroller
boards ‘freeze’.

An accurate development of the control logic has been carried out as well; it has been developed
based on clinical requirements, risk analysis, and after investigating thoroughly the behavior and the
performances of some standard and reliable existing extracorporeal blood ultrafiltration machines.

The control logic has been structured in three main sequential operational phases to be performed.
They are:

• Setup phase;
• Therapy phase;
• Termination phase.

All of these phases have been translated into software routines running on the microcontrollers
and the microcomputer. Each phase has been further divided into relevant clinical procedures and
technical steps to be executed. A graphic overview of the sequence of operations included in each
phase is shown in Figure 7.

The setup phase consists of the following clinical procedures:

• switching on of the device: during this state, the system verifies the communication between the
two microcontrollers and the microcomputer;

• mounting of the disposable components (‘cartridge’) on the non-disposable panel. Such a
procedure needs to be performed in hospital by a trained healthcare professional;

• prescription of the therapy (remotely adjustable only by the physician);
• priming of the extracorporeal circuit: this is the most important procedure to be performed in the

setup up phase. The automated priming is performed in order to fill the extracorporeal circuit
with physiologic solution, remove all the air from the circuit, deposit some heparin along the
inner surfaces of the hemofilter and tubes, and check if the circuit and the sensor have been
connected properly;

• connection of the circuit to the patient catheter.
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Figure 7. Workflow of the control architecture.

The setup phase is handled by the microcomputer, since it requires the input of several clinical
parameters to correctly define the treatment according to the medical prescription. Such an operation
is performed at the hospital by the healthcare assistants, who also take care of performing blood circuit
priming, during which the conditions for starting extracorporeal blood circulation is ensured.

The second operational phase is the one corresponding to the ultrafiltration therapy. This phase is
supervised by the program application section, that is, by the microcomputer, but theoretically the
device control section could run the whole phase autonomously.

The first procedure to be performed in this phase is to initiate extracorporeal blood circulation,
therefore starting the actual ultrafiltration treatment. If a hazardous situation is detected, the device
automatically enters the state of alarm. In this state, the device automatically reacts by stopping the
pumps and occluding the clamp based on the type of alarm and its risk. The alarm can be reset; if the
problem is solved, the therapy can be carried on, otherwise the system re-enters the state of alarm.

The therapy phase can be paused at any time by stopping the blood pump. This can be done
easily by touching a dedicated key on the touch sensitive LCD panel, or alternatively, through the GUI
running on the microcontroller. The same methods also allow the therapy to resume. If the duration of
the “pause” phase lasts more than 2 min, the machine raises an alarm for prolonged blood stagnation.
The same check is made when the emergency stop button is pressed. Figure 8a shows examples of
messages appearing on the LCD panel during a therapy; information fed back to patients includes the
battery charge status and the amount of liquid accumulated in the ultrafiltration tank. The ‘drain bag’
button should be pushed just before manually emptying the tank in order to set up the device properly.
The detection of a safety hazard triggers the immediate stop of the procedure, which is then signaled
on the LCD screen, as can be seen in Figure 8b. Each possible safety hazard is identified by a numerical
code, and each error event is logged.
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(a)  (b) 

Figure 8. LCD screen during the therapy (a), LCD screen after a safety hazard detection (b).

The third and final phase of the therapy can, again, be triggered through either the LCD or the GUI;
during this phase ultrafiltration ceases. It should be highlighted that this phase must be carried out in
the hospital with a trained nurse who has to perform all the needed operations, in the proper order, as
listed and guided by the GUI. At the beginning of the termination phase all pumps are stopped, thus
ceasing ultrafiltration. After that, the blood along the external circulation line must be reinfused into
the patient. To do this, the access line needs to be disconnected from the catheter and connected to a
physiological solution; the RAP blood pump is then re-activated until all blood is removed from the
circuit. The device can then be turned off, and the return tube can be disconnected from the catheter.

5. Preliminary Validation Tests

Preliminary in vitro tests have been carried out on the RAP to experimentally verify the
effectiveness of the device components and of the device as a whole. A dedicate test bench platform
was used for this purpose. The tests aimed to verify the following features of the RAP:

• reliability of pressure measurements in the RAP, by comparing the estimation with the measured
values and with those of the test bench platform;

• reliability of the blood flow estimation procedure implemented in the RAP, by comparing the
values measured by flow meters installed in the test bench platform;

• reliability of the temperature sensor used in the RAP, by comparing the measured values with
those of the test bench platform;

• reliability of the ultrafiltrate measuring system used in the RAP, by comparing the estimated
values with those obtained by an electronic scale;

• reliability of the power-bank battery used to supply the RAP for a duration of at least 5 h;
• mechanical resistance of the disposable tubes of the extracorporeal circuit for a duration of at least

5 h;
• biocompatibility, in terms of possible cytotoxicity induced by contact with all the disposable

components of the circuit that will get into contact with blood.

All tests have been carried out by circulating 0.9% saline solution, with a density almost identical
to water. The frequency of acquisition of pressure values measured by both devices has been equaled
(20 Hz) in order to compare the two signals properly. Figure 9 shows the typical peristalsis-induced
trend of the return pressure: the data collected by the test bench pressure measuring system are
consistent with the ones measured by the RAP. This consistency has been checked, with similar results,
for all three RAP pressure sensors (access, pre-filter and ultrafiltrate pressures). Based on these results,
the choice of the pressure sensors and the signal conditioning procedure adopted in the RAP have
been considered suitable.
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Figure 9. Return pressure values measured by RAP and test bench.

As a second step, the reliability of the blood flow estimation system used in the RAP, which is
based on a real-time elaboration of the amplitude and frequency of the pre-filter pressure signal, has
been verified. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the blood flow rate estimated according to the
algorithm run by the RAP and the one measured by the test bench for three different set point values
(60, 80 and 100 mL/min). The flow rate estimated by the RAP (in red) slightly differs from the one
measured by the flow meter. In particular, the worst-case estimation error is equal to 9.12%, which is
well below the accuracy limits highlighted by the risk analysis process.

Figure 10. Blood flow rate estimated in the RAP and measured by the test bench at different set values
(60, 80 and 100 mL/min).

Subsequently, the temperature sensor of the RAP, which measures the temperature of the air
inside the device housing, was validated. Temperature values have been recorded every 10 min for a
total treatment duration of 5 h and 12 min. Figure 11 shows the comparison of temperature values read
by the two measurement devices, with a room temperature equal to 25.5 ◦C. The maximum percentage
error recorded was 5%; according to the results of the risk analysis this measurement error does not
provide any actual safety hazard. The temperature measurements show that the initial temperature,
25 ◦C, increased to the stable measure of 30 ◦C within the first hour of operation, thus no overheating
was detected.
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Figure 11. Comparison of temperature values read by the RAP and the test bench.

After more than 5 h of continuous operation, no safety hazards were detected, providing a first
proof of the reliability of the device. During the same test, the estimation of the ultrafiltration volume
has been checked against the reading of an electronic scale. The ultrafiltrate estimation system performs
a state estimation by comparing data generated by ultrasonic sensors and accelerometers. No further
details are provided here, for patentability issues.

Figure 12 shows the measurement collected during the 5-h trial; the plot compares the UF volume
set point (equal to 5 mL/min), to the estimated and measured volumes. With the exception of a short
initial interval, when it was not possible to estimate the extracted volume due to the design of the UF
tank, the liquid removal rate was estimated correctly and follows the desired one with a minimum
error. This test therefore validated both the reading and the regulation of the ultrafiltrate removal rate.

Figure 12. Ultrafiltrate volumes set in the device (black), estimated by RAP (red) and effectively
measured by external scale (green).

Finally, the possible induction of cytotoxicity has been evaluated, to verify that the device does
not lead to excessive deterioration of the blood tissues. The test was carried out by circulating 500 mL
of cell medium for 6 h: it is a special-purpose fluid with density and viscosity very similar to water
and containing many products necessary for cell growth and maintenance of the physical-chemical
conditions such as pH and osmolarity. Cell viability was assessed by measuring the number of viable
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cells and determined by trypan blue (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo., USA). Fluid samples were collected at the
beginning of the test and then after 30, 60, 180 and 360 min.

A specific cell line, monocyte line U937, which is considered to be the gold standard for cytotoxicity
analyses, was incubated for 24 h in the samples taken. At the end of the 24 h, via a cytofluorometer,
values of viability, necrosis (cell death due to artificial causes) and apoptosis (cell death due to natural
causes) of the incubated monocytes were evaluated. These values were compared with a control
sample. The analysis of the samples was translated into percentage of viability, necrosis and apoptosis,
as displayed in Figures 13–15. Data show, for all three parameters, similar values with respect to the
control samples within 6-h running time of the procedure, highlighting minimal cytotoxicity. These
results confirm the absence of adverse reactions, potentially due to high mechanical stress, increased
temperature, release of contaminants or reaction products as a consequence of the contact with external
materials and components of the RAP prototype.

Figure 13. Viability on monocytes cell line U937 after incubation with fluid circulated in the RAP for
up to 360 min.

Figure 14. Necrosis on monocytes cell line U937 after incubation with fluid circulated in the RAP for
up to 360 min.
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Figure 15. Apoptosis on monocytes cell line U937 after incubation with fluid circulated in the RAP for
up to 360 min.

6. Conclusions

This work has introduced the first pre-clinical prototype of a novel wearable/portable device
for blood ultrafiltration, named RAP. The design mixes additive manufacturing technologies,
off-the-shelves components (pumps, actuators, membranes, sensors, electronic devices), and some
custom design components, such as a novel electromechanical clamp and a sensorized ultrafiltrate
tank. Another significant novelty of the RAP device lies in its layout paradigm, based on three main
layers, arranged to fulfill the space occupation specifications defined at the earliest stages of the
development. The final design achieved the best tradeoff between miniaturization and ergonomics
through a box-shaped design that easily fits a trolley case or a backpack.

The box-like shape is the consequence of stacking three layers of components, one for the
disposable devices, one for the non-disposable components and one for the main electronic boards.
This arrangement significantly simplifies the maintenance of the device, as well as the procedures that
precede and follow each treatment run, achieving the minimization of the time required to complete
the operations performed by the trained personnel, which should take care of the initial and final
phases of the therapy.

The control architecture has been outlined in detail, highlighting the hardware and software
solutions chosen to ensure safe operation of the device.

The functionality of the device has been tested by specific in-vitro tests, through which the correct
operation of the critical elements of the design was assessed. The correct and reliable operation of the
RAP is complemented by the low rate of hemolysis and the negligible levels of cytotoxicity displayed
by the specific test reported here.

The device is now ready for further in-vitro testing, and for in-vivo testing. The device introduced
here is the first working prototype, conceived to validate a new design; there is room for miniaturization
by deepening integration though a custom electronic design and through the new design of disposable
components, such as filters and pressure sensors.
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Abstract: To meet the needs of present-day robotics, a family of gripping flexible fingers has been
designed. Each of them consists of a number of independent and flexible modules that can be
assembled in different configurations. Each module consists of a body with a flexible central rod
and three longitudinally positioned shape memory alloy (SMA) wires. When heated by the Joule
effect, one to two SMA wires shorten, allowing the module to bend. The return to undeformed
conditions is achieved in calm air and is guaranteed by the elastic bias force exerted by the central
rod. This article presents the basic concept of the module and a simple mathematical model for the
design of the device. Experimental tests were carried out on three prototypes with bodies made of
different materials. The results of these tests confirm the need to reduce the antagonistic action of the
inactive SMA wires and led to the realization of a fourth prototype equipped with an additional SMA
wire-driven locking/unlocking device for these wires. The preliminary results of this last prototype
are encouraging.

Keywords: shape memory alloy; SMA wires; flexible actuator; modular actuator; mathematical
model; experimental test

1. Introduction

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are a particular class of metal alloys characterized by two properties:
(1) the shape memory effect (SME), the ability to recover a preset geometric shape when subjected
to an appropriate temperature change; and (2) superelasticity (SE), the ability to withstand large
deformations (up to 10–15% compared to the initial configuration) without producing permanent
effects within a certain range of temperatures. The first discovery of these phenomena dates back
to 1932 thanks to the studies of Chang and Read on the AuCd alloy, and in 1938 the transformation
was studied in brass (CuZn). However, it was only in 1962 that Buehler discovered the SME in NiTi
alloy, and it was from then that actual research on its metallurgy and on its practical applications
began. Many other alloys that presented these properties were analyzed, but from the point of view of
applications, the most interesting and useful proved to be those of the NiTi group and the Cu alloys [1].

Since then, SMAs have been used in many fields of engineering: robotics [2–7], biomedical
engineering [8–10], and structural engineering [11,12]. The field of innovative robotics seems to be
particularly suited to exploiting the advantages that these materials can provide. These advantages are
a high power/weight ratio [13], sensing ability, remotability, low driving voltage, simplicity, cleanliness,
and silent actuation. Some of these advantages are emphasized when the device decreases in size.
On the other hand, they also present disadvantages, such as low energy efficiency, fatigue problems,
history-dependent characteristics, and low actuation frequency [14]. Much research attempted to
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overcome these disadvantages, in particular, by implementing different controls in order to obtain a
stable and repeatable behavior of their devices [15–17].

Today, industrial automation is entering a new phase, that of the Internet of things (IoT) and the
smart factory. Robotics, which is one of the ingredients of this revolution, has the increasing need to
find non-conventional solutions. Since the aim is to allow humans and machines to work together
without protective barriers, manipulators must also be designed for cooperation.

The end-effector mounted on a manipulator wrist can be a working tool or a gripper. The traditional
parallel or angular grippers, with two elements facing each other and operating a parallel or angular
movement, are widely used in robotics since they are simple and generally economical [18,19].

Dexterous hands usually have an anthropomorphic shape and the object is grasped by closing
mechanical fingers. They are more versatile and are preferred for gripping non-symmetrical
objects [20–23]. The actuation system of the grippers can be traditional (electrical, pneumatic)
or innovative, like piezo-actuation [24] or SMA actuator-based [16,17,25].

Moreover, flexible actuators are an interesting solution to use as fingers in the gripping hands, in
particular for cooperative robots. Different solutions, operated using electric current, hydraulic fluid
pressure, or pneumatic pressure [26–28], have been developed, but SMA-operated flexible fingers can
also be found in the literature. In general, the solutions implemented with electric motors are less light,
smooth, and silent compared to solutions with shape memory materials. Regarding the solutions with
hydraulic and pneumatic actuation, they can be used only in environments where the corresponding
generation plant is present. Devices with SMA actuation therefore appear to be promising where
lightness both for energy system demand and the device itself is required.

As an example, Yang et al. [29] created a flexible device made of three SMA springs embedded
off-axially and movably in a silicone rubber rod. A large deformation of the bending actuators are
obtained. Drawbacks of their solution are the cooling time, increased by the embedded solution, and
friction between the silicone and spring during the motion. Torres-Jara et al. [30] developed a compliant
modular actuator based on different arrays of the same simple unit based on a folded sheet of SMA.
Linear, rotational and surface actuators are obtained, depending on a different assembly. This is a very
interesting solution, both for the design of the object and its performance and for the idea of amplifying
the work space by means of the series or parallel composition of a certain number of modules.

The idea of a flexible actuator and that of a modular actuator have been merged together to
create the new family of flexible modular actuators presented in this paper. Each module is small,
light, and can be variously assembled to allow for the creation of fingers having different shapes and
characteristics to satisfy a wide range of needs. Depending on the task, it will be possible to assemble a
different number of fingers to constitute various grippers, from the simplest with two fingers for the
grasping of simple objects to the anthropomorphic five-finger hand.

This study aims to contribute to this growing area of research by proposing a mathematical model
for the design of a flexible actuator, the design and experimental tests performed on four actuators,
and the comparison of their different behaviors.

2. SMA-Actuated Module

A modular actuator based on shape memory wires is sketched in Figure 1a. The module has a
length of 40 mm and is composed of a central rod (1) with a lower base (2), an upper base (3), and
two intermediate disks (4). Three Nitinol SMA wires (5) (diameter 250 μm) are longitudinally placed.
One end of each wire is fixed to the lower base and passes through holes in the intermediate disks
running parallel to the central rod. This end is now looped through a hole on the upper base and then
returns to the lower base where it is fixed. Suitable screws (not shown) placed on the upper base allow
the proper tensioning of the SMA wires. Each of the three wires is positioned at 120◦ from the others in
order to allow the module to bend in any direction when one or more wires are actuated. The module
bends when the wire is heated, e.g., by means of the Joule effect, which causes the shortening of the
wire. When cooled and applying a bias force, the wire is stretched to the original shape and the module
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comes back to the undeformed shape. This bias force is exerted in this case both by the central rod and
by the inactive wires. The wires are not embedded in the structure so as to obtain faster cooling.

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of one module: 1) central rod, 2) lower base, 3) upper base, 4) intermediate disks,
and 5) three SMA wires @120◦; (b) Example of a finger composed by three modules in series.

The modules can be joined in order to assemble fingers. This requires a rigid support that
constitutes the base on which to arrange the electric power cables, switches, and drives for the control
of the structure. As an example, Figure 1b shows a finger made of three modules. The heating of
one wire will bend the module along one of three main directions (directions 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2).
The heating of two SMA wires will bend the module along three secondary directions (directions 1-2, 2-3,
and 1-3 in Figure 2).

Figure 2. View from above of a module with actuator displacement directions.

The main advantage of this arrangement is that it allows the actuator to move within a volume
whose projection on the plane perpendicular to the actuator is 360◦; that is, it is possible to carry out all
the desired positioning on this plane within the work space of the device.

However, the presence of the other inactive SMA wires, which by their function will be called
antagonists, constitutes a physical limit to deformation. Solutions to this limitation are investigated in
Section 6.

Figure 3 shows a rendered image of a three-finger gripper and its possible operation.
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Figure 3. Three-finger gripper.

3. Mathematical Model

To evaluate the behavior of a three-module finger, and in particular, the contribution of the
antagonistic wires, a numerical analysis was performed. This analysis involves the construction and
development of a mathematical model of the system and its implementation and solution. A simplified
mathematical model, in which the contribution of the antagonistic wires was neglected, is presented in
Maffiodo and Raparelli [31].

This model consists of two parts to distinguish the different behavior in the case of a single
SMA wire actuation (motion along the main directions, see Figure 2) and the actuation of two wires
(movements along the secondary directions, see Figure 2) where the forces involved and the position
of the latter with respect to the center of the device axis varies. Figure 4 shows the sketch of the forces
acting on a module in these two different situations.

 

  
(a) Case (A) (b) Case (B) 

Figure 4. Sketch of the forces acting on a module: (a) lateral view and plant view in the case of one-wire
activation (A), (b) lateral view and plant view in the case of two-wire activation (B).

Case A

The displacement along the main directions, as mentioned, is achieved by operating the SMA
wires one at a time. In this case, therefore, there will be a force given by the active SMA wire and
a double antagonist action determined by the two SMA wires at rest, which is added to the elastic
antagonist action determined by the central rod (Figure 4a).

To build a simplified 2D model, the following assumptions were made. With reference to the
sketch of Figure 4a, the force of action of the SMA wires (shown in red) is applied to the midpoint
of the segment that connects the centers of the two holes in which the SMA wire is running and is
directed along the wire itself in the shown direction. The two antagonist forces (shown in gray) are
also applied in the midpoints of the segments that connect the centers of the two holes in which the
two antagonist SMA wires are running, and are directed along the direction of the wires themselves
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and have the sense represented in the picture. These forces remain parallel to each other during the
module deformation; therefore, instead of considering their separate effect, they are replaced by an
overall antagonistic force (represented in blue). This antagonistic force has direction and sense equal to
the direction of the two antagonistic forces, it has a magnitude that is the sum of the two, and its point
of application is located at the midpoint of the segment that connects the two points of application of
the two original antagonistic forces. As can be seen in Figure 4a, the actuating force exerted by the
SMA wire, the overall antagonist force, and the axis of the actuator are then in the same plane, and
therefore the deformed actuator will move along this plane.

Case B

The movement along the secondary directions is obtained by operating the SMA wires two at
a time. In this case, therefore, there will be a force due to the two active SMA wires and a single
antagonistic action determined by the inactive SMA wire, which is added to the elastic antagonist
action determined by the central rod (Figure 4b). To build the 2D model, with reference to the sketch of
Figure 4b, each one of the two SMA forces (shown in gray) is applied at the midpoint of the segment
that joins the centers of the two holes along which the SMA wire runs. Similarly to the previous case,
these forces remain parallel to each other throughout the deformation; therefore, instead of considering
their separate effect, they are replaced by a total SMA force (represented in red). This force has direction
and sense equal to the direction of the two SMA forces, it has a magnitude that is the sum of the two,
and its point of application is located at the midpoint of the segment that connects the two points of
application of the two SMA forces. The antagonist force (represented in blue) is generated by a single
wire (the wire at rest); it is applied at the midpoint of the segment that connects the center of the two
holes in which the antagonist SMA wire runs, as shown in Figure 4b.

Also in this case, the total SMA force, the antagonistic force, and the actuator axis are in the same
plane; therefore the deformed actuator will move along this plane.

With these assumptions, in both cases the actuator is subjected to forces lying on a plane that will
be called the "deformation plane.” Therefore, the model is a two-dimensional (2D) model, based on the
analysis of the actions during the actuation in the two cases, and it is subsequently extended to the
other directions thanks to the symmetry that the actuator presents.

Moreover, in the model, other simplifying hypotheses have been made. The first one concerns the
upper head of the actuator, which even after deformation, is supposed to remain perpendicular to the
central rod; the second one consists in neglecting the inertia of the system.

Figure 5 is a sketch of the 2D model.

Figure 5. Sketch of the 2D model.

The axis of the actuator is represented by the segment OE, having length L. A generic deformed
condition brings the point E (end-effector) to the position E’.

To study this deformation, the actuator is modelled as a set of N rigid bodies having a length
equal to L/N each. These elements are connected to each other via torsional springs [31]. For simplicity,
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in the sketch, the deformed configuration starts from point O, the starting point of the first element,
and arrives at point E’, the final point of the Nth element.

During the actuation, each of these N elements undergoes a rotation of an angle ϕ with respect to
the element that precedes. Therefore, the last element of the rod will be rotated by an angle that is Nϕ

with respect to the horizontal; the upper head, in the final position (segment A’B’), will form the same
angle of value Nϕ with respect to initial position (segment AB).

The CA segment (drawn in blue) represents the antagonist wire in the rest condition; once the
deformation has occurred, this wire changes its configuration, moving to the CA segment and exerting
the antagonistic force Fant.

The DB segment (drawn in red) represents the SMA wire in the rest condition; once the deformation
has taken place, this wire also changes its configuration, leading to it coinciding with the DB segment
and exerting the FSMA.

The length a represents the distance between the point of application of the force exerted by the
antagonist wire and the axis of the actuator at rest. The length r represents the distance between the
point of application of the force exerted by the SMA wire and the axis of the actuator at rest.

It should be noted that the configuration shown in Figure 5 applies both in Case A (main directions)
and in Case B(secondary directions). In the latter, parameters a and r and the value of the multiplicative
coefficient to be given to the forces involved are different, obtained simply from the different geometry
of the system. In Case A, the value of the single antagonistic force must be multiplied by two, and in
Case B, it is necessary to multiply the value of the single SMA force by two.

The device reaches the equilibrium configuration when the sum of the moment of the antagonistic
force and of the moment of the elastic reaction of the central rod balances the moment of the SMA
force, with respect to the module base (Figure 6). This will occur for a particular angle ϕ; in fact, the
three moments all depend, obviously in a different way, on this angle. Once the ϕ equilibrium value is
obtained, it is possible to determine the elastic deformation of the system, and therefore, its effective
working space.

Figure 6. Moments acting on the actuator in the equilibrium condition.

The three considered moments have a different dependence on the deformation angle; therefore,
in the following, the procedure that led to the relationships between the forces and the deformation
is presented.

Moment of the SMA Force (One Wire)

In our model, the value of the force exerted by the SMA wire is considered to be constant; in fact,
it is assumed that, after a short transient, the wire completes the phase transition and is able to exert
the nominal force (value given by the manufacturer). The value of the arm of the force applied by the
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SMA wire depends by the deformation angle ϕ. The moment exerted by a SMA wire with respect to
the actuator end point is described by the following formula:

MSMA = FSMA·r· cos

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣a tan

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
L· N∑
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L· N∑
i=1

cos(iϕ)
)
− r· sin(Nϕ)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

Moment of the Antagonistic Force (One Wire)

The moment of an antagonist wire with respect to the actuator base is described by the
following formula:

MANT = FANT·LANT = ε·EA·LANT (2)

where A is wire section area, E is wire’s Young modulus and

ε =
L f inal − Lstart

Lstart
(3)

is the longitudinal deformation of the wire.
While the section of the wire and the linear elastic modulus of the material can be considered

constant parameters, the value of the longitudinal deformation varies with the angle of deformation
because the final length of the wire is a parameter that depends on the angle ϕ.

As can be seen, in this case, the deformation angle does not only influence the arm of the force
with respect to the final point of the rod but also affects the value of the antagonist force applied by the
wire, so the final equations are the following:

FANT =
EA
L
·
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)

Moment of the Elastic Reaction of the Central Rod

The stiffness of the spring that represents the flexibility of the central rod depends on the material
(Young modulus), on the section area, and on the length of the rod itself according to the following
relation, so the final moment of the central rod can be described using the following equation:

Mrod =
ErI
L

Nϕ (6)

where
Er is the Young modulus of the material constituting the rod;
I is the moment of inertia of the rod section;
L is the length of the rod.

Model Results

By way of example, the results of the model are presented in the present paragraph in the
case of a finger consisting of three modules 40 mm long each, placed in series and having a
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) central rod, with the characteristics summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Actuator main data.

Central rod diameter (mm) 2.6
Total actuator length (mm) 120

Young’s modulus PTFE (MPa) 450
SMA wires’ positioning radius (mm) 5

SMA wire diameter (μm) 250
SMA wire shortening (%) 5

SMA Young modulus in martensitic phase (GPa) 28
SMA Young modulus in austenitic phase (GPa) 75

When the actuator reached the theoretical equilibrium condition, the model gave the results
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Model results.

Main Direction Secondary Direction

Total SMA moment (Nm) 0.0424 0.0454
Total antagonistic moment (Nm) 0.0400 0.0440
Total central rod moment (Nm) 0.0024 0.0014

Total deformation angle Nf (rad) 0.028 0.017

Figure 7 shows the final deformed configuration of the finger, both along the main directions
(dotted line) and the secondary ones (solid line), considering the actuator axis in a rest condition laying
along the Z-axis. This graph represents the deformation of the actuator axis on the deformation plane;
this plane contained the axis of the actuator, and the forces exerted by the SMA wires and by the
antagonist wires.

Figure 7. Axis of central rod of the actuator in equilibrium condition.

Figure 8 shows the projection of the deformation on a plane perpendicular to the actuator axis
(X-Y).

As can be seen, and with reference to Figure 2, the greater deformations occurred along the three
main directions, which, starting from the X-axis, were arranged to form three 120◦ angles between them.
Instead, along the three secondary directions that were also arranged at 120◦ between them but 60◦ out
of phase with the previous ones, the deformations were smaller. This was due to the fact that along
the secondary directions, although there were two SMA wires activated at a time and there was only
one antagonist wire, the arm of action of the force exerted by the two SMA wires was very small with
respect to the arm of the force exerted by the antagonist wire. On the contrary, in the main directions,
only one SMA wire was operated, but the arm of the force exerted by the SMA wire was bigger.
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Figure 8. XY projection of the workspace.

4. Prototypes Designs

In Table 3, the characteristics of the materials of three different realized prototypes are presented,
and Figure 9 shows the prototypes.

Table 3. Prototypes characteristics.

Material Young’s Modulus (MPa) Melting Temperature (◦C)

(A) Nylon 800 120
(B) PTFE 800 250
(C) PEEK1000/LIM 4400/50 340

   

(A) (B) (C) 

Figure 9. Prototypes A with nylon central rod (A), B with PTFE central rod (B), and C with LIM central
rod and PEEK1000 disks (C).

Due to a Young’s modulus of the nylon central rod of about 800 MPa, prototype A was characterized
by a quite good flexibility. The advantage of this solution is that the material is inexpensive and its
machine tooling process is simple, but the disadvantage is that its melting temperature, around 120 ◦C,
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is close to the temperatures reached by the activated hot wires. Some results of experimental testing
on this prototype can be found in Maffiodo and Raparelli [32]. Prototype B, which had a central
module made of PTFE, was then built. This material is more expensive, in particular with regard to
tool machining. The advantages, however, are a similar Young’s modulus, excellent flexibility of the
structure, and a decidedly higher melting temperature.

Prototype C was created with the idea of separating the need to have a high melting temperature
of the areas in contact with the SMA hot wires and the need to have a high flexibility of the central
shaft. Then, the bases and intermediate disks were made with a technopolymer, PEEK1000, with a
high Young’s modulus and with a high melting temperature, while the flexible elements were made of
silicone rubber (LIM) with a low Young’s modulus.

5. Experimental Tests Bench, Procedure, and Results

The experimental set up, sketched in Figure 10, is composed of a flat square plate with four vertical
rods at its edges. The prototype is clamped in the middle of the plate and four low-friction nylon wires
are fixed to the actuator upper end. The opposite end of the wire is connected to a load with the aim of
tightening the wire itself and to calculate the actuator end position in space using simple algebraic and
trigonometric calculations.

Figure 10. Sketch of the test bench.

The test aimed to evaluate the actuator displacement along the three main directions and the three
secondary directions (cf. Figure 2) during heating and cooling sequences. The test was carried out
with a step supply current of 1 A for the heating phase (duration 30 s). The activation sequence for
each direction was the following: activation of the lower module, activation of the central module,
activation of the higher module. Cooling was in still air. Each sequence was repeated at least three
times. The power supply was 2.8 W.

The tests performed on prototype A highlighted its stable and repeatable behavior. The 3D
workspace, visible in Figure 11, was sufficiently large. The melting temperature close to the temperatures
reached by the SMA wire in the hot phase was an important limit of the prototype, which after a
relatively low number of cycles had been damaged in these areas. In a first instance, a local insulation
can be added, but design changes have to be implemented.
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Figure 11. 3D workspace of prototype A.

Prototype B, despite having mechanical characteristics similar to prototype A, had a slightly lower
working space. It was observed that this difference can be attributed to a different pretensioning of the
antagonist wires in the two prototypes. This observation has led to the need to investigate in more
depth the contribution of inactive antagonistic SMA wires, which seemed to significantly limit the
deformation of the entire actuator. Figure 12 shows the comparison of the tests obtained on prototype B
in the case of the presence of antagonist wires (a), and in the absence of antagonist wires (b). Obviously,
this situation, which was artificially generated by disassembling the antagonist wires, is not compatible
with the normal use of the device, but is used only for the purpose of investigation. In the result
obtained, namely a considerable increase in the working space in the second case, encourages the
realization of a new device in which an additional locking/unlocking device allows for the disabling of
the antagonist wire when necessary.

Figure 12. (a) 3D workspace of prototype B, and (b) 3D workspace of prototype B without
antagonistic wires.

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the two different workspaces on an X-Y projection.
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Figure 13. X-Y projection of the workspaces for prototype B (cross: experimental, circle: mean values;
solid line: with antagonistic wires, dotted line: without antagonistic wires).

Figure 14 shows the results obtained with prototype C, which was also tested in the case of the
presence of antagonistic wires (a) and in the absence of antagonist wires (b). It can be observed that,
also in this case, the 3D workspace, already quite large in case (a), significantly increased in case (b).
The device, having good thermomechanical characteristics, was resistant to prolonged use over time.
However, silicone rubber was shown to be insufficient to exercise the correct elastic recall for the
recovery of undeformed conditions at rest.

Figure 14. 3D work space of prototype C: (a) complete; (b) without antagonistic wires; (c) X-Y projection
of the workspaces, (cross: experimental, circle: mean values; solid line: with antagonistic wires, dotted
line: without antagonistic wires).

6. New Prototype D

Based on the results of the experimental tests and the observation that the absence of antagonistic
wires would benefit the width of the workspace, a fourth prototype was designed. In this new device,
the wires could be blocked for the active phase and released during inactive phases, so as not to work
against the active wire. It was, however, necessary that a bias force was present for the return to the
undeformed condition of the device. This new device must be as simple and compact as possible, even
if the introduction of these new features necessarily involves a greater complexity and an increase in
the number of components.

The structure of each module of the new prototype was similar to that of the previous prototypes,
except for the addition of the locking/unlocking device housed in a base seat. Figure 15a shows the
assembly of the prototype. As can be seen, the addition of a locking/unlocking device has been added
below each "traditional" module. In order to facilitate the connection of the wire ends to the cylinder,
the distance between the holes for the passage of one wire was modified with respect to the previous
solutions (25◦ instead of 40◦). The materials chosen for the new prototype were the following: PTFE
for the module, PEEK100 for the base seat, and PES (Polysulfone) for the cylinders.
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Figure 15. (a) New prototype D. (b) Detail of activation/deactivation device on the module base.

Figure 15b shows the detail of the locking/unlocking device. Both ends of each of the three SMA
wires were connected to a cylinder (1) located below the lower base. A cylinder (1) was placed inside a
gripper (2), which was driven by an additional SMA wire (3). When a current was sent to the additional
SMA wire of the gripper, the cylinder was locked and could not move vertically anymore. Subsequently,
current was sent to the corresponding SMA wire of the module, which would consequently flex along
a main direction. During this phase, the cylinders of the two inactive SMA wires were free to slide
vertically because the corresponding grippers were also inactive. Therefore, outside of the friction
between the cylinder and gripper, the active wire was not impeded by antagonist wires. When the
power supply was interrupted, the clamping action also stopped and the cylinder was free to move
again. A similar behavior occurred for the activation along the secondary directions. The bias force for
the cylinders and rod was guaranteed by using appropriately sized springs (k = 2.28 N/mm) (4).

A set of preliminary tests of the device has been carried out and the results are shown in Figure 16
(continuous black line). The projection in the XY plane of the work space is here compared with the
results obtained with prototype B, which had a central rod made of the same material. Compared to
the solution with antagonistic wires (green solid line), the results of the new prototype were better.
Obviously, the presence of sliding friction in the contact between the gripper and cylinder meant that it
was not possible to reach the deformation obtained by completely eliminating the antagonist wires
from prototype B (green dotted line).

The difference in orientation of the flexion directions of the new prototype with respect to
prototype B could be attributed to the sum of two problems related to the experimental procedure: the
pretensioning of the SMA wires and the difficulty in orienting the two devices exactly in the same way
with respect to the test bench.
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Figure 16. X-Y projection of the workspace with prototype D in black and prototype B in green (solid
line: with antagonistic wires, dotted line: without antagonistic wires).

7. Discussion

The need to create flexible and versatile gripping hands has led to the creation of a flexible module
operated by SMA wires, which can be the basic “brick” with which to assemble many different solutions.

A simple mathematical model was implemented with the aim of theoretically describing the
behavior of the device and evaluating its working space.

Based on the results obtained, three devices with the same geometry were developed using three
different materials. Experimental tests were conducted on these three prototypes, which allowed the
evaluation of the workspace and highlighted some advantages and disadvantages. The working space
of prototype A proved to be adequate, but the module was damaged at some points due to the low
melting temperature of the nylon. With prototype B, this limit was avoided because the PTFE the
central module was made of has a high melting temperature. However, despite a similar nominal
elastic module, it showed a reduced working space. Therefore, by accepting an increased difficulty in
assembling the module, a solution was conceived, thanks to which large working spaces were obtained
and no overheating problems were encountered. This solution (prototype C) involved the use of
different materials for the disks and for the central shaft, respectively in PEEK1000 and LIM, but a
limitation was introduced by the difficulty in returning to the undeformed condition and a consequent
non-repeatability of the tests.

Prototypes B and C were also tested for the evaluation of the influence of the presence of inactive
SMA on the work space amplitude, conducted by simply removing these wires and verifying the
bending of the central module along the main and secondary directions in the presence of one or two
active wires. The results of these tests led to the design of a further prototype. Here, in prototype D,
each module had a device for locking/unlocking the SMA wires, governed in turn by an additional
SMA wire. Results from the tests on this last prototype are encouraging because its workspace was
greater than the workspace of the prototype without a locking/unlocking device.

However, further improvements could be obtained by reducing the sliding friction observed in
the new device and by solving some pre-tension and alignment issues. The former could be reduced
by taking into consideration other materials for the realization of the gripper/cylinder coupling having
a lower friction coefficient, and having greater care for surface roughness. The latter are being resolved
through the implementation of appropriate assembly equipment.
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Abstract: This paper presents a semi-automated design algorithm for computing straight bevel gear
involute profiles. The proposed formulation is based on the Tredgold approximation method. It allows
the design of a pair of bevel gears with any desired number of teeth and relative axes inclination angles
by implementing additive manufacturing technology. A specific case study is discussed to calculate the
profiles of two straight bevel gears of a biomedical application. Namely, this paper illustrates the design
of the bevel gears for a new laparoscopic robotic system, EasyLap, under development with a grant
from POR Calabria 2014–2020 Fesr-Fse. A meshing analysis is carried out to identify potential design
errors. Moreover, finite element-based tooth contact analysis is fulfilled for determining the vibrational
performances of the conjugate tooth profiles throughout a whole meshing cycle. Simulation results
and a built prototype are reported to show the engineering feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
design approach.

Keywords: bevel gears; gear design; Tredgold; numerical simulations

1. Introduction

Over the last decades, robotic systems have improved the performance in terms of time-consuming and
quality of many biomedical applications. In particular, endoscopic surgical operations requiring accurate
movements and minimal invasion may get significant advantages from robotic assistance. Laparoscopy was
firstly promoted as a diagnostic modality [1,2] and later it was used for operations in the fields of gynecology,
urology, and cardiac surgery [3–5]. AESOP, the automated endoscope system for optimal positioning,
represented the first solution eliminating the need for one additional person at the operating table. It is
a computer-controlled robot positioner that holds the laparoscope and is moved by means of surgeon’s
foot and hand controllers [6]. Another kind of computer-assisted system has been developed to give
assistance in endoscopic coronary artery surgical procedures. The so-called ZEUS system is a 5-degrees
of freedom (DOF) voice-controlled robotic surgical system [7], which allows duplicating the DOFs of a
standard endoscopic instrument controlled by the hand of a surgeon. Additionally, the da Vinci robotic
surgical system adopts the principle of a master–slave manipulator, in which the handle of the instrument
and its top part are physically divided [8]. Although da Vinci and ZEUS provided certain advantages
like high visual magnification, movement scaling, tremor filtering, and dexterity, some drawbacks must
be underlined, such as interference among the robotic arms, excessive encumbrances, and lack of tactile
feedback. These drawbacks motivated the exploration of other design solutions such as the EasyLap
robotic system [9], which uses instrumentation already available in hospitals.
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The aim of this work is to improve the performances of the EasyLap robotic system for laparoscopic
surgery operations [9]. It is made of four to five arms, which are fixed on a common base frame, each being
passively self-balanced with five DOFs, while the sixth is supplied by the instrument in use turning about
its axis. Four arms are usually actuated, while one is dedicated to the optics and is automatically moved,
pointing to the region in which the instruments are manipulated by the doctor. The attention is focused on
the design of the adaptor that handles the movements of the traditional surgical instrument that must turn
along its axis to modify the plane of opening of the forceps, which needs a particular attention being the
most significant part, especially for endoscopic surgery operations.

One of the key features of the EasyLap robotic system is the possibility to fully detach the
sterile component (holding the forceps) from the non-sterile part (containing the motors, force sensor,
and electronics). For this purpose, it is necessary to keep the motors parallel and, at same time, it is
necessary to provide a low-cost transmission solution for the rotation of the end-effector with specific
small relative axes inclination angles and reducing ratios of approximately 0.5. A careful search found
that there is no off-the-shelf solution being able to satisfy both required transmission and geometric
constraints. Accordingly, there has arisen a need to design a customized bevel gear solution, which can
satisfy all the design constraints such as inclination/transmission angles with a low-cost and compact
solution. Additionally, standard gear design solutions fail to provide a customized design with the
desired design characteristics and performance, especially for reducing the encumbrance and, at the
same time, ensure good vibrational behavior of the end-effector.

The traditional manufacturing processes are mainly cutting methods that strictly influence the
tooth profile of a gear and, thus, its performance. Face milling and face hobbing are two of the
main generating methods. However, they do not guarantee customizable control of the tooth profile
and good vibrational performances when applying small loads [10]. Accordingly, a specific design
methodology is herewith proposed. This design methodology is based on an extension of the Tredgold
approximation method [11]. It is intended for miniaturized straight bevel gears with any desired
number of teeth and relative axes inclination angles.

The proposed design method assumes the use of an additive manufacturing technology that
was not considered in conventional design methods such as those proposed in literature [12,13].
The proposed method implements a semi-automated pre-processing tool to generate a point-based
description of the tooth flank surfaces and then to create a desired finite element (FE) model of the
gear pair. The FE model has been used to compute a tooth contact analysis (TCA) of the mating
gears in order to determine their vibrational performances, which are extremely significant for the
considered biomedical application. The TCA is performed by means of nonlinear FE simulations in
the NX Nastran (SOL 601) environment. Simulation results are discussed to attest to the engineering
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed design approach. A 3D-printed prototype of the designed
mating elements has been manufactured and mounted on the end-effector of the EasyLap.

2. Tredgold-Based Tooth Profile Generation

Bevel gears are used when the motion has to be transmitted between intersecting shaft axes.
In this work, straight bevel gears with involute tooth profiles were considered in order to actuate
the end-effector of the robotic system EasyLap when used for laparoscopic surgery operations.
Since encumbrances must be minimized, it is necessary to perform a careful design of the mating gears.
Small gears and small shaft angle represent the main topics of the proposed gear design.

Traditionally, bevel gears are manufactured by using cutting methods such as gear hobbing, bevel
gear generators, or CNC milling. These methods start from a bulk workpiece and remove material to
generate a correctly profiled tooth form [14–16]. These manufacturing processes do not allow for an
easy customization and miniaturization. Other manufacturing methods can be based on die casting or
injection molding [17]. These methods are suitable only for large production lots, since they require an
expensive mold design and production. New production processes such as 3D printing have been
changing the time-to-market of industrial products but also the design process. In this work, the use
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of 3D printing techniques is taken into account for modifying the generating method that is used to
design a desired straight bevel gear pair. This method can be very fast and cost effective for small
production lots of small size plastic gears, such as those considered for the EasyLap robotic system.
However, it is necessary to fully design the bevel gear mating profiles in terms of a cloud of points
to be provided as input of a 3D printer. Accordingly, this paper proposes a specific semi-automated
design algorithm for computing straight bevel gear involute profiles.

The Tredgold approximation method [11] is usually adopted to study bevel gears, reducing the
problem to that of ordinary spur gears. In the proposed approach, the aim is not only to study bevel
gear problems but also to design the bevel gear pair starting from its equivalent spur one. As seen in
Figure 1, r1, and r2 are the pitch radii, respectively, for the pinion and the gear. The angles γ1 and γ2

are defined as pitch angles and their sum is equal to the shaft angle Σ.

Figure 1. Pitch cones of the gear pair elements.

The gear ratio is defined in the same manner as for spur gears:

τ =
ω1

ω2
=

r2

r1
=

z2

z1
, (1)

where ω and z are, respectively, angular speed and number of teeth of the considered gear. Since the
distance OP can be written as

OP =
r1

sinγ1
=

r2

sinγ2
, (2)

then combining them gives

sinγ1 =
r1

r2
sinγ2 =

r1

r2
sin(Σ − γ1) =

r1

r2
(sin Σ cosγ1 − sinγ1 cos Σ). (3)
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Rearranging Equation (3) gives⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
tanγ1 = sin Σ

r2
r1
+cos Σ

= sin Σ
z1
z2
+cos Σ

tanγ2 = sin Σ
r1
r2
+cos Σ

= sin Σ
z2
z1
+cos Σ

. (4)

The pitch radius ri for the i-th gear is defined as

ri(w) = m(w)
zi
2

, (5)

where m(w) is the module. Considering the bevel gears, m varies as a function of the face width of the
considered gear. Focusing the attention on Equations (4) and (5), once the shaft angle, the number
of teeth, and the function of the module are fixed, it is possible to obtain the pitch cones of the gear
pair elements.

The Tredgold approximation method allows starting from the pitch back-cone representation of a
bevel gear pair in order to build an equivalent problem of spur gears. As long as the gear is made
up of eight or more teeth, the method is accurate enough for practical purposes [12]. According to
the Tredgold method, an equivalent spur gear is built whose pitch radius re is equal to the back-cone
radius, such as the radius of the cone whose elements are perpendicular to those of the pitch cone at
the largest end of the teeth. Once the equivalent spur gears are obtained, the tooth profiles can then be
defined. The results obtained by tooth contact analysis of the equivalent gears correspond closely to
those of the bevel gears.

The geometrical relations that occur between the bevel and spur gears are

req,i(w) =
ri(w)

cosγi
, (6)

zeq,i(w) =
2 π req,i(w)

p(w)
=

zi(w)

cosγi
, (7)

where req,i and zeq,i are, respectively, the pitch radius and the number of teeth, usually a non-integer,
of the i-th equivalent spur gear; p is the circular pitch of the bevel gear measured at the width w of the
gear. In order to make the following discussion easier to understand, the procedure will be shown
for a single gear pair element and for a fixed value of the module m, which would be repeated for a
discrete number n of intermediate values between mbc (module at the back cone) and mfc (module at
the front cone).

Once the geometrical parameters of the equivalent gears are obtained, it is possible to focus the
attention on the 2D design of the involute profiles using the following Cartesian equations:{

xeq = rb,eq(sinθ− θ cosθ)
yeq = rb,eq(cosθ+ θ sinθ)

, (8)

where rb,eq is the radius of the fundamental circle of the equivalent gear and θ is the involute angle that
varies between zero and θt.

θt =

√(
rt,eq

rb,eq

)2

− 1, (9)

where θt is the angle at which the involute reaches the addendum circle and rt,eq is its radius. It is
usually useful to adopt the polar coordinates (ρ,φ) where⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ ρ =

√(
xeq2 + yeq2

)
φ = atan

(
xeq
yeq

) . (10)
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A significant value that will be useful for 3D parameterization is φp, which is the value of φ at θp,
where the involute meets the pitch line. The 3D parameterization of the single tooth of the bevel gears
is shown in Equation (11): ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x = R sin
(
δ

cosγ

)
cosγ

y = R cos
(
δ

cosγ

)
cosγ

z = rvag + req tanγ−R sinγ

, (11)

where R and δ are the polar coordinates, while rvag is the radius of the virtual auxiliary gear. The latter
should mesh with the equivalent spur gear, but it is only used to define the z-coordinate of the gear
flank parameterization. They can be defined as reported in Equations (12)–(14).

R =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
r f ,eq = req − 1.25 m root part
ρ active f lank part

rt,eq = req + m top part
, (12)

δ :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− πzeq
≤ δ ≤ − π

2 zeq
−

(
φp −φ

)
le f t root part

− π
2 zeq
−

(
φp −φ

)
< δ ≤ −

(
φp −φ

)
le f t active f lank part

−
(
φp −φ

)
≤ δ ≤

(
φp −φ

)
top f lank part(

φp −φ
)
≤ δ <

(
φp −φ

)
+ π

2 zeq
right active f lank part

π
2 zeq

+
(
φp −φ

)
≤ δ ≤ π

zeq
right root part

, (13)

rvag = req sinγ. (14)

3. The Proposed Semi-Automated Design Method

The proposed semi-automated process to generate the design of straight bevel gears and the
contact performance of the prescribed gear pair can be divided into three main phases, as described in
Figure 2.

 
Figure 2. Logical sequence of the proposed semi-automated design method.

The Tredgold profile generation phase is based on Equations (1)–(14) as outlined in the previous
section. The flow-chart in Figure 3 provides a detailed description of the calculation process that can be
iterated in order to compute the straight bevel gear tooth profiles with desired performance. The idea
is that, having fixed the relative incidence angle between the axes Σ of the gears, the relative number of
teeth z1 and z2, the module m, and the pitch angles γ1 and γ2 can be consequently obtained. Each gear
can be treated with the Tredgold method in an iterative manner by considering a certain number of
discrete values for the module along the width of the considered gear. It is also possible, for each
gear pair element, to obtain a second gear having an orthogonal axis and ensuring conjugate motion.
We define them as virtual auxiliary gears. They can have a non-integer number of teeth and cannot be
built. However, the gears we are designing will have the same module, and the involutes meshing in a
cone perpendicular to their pitch cone do surely mesh.

Table 1 reports an example of gear data for a computed bevel gear pair in order to analyze the
contact characteristics of a straight bevel gear pair. Data have been computed with the proposed
Tredgold profile generation algorithm by considering a shaft angle of 12◦. Hence, the flank data
is generated as an ordered set of points, defined by Cartesian coordinates. The cloud-of-points
representation is stored in an Excel file and then given as input to a pre-processing Matlab tool that
automatically creates the FE mesh of each gear pair element in the gear mesher phase.
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The creation of the finite element mesh is customizable by the user. The latter can change the
dimension and the number of elements and provide accuracy of the analysis. Biquadratic interpolation
techniques, presented in [18], are used in order to accurately build the tooth surfaces starting from a
certain number of Cartesian points. Depicted in Figure 4 is an example of the FE mesh creation for the
input gear.

 

Figure 3. Overview of major steps of the tooth flank generation process.
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Table 1. Blank data of the example bevel gear pair.

Gear Data Pinion Gear

Number of teeth 14 27
(mfc, mbc) (mm) (0.9, 1) (0.9, 1)

n 81 81
Face width (mm) 9.797 9.797

Mean cone distance (mm) 93.003 93.003
Pressure angle (◦) 20 20

Pitch radius at midpoint (mm) 3.318 6.694

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Single tooth finite element mesh; (b) complete gear finite element mesh.

Once the FE mesh is available, the third part of the semi-automated design process consists of
numerical tooth contact analysis computation, following the steps below:

• Creation of the FE assembled model.
• Definition of the initial gear pair kinematic configuration.
• Specification of loading campaign and boundary conditions.
• Multiple static nonlinear simulation.
• Post-processing of the tooth contact analysis results.

4. Tooth Contact Analysis

The tooth contact analysis consists of a computerized and numerical procedure that allows
identification of the main performance of two mating gears in terms of static transmission error (STE)
and distribution of contact pressures along the gear flanks. Since the quality of the motion transmission
is strictly dependent on the gear profiles and mainly on the interaction of the mating elements of the
gear pair, the TCA plays a key-role in the gear design. Many phenomena occur when two mating
gears come into contact. Contact conditions can vary depending on arising misalignments, assembly
errors, or micro-modifications. The variability of the contact mechanics leads to nonlinear problems,
whose analytical solutions are too difficult to be suitable. Hence, over the last decades of the twentieth
century, TCA has been commonly extended with finite element analysis (FEA) [13] or with analytical
multibody approaches [10].

In this work, an unloaded tooth contact analysis (UTCA) is computed in order to consider pure
geometric conditions for contact detection. On the other hand, results of a loaded tooth contact
analysis (LTCA) are presented to provide a more realistic description of the gear pair contact behavior.
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The load’s application leads to tooth bending deflections. It modifies the overall contact conditions
and specifically the contact ratio that is given as the number of teeth, which are instantaneously in
contact. If the contact ratio varies, the load sharing and the meshing stiffness vary and, consequently,
a vibrational excitation is introduced, as outlined in [19–21].

4.1. FE-Based Tooth Contact Analysis

Due to the occurring nonlinearities, nonlinear FE-based contact simulations have been conducted
by means of a commercial software package. The FE model of the gear pair is created using a dedicated
preprocessing software tool that allows the creation of discretization of the desired gear flank geometry
starting from a cloud-of-points based representation of the three-dimensional gear flanks and the gear
blank data. The in-house code of the preprocessing tool allows the user to fully handle the size and the
density of the mesh, avoiding problems of convergence and stability of the solutions.

4.1.1. FE Model Creation

The aim of the FE-based tooth contact analysis is to perform the static nonlinear solution in order to
investigate the contact zone of the mating gears inside a whole cycle of meshing. Therefore, a FE-based
approach requires:

• Development of the finite element mesh of the gear drives.
• Definition of contacting surfaces.
• Establishment of boundary conditions in terms of load and constraints.
• Post-processing of the results.

The FE model of the straight bevel gear pair is obtained by discretizing the gear geometry as
a connected set of 3D elements. In this work, six-sided solid elements (HEXA8) have been chosen.
Since static nonlinear simulations have significant computational times, the FE model of each gear is
characterized by a combination of three FE mesh sections, each with its own mesh density:

• The finer part includes the teeth most likely to enter in contact as the load increases.
• The very coarsely meshed section holds most of the gear that will not be in contact during the

contact simulations. It is necessary only to correctly approximate the overall blank stiffness
without introducing additional and unneeded degrees of freedom to the model.

• The third part is made up of two small intermediate sections (each on every side) to connect the
fine and the coarse mesh parts. Its main task is avoiding discontinuities between the fine and the
coarse parts, which could provide bad results or convergence problems for the simulations.

Figure 5 shows the final FE model of the analyzed gear pair.
For the finer part, the number of elements that characterizes the active flanks of the gears is equal

to the number of elements of the cloud-of-points representation given as input in the preprocessing
phase. This choice has been adopted in order to use the proper input data, while avoiding errors of
interpolation techniques during the preprocessing phase.

As it can be seen in Figure 5, 2D rigid body elements (RBE2) were used at the inner part of each
gear in order to force the same boundary conditions, defined at the single central node, to all the nodes
that lies on the inner cones of the gear pair elements. During the simulation, the gear was kept fully
constrained, while the pinion was allowed to rotate about its rotational axis.

The external torque was applied on the pinion’s rotational axis. In this work, TCA was performed
for five different load cases: 0.01 Nm, 0.1 Nm, 0.5 Nm, and 1 Nm. The studied load cases were
chosen considering a maximum load of 0.02 Nm as constrained by the expected operating conditions.
The 0.01 Nm load case was defined as the “unloaded case”. This was the load that allowed consideration
of the pure geometric condition, with no bending tooth deflections, in the mating gears contact
analysis. The aim of this work was to propose a suitable design approach for straight bevel gears.
The methodology can be used to generate straight bevel gear pairs with any material. In a preliminary
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prototyping phase, the 3D printed gears represented a proof of the design methodology concept.
Moreover, future developments aim at adopting metal powders and sintered element gears. For this
reason, the simulations were computed by setting the properties of steel, which is the standard material
for geared transmissions. The chosen steel material provided the values of E = 200 GPa (Young
modulus) and ν = 0.3 (Poisson ratio) that were assigned to both pinion and gear.

 

Figure 5. The finite element model of the analyzed straight bevel gear pair.

4.1.2. Kinematic Configuration

Each geared body has to be analyzed in its own kinematic configuration in order to obtain high
power transmission performance. Conjugate motion consists of perfect motion transfer that can be
maintained for every considered roll angle during a complete meshing cycle. The latter is defined as

φmc =
2 π
z

, (15)

where φmc is expressed in radians and z is the number of teeth of the considered gear. In this work,
the results refer to the pinion’s meshing cycle that is equal to about 0.449 rad. However, toothed bodies
have to transmit a certain load during the engagement. Since they are not characterized by infinite
stiffness, their profile elastically deforms, giving rise to an unsteady component in the relative angular
motion of the mating gears. This component is due to the periodic variation in the stiffness of the gear
mesh that can be mainly ascribed to the fluctuation of the contact ratio. The latter is the instantaneous
number of teeth in contact during the rotation. Since the meshing stiffness varies, no perfect motion
can be transmitted and the mating teeth can no longer be considered conjugate. The condition of
non-conjugacy is one of the main sources of dynamic excitation that a gear design tries to minimize at
operating conditions.

The static transmission error is an index of the excitation that occurs on the geared systems and of
their performances. It considers the difference in rotation between the actual position of the output
gear and the position that the gear would occupy in the case of perfect drive.

STE = φ2 − z1

z2
φ1 = φ2 − τφ1, (16)

whereφ1 andφ2 represent the rotational angles of the pinion and the driven gear around the correspondent
axis of rotation, respectively; z1 and z2 are the numbers of teeth and τ is the transmission ratio.
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In the presence of pure kinematic motion, the STE should be ideally equal to zero. Equation (16)
allows the expression of the STE in μrad as a relative rotation, but it might be usually converted into
relative displacement μm by using the pitch radius of the considered gear.

Regarding the starting configuration of the static simulations, the gear pair was oriented in such a
way that the mating flanks were in close contact. This operation was not manually done, because the
required initial rotational angle of the input gear was determined considering the mean value of the
unloaded transmission error (UTE), which is equal to 0.001679 rad. It represents an offset value, since
the mean value of STE related to a conjugate gear pair should be null.

4.1.3. Contact Detection Strategy

In order to analyze the contact behavior of the considered gear pair, it was useful to adopt the
finite element analysis (FEA). The used contact detection strategy takes place from an FE discretization
of the contact interfaces. In this work, the so-called node-to-surface approach was used, which is based
on the definition of two kind of contact surfaces: the slave and the master surfaces. According to the
considered method, the nodes on the slave surface cannot penetrate the segments of the master surface.
The selection of these regions is relevant and results from several considerations about mesh size,
surface curvatures, and material. Here, the pinion was chosen to be the slave, while the driven gear
was identified as the master.

The node-to-surface method provides a way to find the point x(M)(ξ,η) on the master surface Σ(M)

that minimizes the distance between a given node x(S) of the slave surface Σ(S) and the master surface
Σ(M) [22]. This distance is called gap (g) and it can be expressed as:

g =
[
x(S) − x(M)(ξ,η)

]
·n(M), (17)

where the gap g is computed as the distance between the position vectors of the slave point x(S) and
the master point x(M), projected onto surface normal n(M) that is assessed at the contact point on the
master surface. If no friction is considered during the contact, the Hertz–Signorini–Moreau (HSM)
condition, presented in Equation (18), can be used as the no-penetration condition in order to impose
contact along the normal direction [22].

gN ≥ 0, λ ≤ 0, λ·gN = 0. (18)

While gap is detected, there cannot be a contact force. The latter is expressed in the form of the
Lagrange multiplier λ. Conversely, if a contact force is identified, the gap must be null.

In the considered numerical solution, the HSM-condition is replaced by the constraint function
presented in Equation (19), where εN is a small parameter defined by the user [23]:

w(gN,λ) =
gN + λ

2
−

√(
gN − λ

2

)2

− εN. (19)

It is possible to assign a finite compliance to the contact surface. Thus, a user-specified amount of
interpenetration between the contacting surfaces is allowed in order to simulate the contact between
soft or compliant surfaces. The amount of penetration δp is defined as:

δp = εp pN = εp
λ
A

, (20)

where εp is the contact surface compliance parameter and pN is the normal surface contact pressure.
Figure 6 shows how the constraint function w(gN, λ) = 0 is altered by introducing the contact
compliance εp. The latter allows the emulation of the presence of a unidirectional spring with
stiffness constant A/εp, where A is the contact surface and λ is the contact force that is applied on the
contact interface.
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Earlier obtained results indicated a maximum contact pressure of about 500 MPa at a load of 1 Nm.
Such a high value of the maximum contact pressure and discontinuity of contact patterns induced us
to introduce a compliance to the contact surfaces.

Taking into account the size of the gear pair, δ = 2.5 μm of interpenetration was allowed between
both surfaces, yielding a contact compliance value equal to:

εp =
δp

pN
→ εp =

2.5 μm
500 MPa

= 0.005
μm

MPa
= 5× 10−9 mm3

mN
. (21)

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Constraint function without contact compliance; (b) constraint function with contact
compliance, according to the method described in [23].

4.2. STE Results

An overview of the STE results for the different processed loaded cases is given in Figure 7.
The STE analysis allowed us to deduce that in kinematically ideal conditions, the designed straight
bevel gears were close to conjugate. This was proved by the flat trend of the unloaded transmission
error (UTE). Increasing the applied load, the effect of tooth bending could be observed. Indeed, when
bending deformations occurred, the number of teeth in contact changed, as did the mesh stiffness and
the peak-to-peak (p-p) of the STE curves, as reported in Table 2.

 
Figure 7. Static transmission error (STE) curves of the bevel gear pair under different loading conditions.
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Table 2. Calculated peak-to-peak values under different loading conditions.

Peak-to-Peak STE (μrad)

0.01 Nm 0.1 Nm 0.5 Nm 1 Nm

22.67 23.65 43.35 73.10

Figure 8 shows the STE curve for 1 Nm. Two different regions are highlighted: the first part is
characterized by small values of STE, because in those configurations two pairs of teeth were in contact
and so the mesh stiffness was bigger; the second part presents higher values of STE, which means that
the mesh stiffness decreased. A decrease of mesh stiffness was due to the reduction of the number of
teeth in contact, from two pairs to only one pair.

 

Figure 8. STE curve for 1 Nm.

A parameter that quantifies the instantaneous number of teeth pairs in contact is the contact ratio
mc. For straight bevel gears, it is possible to adopt the spur gears’ expression, as reported in [12],
considering the back-cone equivalent gears:

mc =
ga

rp
= 1.53, (22)

where ga is the length of path contact and rp is the base pitch. The next lower integer of mc indicates
the average number of pairs of teeth in contact. Thus, a contact ratio of mc = 1.53 means that there
is always at least one pair of teeth in contact and there are two pairs of teeth in contact 53% of the
meshing cycle.

The same result could be obtained focusing the attention on Figure 8, because the STE curve along
the meshing cycle can be divided in two parts that have similar lengths.

A contact pressure analysis was considered in order to give a whole TCA scenario. The mesh
stiffness variation up to 1 Nm was confirmed, as seen in Figure 9, where the transition between two
pairs (a) and one pair (b) of teeth in contact is shown. The contact pattern consisted of a line as expected
for straight bevel gears. Similarly, the maximum contact pressure decreased when two pairs of teeth
were in contact due to the load sharing. It is also important to note that increasing the contact ratio
implied increasing load sharing, reducing the maximum contact pressures, and improving motion
transmission smoothness.
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Figure 9. Contact patterns of two consecutive steps along the mesh cycle: (a) when two pairs of teeth
are in contact; (b) when one pair of teeth is in contact.

5. Discussion

The obtained numerical results, depicted in Figure 7, allow us to underline the effectiveness of the
proposed design algorithm for the considered case of study. Namely, it is considered a biomedical
application, where the gear train will operate with very slow and accurate motions. It is worth
noting that the main source of dynamic excitation of the geared transmission systems comes from the
variability of the meshing stiffness at operating conditions. Consequently, small variations of STE,
and thus small values of peak-to-peak (p-p), represent a desired outcome of the design procedure for
the considered gear pair.

As reported in the literature [19], reasonable levels of TE peak-to-peak depend on the specific
application of the geared system. Two gear pairs that differ in size or in shape can be compared in
terms of noise and vibration performance if their STE are expressed in μm [19]. Large values of STE
p-p would be permissible on large, slow-speed geared machinery, where the gear noise usually does
not represent a significant problem. At the ultra-precision end, a TE of 1 μm p-p could be considered
as extremely good.
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Focusing the attention on Table 2, the peak-to-peak TE values increase with the applied load,
because of the increasing of tooth bending. The highest value is about 73.10 μrad. If the latter is
multiplied by the pinion’s pitch radius, as reported in Table 1, the maximum peak-to-peak value
is obtained at about 0.24 μm. Hence, this value confirms a good vibrational performance and the
designed gear pair can be considered as suitable for the specific application for the transmission system
of the EasyLap robotic system, where high precision and small footprint are prescribed.

Future developments of the presented algorithm could include:

• Adding the STE as an optimization variable in the process of calculation of the radii and the angles,
while the objective function could be represented by the minimum allowable encumbrance.

• The possibility of introducing micro-geometry modifications of the tooth profile in order to
minimize the STE peak-to-peak values, as reported, for example, in [21].

A 3D printed prototype is shown in Figure 10. This prototype has been successfully mounted at
the wrist of the EasyLap operating arm. Figure 11 shows the sterilizable component of the adaptor for
standard laparoscopic instruments using the designed couple of small size bevel gears.

 

Figure 10. 3D printed prototypes of the bevel gear pair elements.

 

Figure 11. 3D printed adaptor for traditional surgical instruments using this gear pail.

6. Conclusions

This paper has proposed a semi-automated design algorithm for computing straight bevel gear
involute profiles by taking into account a 3D printing manufacturing process. The proposed formulation
relies on Tredgold approximation, and is suitable for any desired number of teeth and relative axes
inclination angles. A specific case study was carried out to design a miniaturized bevel gear pair in order
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to minimize the encumbrance for a new laparoscopic robotic system, EasyLap. A meshing analysis and
a finite element-based tooth contact analysis were carried out in order to evaluate the behavior of the
geared transmission under a set of different loads that did not overcome the applied working conditions.
The numerical simulations demonstrated that the proposed non-traditional design approach provides
conjugate tooth profiles of the contacting surfaces as well as their suitable vibrational performances.
The latter are properly used to guarantee high precision for biomedical applications. Finally, a prototype
was also built and successfully installed on an EasyLap robotic system, proving engineering feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed design procedure. Future developments will extend the proposed algorithm,
including an STE-based optimization in the calculation of the radii and angles.
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Abstract: In this paper, an innovative system of propulsion inspired by a rowing gesture for manual
wheelchairs is shown. The innovative system of propulsion, named Handwheelchair.q, can be applied
to wheelchairs employed in everyday life and to sports wheelchairs for speed races, such as Handbike
and Wheelchair racing. The general features of the innovative system of propulsion and the functional
designs of the different solutions are described in detail. In addition, the design of the mechanism for
the transmission of motion, employed in a second prototype, Handwheelchair.q02, is presented and
analysed. Finally, the dynamic model of the Handwheelchair.q has been developed in order to obtain
important results for the executive design of Handwheelchair.q.

Keywords: Handwheelchair.q; Disabled sport; Manual wheelchair

1. Introduction

Many studies [1–3] assert that wheelchair users suffer from upper limb injuries more frequently
than the rest of the population. Since the handrim is the world’s most used manual propulsion
system [4], the main causes of upper limb pain depend on the motion of the handrim system that is
a pushing movement. Outdoor and indoor motor activities are extremely important for the well-being
of everyone. For disabled people, motor activities [5] are also an important tool in rehabilitation
from a physical and psychological point of view. Even though motor activities for disabled people
are extremely important, they are not easy to practice. First of all, specific sports require specific
wheelchairs [6–12]; secondly, the areas where the disabled can practice sport have to be properly
equipped; finally, the disabled are not independent for the transportation of the wheelchair for
a specific sport.

The above reasons motivated us to develop a wheelchair with an innovative system of propulsion,
which not only allows for the practice of outdoor activities autonomously, but also eliminates the need
of a specific wheelchair for sport.

As shown in [13], during a propulsion cycle with the handrim system, the glenohumeral contact
force has high peaks. This is one of the factors that can increase the risk of injuries to the shoulders.
In addition, in the Conclusions section of [14] “The latter makes tangential force propulsion not only
less efficient, but also more straining for the shoulder”. Different articles compare the handrim system
with alternative systems of propulsion, such as a lever system [15] and a handcycle [13].

Another approach considers the use of a rowing gesture in order to obtain the propulsion.
Furthermore, the rowing stroke [16] is divided into four phases and different articles have studied the
efficiency of the rowing gesture [17]. The rowing stroke is a complex movement; the muscles of the legs,
trunk, back, shoulders and arms are involved. The rowing stroke can be performed by disabled athletes
with different levels of spinal injuries [18]. Disabled people can perform this movement depending on
the height of the spinal injuries.
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In the last two years, the first prototype, named Handwheelchiar.q01 [19], was released. The first
prototype tested the functioning of the innovative system of propulsion and highlighted some
critical issues.

In addition to the Handwheelchair.q01, the authors of this paper have wide experience with
means of mobility for disabled people [20,21].

2. Rowing Gesture: General Features

The innovative system of propulsion is inspired by the rowing gesture. One of the more important
characteristics of the rowing gesture is that the drive phase is obtained using a pulling movement
of the arm, instead of a pushing one, typical of handrim and lever systems. The pulling movement
could be a good alternative compared to the pushing movement. In this work, a cable solution was
introduced in order to realise the rowing motion as a system of propulsion. The cable solution allows
users to optimise their motion based on their own individual physical characteristics.

The rowing gesture is composed of two phases. During the traction phase, the user provides
power, while in the recovery phase the user goes back to the initial position.

During the traction phase shown in Figure 1, the user pulls two cables by two handles wrapped
around two pulleys. Each pulley transmits the torque and rotation to the wheel by a unidirectional
mechanism, named a ratchet system. A power spring, which connects the pulley to the chassis of the
wheelchair, is loaded. In this phase, the angular speed of the pulley and the wheel are equal.

Figure 1. Rowing gesture during the traction phase.

During the recovery phase shown in Figure 2, the user stops pulling and the power spring,
previously loaded, rotates the pulleys in the opposite direction (ωw > 0, ωP < 0). The cables are
wrapped around each pulley and the user can start another traction phase.

Figure 2. Rowing gesture during the recovery phase.
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In Figure 3, the angular position, the angular speed of the pulley and the wheel are shown with
the three assumptions:

- The angular speeds are constant;
- The time of the traction phase TP is higher than the time of the recovery phase TR;
- Pure rolling motion.

Figure 3. Angular speed and angular position of the pulley and the wheel.

In Section 4, the mechanism of transmission of motion will be accurately described.

3. Application of the Innovative System in Sport

The innovative system of propulsion can be employed by different means of manual mobility for
sport: Handbike and Wheelchair racing.

The innovative system can be installed on the Handwheelchair.q racing wheelchair, as shown in
Figure 4, with a few modifications of standard racing wheelchairs. The push-rims have been removed,
while a pair of traction pulleys and a pair of return pulleys have been placed. The Handwheelchair.q
racing wheelchair with the innovative system of propulsion keeps the same characteristics of a racing
wheelchair: two rear traction wheels and a front steering wheel.

Figure 4. Innovative system applied to the racing wheelchair.

The innovative system can be employed on the Handbike. Figure 5a shows the functional design
of Handbike.q for categories H1, H2, H3 and H4, namely disabled with spinal cord injuries and
Figure 5b for categories H5, namely disabled with amputated limbs. A pair of pulleys has been seated,
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one on each side, in order to balance the fork transversely. A return pulley has been located in order to
optimise the athlete’s motion. The Handbike.q with the innovative system of propulsion retains the
same characteristics of the Handbike: a traction steering front wheel.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5. (a) Innovative system applied to the recumbent Handbike; (b) Innovative system applied to
the Handbike.

4. Handwheelchair.q02

The Handwheelchair.q02 is a wheelchair for everyday life. The main goals of Handwheelchair.q02 are:

- To facilitate and extend outdoor movement;
- To be firm and maneuverable for indoor spaces; and
- To practice motor activity independently and in such areas as a park and a cycle path.

The Hanwheelchair.q02 has two configurations. The first configuration, shown in Figure 6a,
is employed for indoor spaces. In this configuration, the wheelchair is used as a common wheelchair,
where the propulsion is obtained by the handrim. The foldable links, left and right, that support
a pair of return pulleys, are folded in order to minimise the visual impact and to allow for sitting
on the wheelchair. The second configuration, shown in Figure 6b, is employed outdoors to facilitate
movement, to extend accessible places and to practice motor activities. The user rotates the foldable
link, left and right, around the joint C in order to obtain the innovative configuration.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Handwheelchair.q02 indoor configuration; (b) Handwheelchair.q02 outdoor configuration.

Figure 7 show the components that enable the use of the wheelchair in the innovative configuration.
The red component is the hub of the wheel and the blue one is the pulley around which the cable is
wrapped. The green one is the power spring that connects the pulley with the chassis of the wheelchair,
in grey. In the first configuration, the mechanism of transmission of motion allows the user to use the
wheelchair as a common wheelchair. In fact, the hub of the wheel rotates around the shaft as in the
classic wheelchair, as sketched in Figure 8a.

 
 
  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Components of the innovative system of propulsion; (b) Section of the mechanism.

When the user takes the handles from their site, a mechanism keeps in contact the two front
ratchets, as visible in Figure 8b.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Particulars of the mechanism in the (a) Classic configuration; (b) Innovative configuration.

One ratchet is integrated with the pulley and the other one is mounted into the hub of the wheel.
In this configuration, the propulsion is obtained by the rowing stroke previously described. During
the traction phase, the user pulls the cables with a force Fu the cables are wrapped around a pair
pulleys of radius rp. The user transmits a torque to the wheel through the ratchet system. During the
traction phase, the user loads a power spring that connects the pulley with the chassis of the wheelchair.
In Figure 9, the free-body diagrams during the traction phase of the pulley and of the hub are reported
and in Tables 1 and 2 the description of the torques and the reference systems are described.

Table 1. Description of the torques in the free-body diagrams.

Torque Description

Fu ∗ rp User force multiplied the radius of the pulley

Ceo Preload of the power spring

Ke ∗ θP Stiffness of the power spring multiplied by the angular position of the pulley

IP ∗ .
ωP Moment of inertia of the pulley

C1 Torque transmitted by the ratchets

IW ∗ .
ωW

Equivalent inertia on the wheel given by the user, the wheel and the wheelchair
multiplied by the angular acceleration of the wheel

C f 1 Friction torque given by rolling resistance and the aerodynamic resistance

C f 2 Friction torque given by the friction ratchets during the recovery phase

Table 2. Reference systems.

Reference System Description

θP, ωP,
.
ωP Angular position, angular speed and angular acceleration of the pulley

θW , ωW ,
.
ωW Angular position, angular speed and angular acceleration of the wheel

During the traction phase, the angular speed of the pulley is the same as the angular speed of the
wheel and the equation can be written as follows:

ωP = ωW > 0. (1)
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The torque equilibrium of the pulley results:

Fu ∗ rp = IP ∗ .
ωP + Ceo + Ke ∗ θP + C1. (2)

While the torque equilibrium of the hub is:

C1 = C f 1 + IW ∗ .
ωW . (3)

Figure 9. Free-body diagram during the traction phase.

During the recovery phase the user stops pulling, and we assume that Fu ~ 0, Figure 10. The power
spring, previously loaded, has to generate a torque Ceo + Ke*θP to rotate the pulley in the opposite
direction in order to rewind the cable around the pulley in a specific time TR. The recovery time TR is
the parameter of the project that defines the torque of the power spring.

During the recovery phase, the angular velocities are:

ωP < 0; ωW > 0. (4)

The torque equilibrium of the pulley is:

IP ∗ .
ωP + Ceo + Ke ∗ θP = C f 2. (5)

The torque equilibrium of the hub results:

C f 1 + C f 2 + IW ∗ .
ωW = 0. (6)

Figure 10. Free-body diagram during the recovery phase.

5. Dynamic Model of Handwheelchair.q

In this section, according to the previous paragraph, a simplified dynamic model, Figures 11
and 12, and the description of the free-body diagram, Tables 3 and 4, of Handwheelchair.q are presented,
with the following hypothesis and assumptions:

- All dynamic characteristics are concentrated on the wheel 1: N2 = 0, T2 = 0;
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- Even if the rolling-resistance coefficient depends on the speed [22], the rolling-resistance coefficient
u1 can be assumed to be constant for low speed;

- The inertia of the wheels and the pulleys is equal to zero: IW1 = 0; IW2 = 0, IP = 0; IRP = 0;
- The torque of the power spring Ce is constant;

- Fa is the aerodynamic force, modelled by [22], Fa = ka

.
x2 applied on the Center of Pressure; and

- The Center of Pressure coincides with the Center of Mass CM.

Figure 11. Handwheelchair.q: Free-body diagram.

 
Figure 12. Free-body diagram of wheel 1, wheel 2, the pulley and the return pulley.
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Table 3. Description of the torques and force of the dynamic model.

Torque/Force Description

Fp Weight force of the user and wheelchair

m
..
x Inertial force of the user and wheelchair

Fa Aerodynamic force

N1 Ground reaction force of the wheel 1 along the z axes

T1 Ground reaction force of the wheel 1 along the x axes

N2 Ground reaction force of the wheel 2 along the z axes

T2 Ground reaction force of the wheel 2 along the z axes

T Friction torque given by the friction ratchets during the recovery phase

RW1X Joint reaction force of the wheel 1 along x axes

RW1z Joint reaction force of the wheel 1 along z axes

RW2X Joint reaction force of the wheel 2 along x axes

RW2X Joint reaction force of the wheel 2 along z axes

RPX Joint reaction force of the pulley along x axes

RPZ Joint reaction force of the pulley along z axes

RRPX Joint reaction force of the return pulley along x axes

RRPZ Joint reaction force of the return pulley along z axes

IW1 ∗ .
ωW1 Moment of inertia of the wheel 1

IW2 ∗ .
ωW2 Moment of inertia of the wheel 2

IP ∗ .
ωP Moment of inertia of the pulley

IRP ∗ .
ωRP Moment of inertia of the return pulley

Table 4. Reference system’s dynamic model.

Reference System Description

x,
.
x,

..
x Position, speed, and acceleration of the wheelchair

θP, ωP,
.
ωP Angular position, angular speed, and angular acceleration of the pulley

θRP, ωRP,
.
ωRP Angular position, angular speed, and angular acceleration of the return pulley

θW1, ωW1,
.
ωW1 Angular position, angular speed, and angular acceleration of the wheel 1

θW2, ωW2,
.
ωW2 Angular position, angular speed, and angular acceleration of the wheel 2

The user’s force is modelled as follows:

- The time of the traction phase is Tp and, according to Figure 13, is evaluated as:

x(t′) − x(t0) = lh_max ∗ τ (7)

t′ − t0 = Tp (8)

where, lh is the stroke length of the gesture and τ = 3 is the transmission ratio defined by:

x = lh ∗ rw1
rp

= lh ∗ τ. (9)

The Figure 14, shows the traction phase during the indoor test of the first prototype
Handwheelchair.q01.
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- According to [12,13], during the tests the propulsion power was between 15 and 55 W. The average
propulsion power for a cycle can be assumed to be between 20 and 25 W;

- The user’s force Fu has been modelled with a polynomial 2-3-4 in order to define an approximate
model of the “Handle force Fh” [23], as shown in Figure 15;

- The scale of force Fu is determined in order to obtain the average power of 20–25 W;
- The recovery time Tr is constant;
- The user’s force during the recovery phase is zero.

Figure 13. Time of the traction phase.

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 14. Innovative gesture during the indoor test of the first prototype Handwheelchair.q01. (a) t0,
lh = 0; (b) t0 < t < t1, 0 < lh < lh_max; (c) t1, lh = lh_max.

Figure 15. User’s force model.

According to the free-body diagram previously reported, and with the abovementioned hypothesis
and assumptions:
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The equilibrium of the wheelchair along the axis x results

T1 = m
..
x + Fa = m

..
x + ka

.
x2. (10)

The equilibrium of the wheelchair along the axis z is

N1 = Fp = mg. (11)

The rotation equilibrium of wheel 1 around the joint Cw1 results

T1 ∗ rW1 + N1 ∗ u1 = C1. (12)

The rotation equilibrium of the pulley around the joint CP is

T ∗ rP = C1 + Ce. (13)

The rotation equilibrium of the return pulley around the joint CRP is

T ∗ rRP = Fu ∗ rRP. (14)

By replacing Equations (10), (11), (13) and (14) in Equation (12), it results:

Fu ∗ rRP = mg ∗ u1 +
(
m

..
x + ka

.
x2

)
∗ rW1 + Ce. (15)

By rewriting Equation (15), the acceleration can be evaluated as:

..
x =

Fu
τm
− ka

mrW1

.
x2 − mg ∗ u1

mrW1
− Ce

mrW1
. (16)

Equation (16) and the model of the user’s power have been implemented in Matlab/Simulink.
During the steady-state phase, the average wheelchair speed is constant. Figure 16 show

respectively the wheelchair speed and the user’s power during a complete cycle: traction phase and
recovery phase.

(a) 

Figure 16. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 16. Wheelchair speed (a) and user’s power (b) in a complete cycle during the steady-state phase.

The average power of 23 W and the average speed of 1.57 m/s = 5.65 km/h obtained with the
simulation is in accordance with the tests carried out in [12,13,15].

By employing the user’s force model, we obtain a Fu_max = 120 N as shown in Figure 17, while the
average force Fu_avg = 43 N. The force Fu is the sum of the right and left arm contribution: Fur + Ful.
Then, the average force for each arm is approximately

Fur = Ful = 22 N. (17)

Figure 17. User’s force during the steady-state phase.
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6. Conclusions

The development of an innovative system of propulsion for manual wheelchairs is described
in different possible sketches in order to be implemented in sports wheelchairs and for wheelchairs
employed in everyday life. In addition, the design of the mechanism for the transmission of motion
is presented. The innovative system of propulsion could be a robust idea to solve injuries on the
upper limb caused by the other manual system of propulsion. The project of the prototype, named
Handwheelchair.q02, is still being developed.

A simplified dynamic model has provided preliminary results in terms of force and power during
a rowing stroke cycle applied to a manual wheelchair. In the future, the test data of the prototype
Handwheelchair.q02 will confirm or deny these predictions.
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Abstract: Intelligent tire concept constitutes one of the approaches to increase the accuracy of active
safety systems in vehicle technology. The possibility of detecting tire–road interactions instantaneously
has made these systems one of the most important research areas in automotive engineering. This
study introduces the use of cost-effective flex and polyvinylidene fluoride strain sensors to estimate
some dynamic tire features in free-rolling and real working conditions. The proposed solution
combines a microcontroller-based readout circuit for the two sensors with a wireless data transmission
system. A suitable prototype was realized and first experimental tests were conducted, in the
laboratory as well as on the road. The energy consumption of the wireless monitoring system was
optimized. Simulated and experimental results validate the proposed solution.

Keywords: Intelligent tire; flex sensor; PVDF sensor; energy saving; vehicle dynamics; smart systems

1. Introduction

Electronic controls are necessary for road safety these days: radars, electronic stability controls
(ESC), active breaking systems (ABS) and so on. All the currently-used controls are based on on-board
sensors. This means that most of the important parameters for the vehicle dynamics are estimated
indirectly. Because of this disconnection between sensors and features of interest, imperfections and
delays are generated in the metering system and so an incorrect or late vehicle control response is
inevitable. Many researchers have realized that to improve the electronic controls, measurements
should be made directly on the tire, as tires are the only vehicle part in contact with the road surface
and all the road disturbances and forces act on them.

They called this new technology “Smart Tire” or “Intelligent Tire” to emphasize the tire autonomy
in measuring its own forces, deformations, and accelerations and then communicate them wirelessly [1].
This aspect could be also crucial for the design of vehicle diagnostic systems based on modern signal
processing techniques [2,3] and self-learning methods [4].

The research in Smart Tire applications began in the early 1980s with the “tire pressure monitoring
system” (TPMS), which allows the driver to know the tire pressure conditions. Many steps have been
made in this area and many different ideas have followed since. There are various adopted sensors,
from optical sensors in [5], segmented capacitance rings for measuring tire strain in [6], ultrasonic
sensors in [7] for contact patch deformations, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors to measure
the strain [8,9], and electrical capacitance change of tire linked to the strain [10,11]. In [12], spectral
features of the capacitance output signal are used to improve the accuracy of the strain measurement.
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In addition, a new type of capacitance sensor based on ultra-flexing epoxy resin is shown in [13] and
a Hall effect based magnetic sensor is used in [14] to measure the thread deformation. In [15–17],
algorithms for the estimation of slip angle and tire working conditions from strain measurements
were presented.

This paper aims to validate a new approach to intelligent tire solutions using flex and PVDF sensors
with a low-power wireless communication system and a microcontroller readout unit. Differently from
common approaches, based on acceleration measurements, this activity employees strain measurements
to make the tire intelligent. This choice is due to the high sensitivity to noise of the accelerometers.
Moreover, this paper presents a new approach characterized by two different strain measurements
provided by two different sensor technologies: the flex sensor suitable for static conditions and low
dynamics and the PVDF suitable for high dynamics.

2. Intelligent Tire System

The prototype, based on a flex sensor and a PVDF sensor, was used to monitor a 245/40/R18 tire.
The flex sensor (see Figure 1a,b), due to a series of carbon resistive elements, works like a variable
resistance from a constant value for a flat sensor to a maximum value in a totally bended condition
(90◦). Once attached to the inner part of the tire, the sensor can be used to estimate the curvature
variation of the tire due to the bending action, which can be then linked to the working conditions
(e.g., rolling speed, vertical load, and length of the contact patch).

Figure 1. (a) Scheme of a resistive flex sensor; top view: electrical contacts in grey, conductive film in
black; (b) Flex sensor by Inage SI Inc. Courtesy of Flexpoint Inc.

Meanwhile the PVDF sensor (Figure 2a) is based on a piezo-electric material, therefore it can
generate an electric charge proportional to the applied mechanical deformations.

A schematic picture of the proposed electronic system is depicted in Figure 2a. The data acquisition
system (DAS) implemented is mainly composed of two conditioning circuits, a microcontroller and a
wireless communication module.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Block diagram of the DAS (data acquisition system) for smart tire sensors; (b) The
prototype equipped with a 500 mAh/3.3 V battery.

The microcontroller unit (MCU) has two fast 12-bit ADCs with 5 Msps maximum sampling rate,
while in our application the sampling frequency is fS = 12 kHz. In addition, the developed DAS can
be configured to retrieve data from the sensor both in real-time and off-line. In the first case, the
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microcontroller sends data packets over a Bluetooth channel to a personal computer; in the second
case, the microcontroller collects the signal data so that all the information and numerical data can be
stored in a non-volatile SD card through serial interface.

The MCU firmware is written with the Arm Mbed IoT Device Platform and it is based on the
Mbed OS 5.8 release, whereas the synchronization between the sampling operation and the writing
operation is ensured by interrupt/tread mechanisms. Finally, the wireless communication has been
provided adopting the nRF24L01 module.

In Figure 3, it is possible to see how the sensors and the sensing circuit, held by a 3D printed base,
have been mounted on the inner part of the tire. An elastic support fixes the sensing circuit base to the
tire inner liner.

 

Figure 3. Sensing circuit, flex and PVDF sensors mounted into the tire.

2.1. Energy Consumption Optimisation

As the sensing circuit will work in autonomy inside the tire, a lot of effort has been put into
reducing its energy consumption and trying to create a system as long lasting as possible.

The most inefficient part of the system is the wireless communication, so starting from the
firmware, a “power down” mode has been introduced to interrupt the communications whenever the
sensor gives no signal. Once the signal is different from the reference value, the microcontroller starts
the ISR (interrupt service routine), waking-up the system and allowing communication. Thanks to
these modifications, a consumption analysis revealed a decrease in electricity consumption of about
33.4% (from 564 to 169 mAh), while the stand-by consumption has been lowered to 0.46 μAh.

As one would expect, the battery has an important role in the energetic autonomy of the system,
at the moment the sensing circuit is powered by a 3.7 V and 500 mAh LiPo battery. In the near future,
it will be replaced by a “button cell”, which will also allow for a considerable miniaturization of
the system.

2.2. Characteristics of the Flex and PVDF Sensor Signals

To properly understand how the flex sensor is affected by the tire motion, we should follow
its passage through the contact patch. Firstly, the sensor enters the contact patch and starts to be
deformed simultaneously with the tire tread band (See Figure 4a) until the moment in which it is
placed exactly in the contact patch. When that happens its curvature decreases, reaching a minimum.
Finally, during the exit from the contact patch the sensor curvature increases again, due to the tire tread
band deformation. The radius of curvature and its time variation behaviour, in a free-rolling condition,
is shown in Figure 4c.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. (a) Flex sensor deformation during tire rolling; (b) difference between contact length and
deformation length; (c) waveforms of the radius of curvature and its time variation.

In the absence of braking, traction or steering forces, the radius of curvature is almost symmetric
with respect to the contact patch center (the point D in Figure 4c). The time variation of the radius of
curvature related to the flex sensor can be adopted for estimating the length of the contact patch as
shown in Figure 4b. On this last consideration, it is necessary to point out the difference between the
contact length and deformation length (Figure 4b). As the PVDF returns the derivative form of the
flex-sensor output, due to this link between the two sensors output, considerations about the flex-sensor
could be applied for the PVDF as well (considering that a variation in value for the flex-sensor output
matches with a slope variation for the PVDF). As the preliminary results have been obtained at low
tire rolling speed, the PVDF outputs have been not analyzed in detail but only as a verification of
the physical meaning of the flex sensor signals. Therefore, the mathematical modelling and the main
experimental results are referred to the flex sensor.

2.3. Mathematical Modelling of the Flex Sensor Signal

In this section, a mathematical description of the flex sensor measurement is described. The
modelling approach is based on the “flexible ring tire model” [18] (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Flexible ring tire model.
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As shown in Figure 5, the treadband structure is modelled as a thin circular elastic ring connected
to the wheel hub in circumferential and radial directions through a viscoelastic foundation. Assuming
the tire tread band is inextensible, the tire motion equations can be written using the relationships
between the radial and tangential ring displacements (−w and v) in Equation (1), the circumferential
strain εθθ and the tire inner liner (Equation (2)):

−w =
∂v
∂θ

(1)

εθθ =
h
2

k(θ) = − h

2R2

(
∂v
∂θ
− ∂

2w
∂θ2

)
(2)

where θ is the angular coordinate of a point belonging to the treadband in the fixed-body reference frame,
h is the ring thickness, R is the undeformed ring mean radius and k(θ) is the local curvature. Thanks to
the algorithm illustrated in [19], it is possible to evaluate the tangential and radial displacements in
closed form and consequently the local tire curvature.

The flex-sensor circuit model is based on the sensor itself, a variable resistance which follows
Equation (3) and the voltage divider characterized by Equation (4) (see Figure 2 for reference).

R2(t) = R0 + ck(t) (3)

VOUT = VIN
R2(t)

R1 + R2(t)
(4)

An example of behavior of the voltage from the flex sensor is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Simulated flex-sensor voltage output.

2.4. Tire Test Rig

The test rig used during the tire testing session (shown in Figure 7) is composed of a portal frame
that works as support of the wheel axle.

The wheel axle is mounted on two vertical linear guides in order to transmit the vertical load
to the pneumatic tire. On the top of the portal frame, there is a housing for the loading cell, which
allows measurement of the vertical applied load. A hydraulic cylinder is then placed between the load
cell and a horizontal beam, which is directly connected to the guides. The measurements provided
by the flex sensor were obtained for different values of vertical loads and tire rolling speeds. This
configuration allowed us to check if the output signals from the sensors were in accordance with their
theoretical descriptions.
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Figure 7. Tire test rig.

3. Experimental Results

The first testing session focused on the flex sensor signal behavior at low speed (up to 20 Kph);
the same test was repeated three times (in Figure 8a), with each one in different load conditions to
show how the sensor signal is affected. The peak value increases with the applied load in the order of
70 mV/50 kg, this result allows the system to estimate the applied load. Figure 8b shows the variation
of the maximum amplitude value with respect to the vertical load (Figure 8a).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Measurements for different vertical loads (tire rolling speed: 10 km/h); (b) vertical load for
different maximum values of the sensor signal.

The signals (in Figure 8a) have a qualitative behavior similar to the theoretical radius of curvature
signal presented in Figure 4c, this is an important feedback about the system trustworthiness.

The Figure 9a shows a different testing session, based on the same principle. It is obtained by
maintaining a constant tire vertical load (2000 N) and varying the wheel rolling velocity in order to
identify and check only the speed effects. Figure 9b relates the wheel rolling velocity for different
values of the sensor rotational speed, obtained from the time period between two consecutive positive
peaks of the sensor output.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Measurements for different wheel rolling velocities (vertical load 2000 N); (b) wheel rolling
velocity for different values of the sensor rotational speed.

The experimental results presented in Figure 9a,b demonstrate the possibility to obtain an
estimation of the wheel rolling velocity from a signal processing method applied to the wireless
measurements. Furthermore, under the hypothesis of a perfect bonding between flex sensor and tire
inner liner, the sensor rotational speed coincides with the tire carcass speed. The results of Figure 9b
show a linear relationship between the sensor rotational speed and the wheel rolling velocity.

The PVDF also provides a signal (shown in Figure 10) qualitatively similar to the expected output
(Figure 4c).

 

Figure 10. PVDF experimental output signal.

Once these tests were completed the research focused on the effects of steering on the signals,
mainly from the flex-sensor, in a series of road tests. For instance, Figure 11 shows a series of events
where the intelligent tire “feels” a vertical load variation due to a steering correction.

Figure 11. Road tests: flex sensor signal for a vertical load variation.
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Another important achievement was reached in the road test session: the possibility to estimate
the vehicle acceleration and braking actions. Both of them affect the two lower peaks of the flex sensor
signal according to the action strength (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Acceleration and braking effects on the flex-sensor output signal.

4. Discussion

The test sessions successfully returned the expected theoretical results obtained by studying the
“flexible ring tire model”. Starting from the laboratory, the tests focused on the relationship between
the output from the sensors and features of interest. Most of the job focused on the flex-sensor, and as
a consequence, it has been possible to anticipate what could be discovered in road tests, whereas the
PVDF-sensor played the role of controlling the truthfulness of the flex-sensor readings. So, on one
hand the prototype has been tested and controlled on its use, on the other hand it has gradually been
miniaturized in order to not interfere significantly with the tire motion. The system energy requirement
was lowered, by working on the firmware, by 33.4%. Furthermore, improvements were obtained by
finding the best compromise between economy, energy consumption and performance of the wireless
communication system.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a cost-effective wireless system for an intelligent tire prototype is presented.
The proposed apparatus mainly consists in a sensing circuit equipped with a micro-controller unit,
low-power wireless communication module, a low-cost flex sensor and a PVDF sensor to detect the
strain rate. A tire model was analysed to predict the flex sensor output.

Subsequently, an experimental activity was conducted in order to analyze the feasibility of the
proposed approach. In particular, the test rig was adopted to evaluate the possibility of estimating
some tire working condition features from the flex sensor and the PVDF in free-rolling conditions and
low speeds.

The research continued with a series of road tests, in which the intelligent tire prototype was
tested in cornering, acceleration and breaking in real conditions. Strategies to reduce the sensing circuit
energy consumption were investigated. Correlations between measurements and physical parameters
were investigated as preliminary analysis. Further improvements of this estimation procedure will
include an extensive experimental activity oriented to validate the proposed method with more
experimental data.
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Abstract: This paper describes an experimental investigation conducted on magneto-rheological
elastomers (MREs) with the aim of adopting these materials to make mounts to be used as vibration
isolators. These materials, consisting of an elastomeric matrix containing ferromagnetic particles, are
considered to be smart materials, as it is possible to control their mechanical properties by means of an
applied magnetic field. In the first part of the paper, the criteria adopted to define the characteristics
of the material and the experimental procedures for making samples are described. The samples are
subjected to a compressive static test and are then, adopting a testing machine specially configured,
tested for shear periodic loads, each characterized by a different constant compressive preload. The
testing machine is equipped with a coil, with which it is possible to vary the intensity of the magnetic
field crossing the sample during testing to evaluate the magneto-rheological effect on the materials’
characteristics in terms of stiffness and damping.

Keywords: magneto-rheological elastomers; smart materials; semi-active isolator; iron powder

1. Introduction

Magneto-rheological elastomers (MREs) are capable of changing their stiffness and damping
in response to an applied magnetic field [1,2]. This characteristic allows for the development of
controllable devices for vibration isolation [3,4], overcoming the limits of traditional passive isolators.
In fact, passive isolators shift the system’s natural frequency far enough away from the range of the
forcing frequencies to avoid resonance phenomena [5]. These types of isolators perform their tasks
efficiently in machines operating in steady-state conditions. However, if the forcing frequencies are not
known a priori or if the resonance condition is frequently crossed, the ability to change the isolators’
characteristics in real time can lead to a significant improvement isolation.

MRE compounds are composed of an elastomeric matrix containing magnetizable particles of
nano to micro sizes. During the curing phase, the compound is subjected to the action of a magnetic
field to rearrange and to orient the ferromagnetic particles along the strength lines of the magnetic
field. The materials’ characteristics, in particular the stiffness, vary with the intensity of the magnetic
field, depending on the particles’ dimensions [6,7] and their rearrangement in the matrix.

The adoption of MRE isolators [8,9] may be particularly useful for solving machinery vibration
isolation problems, as MRE isolators combine the reliability of passive devices with the ability of active
devices by adapting their characteristics to the actual machine and environment conditions.

In this paper, an analytical model is presented that describes the influence of the volume fraction of
magnetic particles on the magneto-rheological effect, defined as the material shear modulus increment
caused by a magnetic field, on MREs.

Machines 2019, 7, 36; doi:10.3390/machines7020036 www.mdpi.com/journal/machines99
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MRE samples were, therefore, prepared using silicone and polyurethane rubbers. To create an
evident magneto-rheological effect, it is necessary to use an elastomeric matrix that is not particularly
stiff; for this reason, our experiments were carried out on silicone samples.

These samples were prepared by adopting a nylon mold that allowed us to place permanent
magnets at its extremities so that, during the polymerization phase, the iron-carbonyl particles mixed
with the liquid silicone, aligning along the strength lines of the magnetic field and forming anisotropic
chain-like structures that became locked in place upon the final cure.

To adopt MREs as vibration isolators, for light structures excited along the horizontal direction, the
formed samples were tested with static compression loads and subjected to variable shear excitations.
To carry out these dynamic tests, an experimental set-up was developed, in which an electrodynamic
shaker was adopted to induce a shear load with assigned amplitude and frequency on two samples at
a time. The samples were placed on the core of a coil so that it was possible to generate a magnetic
field crossing the sample material. Thus, in this way, it was possible to investigate the effect of the load
frequency at different levels of magnetic field intensity.

2. The Magneto-Rheological Effect

MREs are compounds containing magnetizable particles (with varying sizes of 3–10 μm) in a
non-magnetic matrix. Their mechanical and rheological properties can be reversibly changed upon
exposure to a suitable magnetic field [10]. The physical material property, which undergoes a significant
variation depending on the strength of the magnetic field, is the shear elastic modulus; this characteristic
allows for the realization of MRE pads with controllable stiffness. The magneto-rheological effect
reflects the shear modulus change with respect to the value that it assumes in the absence of a magnetic
field. MRE compounds may be isotropic if the particles are randomly dispersed or anisotropic if the
particles are arranged in columns. Experimental tests have shown that the magneto-rheological effect
is significantly larger in anisotropic MREs [11]. This arrangement can be obtained by immersing the
liquid mixture in a static magnetic field during the vulcanization phase.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a column of equally sized spherical particles, arranged at the same
distance from each other, subjected to magnetic field H.

 

Figure 1. Particle column of an anisotropic magneto-rheological elastomer (MRE).

To estimate the magneto-rheological (MR) effect, a static model was developed. First, it must be
noted that the compound shear modulus G, in the absence of a magnetic field, depends on the matrix
module, G0, and on the amount of iron powder. The following formula can be used to evaluate G as a
function of the iron particles’ volume fraction φ [12]:

G = G0
(
1 + 1.25φ+ 14.1φ2

)
(1)
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To estimate the change in shear stress Gm due to the magnetic field, Jolly et al. proposed a dipole
model [13]. This model is based on the hypothesis that all the particles are perfectly spherical and
arranged in equidistant columns. Applying an external magnetic field parallel to the column, the
inter-particle magnetic force induces added shear stress. The interaction energy of the two dipoles was
calculated by Rosensweig [14] as follows:

E12 =
1

4πμ1μ0

[
m1m2 − 3(m1er)(m2er)

|r|3
]

(2)

where m1 and m2 are the magnetic dipoles strength, μ0 is the vacuum permeability, and μ1 is the
relative permeability of the medium. The stress induced by the magnetic field can be calculated from
the derivative of average energy density U = n E12/V, where n is the particles’ number and V is the
volume occupied by the particles:

σ =
∂U
∂ε

=
9φε

(
4− ε2

)
m2

2π2μ1μ0d3r3(1 + ε2)7/2
(3)

where ε = x/r0 is the shear strain of the particle column and d is the particle diameter. The
magneto-induced shear storage modulus is as follows:

Gm =
∂σ
∂ε

=

(
4ε4 − 27ε2 + 4

)
φJ2

p

8μ1μ0h3(1 + ε2)9/2
(4)

JP = μ0 MP (5)

where JP is the dipole moment magnitude per unit particle volume. The parameter h = r0/d gives an
indication of the distance between the particles. Based on the schematic of Figure 1, b = d·h, and the
gap between the particles is equal to d·(h − 1). The particles are equally spaced if a = b and the iron
particles’ volume fraction φ is

φ =
4
3π

d3

8

d3h3 | → |h3 =
π

6φ
. (6)

Then, remembering the law of Frohlich–Kennelly [15],

MP =
(μP − 1)MSH

MS + (μP − 1)H
(7)

where MS is the saturated magnetization, H is the magnetic field strength, and μp is the relative
permeability of the particles.

The following is therefore true:

Gm =
6
(
4ε4 − 27ε2 + 4

)
φ2μ0

8μ1π(1 + ε2)9/2

(
(μP − 1)MSH

MS + (μP − 1)H

)2

(8)

Using Equations (1) and (8), it is possible to evaluate the MR effect, which is defined as follows:

ΔG =
Gm + G

G
. (9)

Figure 2 shows the MR effect as a function of the H field for φ = 0.27 and for some values of the
matrix shear modulus, G0. The curves were obtained for iron saturation magnetization Ms = 2.1 T,
μp = 1000, and μ1 = 1 (elastomeric matrix). It can be observed that the MR effect is greater for lower
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values of G0. The maximum values of ΔG, as a function of the powder volume fraction φ, are shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Magneto-rheological (MR) effect for some values of matrix moduli G0.

Figure 3. MR effect vs. powder volume fraction φ.

The MR effect reaches the maximum value for φ in the range of 0.25–0.30; with a greater quantity
of powder, the MR effect decreases.

It is well known that the dynamic behavior of an elastomer differs from its static behavior due
to its visco-elastic properties, which are characterized by hysteretic behavior. In order to study both
static and dynamic behavior, magneto-rheological rubber samples were prepared for use in our
experimental investigations.

3. MRE Sample Preparation

MRE matrixes are usually made of natural rubber or silicone rubber, as they have a low stiffness;
therefore, the magnetorheological effect is more evident [16,17]. Here, the MRE samples were composed
of a silicon elastomer matrix (Prochima GLS-10), characterized by 10 shore-A hardness, with micro
iron-carbonyl particles (4–6 μm); the particles’ volume percentage was equal to 25%.

The samples were formed in a nylon mold (Figure 4) (RS), in which the MRE liquid mixture
was cured; two plastic diaphragms (DP) were adopted to separate the mixture from two neodymium
permanent magnets, contained in plastic rings (RM) and characterized by a maximum energy product
of 263–287 kJ/m3. The magnetic field generated by the permanent magnets had the effect of orienting
and aligning the particles according to the force lines of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4. (a) Mold elements; (b) pouring phase; (c) polymerization phase; (d) multilayer mold; (e)
static magnetic field measure.

The magnetic field intensity, measured by placing the probe of a gaussmeter (Brockhous BMG101)
between the sample and the nylon diaphragm, was equal to 190 mT.

The mold containing the mixture was previously placed in a vacuum chamber, at about 50 mbar,
twice for about 30 min to remove air bubbles from the mixture.

The vacuum chamber was composed of a steel pipe, which was closed at the ends with two plates;
in the contact zone between the pipe and plates, there was an O-ring to ensure the airtightness [18].
When the vacuum pump was initiated, the plates were squeezed on the pipe, so no devices were
required to connect the plates and pipe.

To prevent bonding between the MRE sample and the internal mold surface and to easily extract
the formed sample from the mold, a wax-based release agent was used. The liquid mixture, which was
poured into the mold, was cured at constant ambient temperature for about 24 h.

Figure 5 shows several depictions of the sample preparation phases. The sample diameter and
height were equal to 50 and 6 mm, respectively. The main sample properties are reported in Table 1; it
was noted that the shore-A hardness did not vary as the magnetic field increased.

 

Figure 5. (a) Mold elements; (b) pouring phase; (c) MRE sample.
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Table 1. MRE sample characteristics.

Matrix
Material

Matrix Shore
A Hardness

Compound
Shore A

Hardness

Matrix Density
(g/mL)

Height
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

Sample Density
(g/mL)

Magnetic
Field (mT)

Powder
%

Silicone 10 33 1.08 6.0 50 2.59 257 25

4. Coil Characteristics

To characterize the material properties, the sample was tested by means of an experimental set-up
containing a coil that produces a magnetic field whose strength lines are parallel to the particle columns
of the MRE material. The tests were performed under different intensities of the magnetic field, which
were obtained by adjusting the coil supply’s current intensity.

To generate an adequate magnetic field, a coil and magnetic circuit were designed. In the design
phase, to evaluate the magnetic flux that crosses the sample, an FEM model, developed in an Ansys
Maxwell® environment, was adopted. The first configuration consisted of a cylindrical MRE element
with a diameter and height of 50 and 10 mm, respectively; this element was inserted between two
cylindrical steel elements (φ 60 × 10 mm). The coil had an inner diameter of 60 mm, an outer diameter
of 108 mm, and a height of 100 mm. Inside the coil, there was a 100-mm high cylindrical steel core
(Figure 6a). The saturation value of the magnetic field in the MRE was about 800 mT; to obtain it,
10,000 ampere-turns were required.

Figure 6. Magnetic field FEM model for 6000 ampere-turns: (a) cylindrical core; (b) conical core.

In the second configuration, to optimize the magnetic flux, the two cylindrical steel elements were
replaced with two conical frustum elements with the following dimensions: bottom diameter: 60 mm;
top diameter: 24 mm; height: 10 mm (Figure 6b). In this case, to reach the saturation value of the
magnetic field, only 6000 ampere-turns were required.

The materials adopted for the FEM simulations were as follows: steel Aisi-1008 for the plates
and core; copper for the coil; rubber and iron powder for the MRE pad. With respect to the second
configuration (Figure 6b), considering a maximum current of 4 A, the coil required 1500 turns, was
made of a 1.02-mm diameter cable (AWG17), and had an overall length equal to 310 m (resistance: 6.9
Ω; maximum dissipated power: 109 W).

5. MRE Characterization Tests

The realized samples were characterized by anisotropic chain-like structures, which were able to
exhibit significant magneto-rheological effect if the magnetic field was applied in the direction of the
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particle chains that were parallel to the cylindrical samples’ axes. Therefore, they were subjected to
static forces acting along the samples’ axes and to variable shear forces acting in the perpendicular
direction. In both cases, the tests were performed under different intensities of the magnetic field,
which were obtained by adjusting the coil supply’s current intensity. The results of the two types of
tests are described below:

(a) The cylindrical MRE samples were subjected to compression tests by means of a mechanical press
to characterize the load–displacement trend and to identify the axial stiffness upon exposure to
different values of the magnetic field. Another kind of axial test was then performed, compressing
the samples between the two rigid plates of the mechanical press and keeping their distance
constant; the axial load was detected for different values of the magnetic field intensity.

(b) The samples were tested under a constant compression load and a variable (harmonic) shear load.
The tests were performed for different frequencies of the shear load and for different values of the
magnetic intensity field.

5.1. Axial Characterization

The axial characterization was performed by assigning a continuously increasing and decreasing
compression deformation to the MRE sample at the rate of about 0.01 mm/s. The test was repeated for
different current intensities circulating in the coil windings. The axial force exerted by the screw press
was detected by means of a load cell (Figure 7), while the corresponding deformation was detected by
means of a centesimal comparator.

Figure 7. Scheme of the test rig used for axial characterization.

The first test was conducted with the material not activated (i.e., the coil not powered). The
force–displacement trend (Figure 8) was almost linear (slightly hardening). At the beginning of
the unloading phase (dashed line), the load exhibited a sharp reduction attributable to the material
hysteresis. Figure 8 shows the test performed by feeding the coil at 2 A. There was an evident axial
stiffening (about 65%), and in this case, at the beginning of the unloading phase, the diagram shows
that there was a consistent force reduction.
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Figure 8. Force–displacement diagrams.

It is possible to compare the experimental results with the theoretical one obtained by means of
the model presented in Section 2. For the prepared samples, the matrix modulus G0 was equal to
0.3 MPa, and φ was equal to 0.25. Based on Equation (1), G = 0.66 MPa. Considering valid the relation
for linear-elastic materials, Young’s modulus is as follows: E = 2 G (1 + ν), where ν is the Poisson ratio.
Considering the measured Poisson ratio (0.2) and the estimated G modulus (0.66 MPa), the following
was determined: E = 1.57 MPa. In the case of rubber-like materials and for compressions limited to
10%, Hooke’s law holds true [19].

The sample’s theoretical axial stiffness can be evaluated as k = EA/h, where A is the sample’s
cross-section area, and h is the height. Figure 9 shows good agreement between the experimental and
theoretical results for the two values of current I.

Figure 9. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical results.

Another kind of static test was performed on the sample; without feeding the coil, the sample was
compressed between two plates. Keeping constant the distance between the plates, the axial force was
then measured as the values of the coil current intensity increased. The results of this test, as reported
in Figure 10, show that the axial force increased, with an almost linear trend, until the current intensity
reached 6 A, with an axial load increment equal to about 63%; under greater current intensity, the axial
load did not increase further (saturation).
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Figure 10. Axial force load vs. coil current intensity.

The delay of the load variation, with respect to the current variation, is shown in Figure 11 for
both the load and unload phase; the test was performed by feeding the coil from 0 to 6 A and then
returning to 0 A. The test results show that the MRE sample exhibited good reactivity during the
increasing of the current intensity (loading), whereas, in the unloading phase, it reacted more slowly.
In any case, the delay was compatible with a rapid and reversible control.

Figure 11. Axial force increments due to the change in current intensity (0–6 A): (a) current increased
from 0 to 6 A; (b) current reduced from 6 to 0 A.

The magnetic field crossing the sample was measured by placing the gaussmeter probe between
the sample and the plate. Figure 12 shows the relationship between the magnetic field H crossing the
sample and the coil current intensity I. The curve was detected up until a current intensity of about 6
A, after which no stiffness variation occurred.

Figure 12. Magnetic field intensity vs. current intensity.
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5.2. Shear Characterization

To characterize the MRE shear properties, the samples were tested under a constant compression
load and variable shear excitation. The tests were conducted by placing two equal cylindrical samples
(diameter: 50 mm; height: 6 mm) on opposite sides of a plastic platelet (Figure 13). The platelet,
connected to an electro-dynamic shaker by means of a rod, provided a shear harmonic load to the
samples. The samples were axially deformed by adjusting the distance between the two contact
surfaces, which were composed of the magnetic core of a coil and a plate whose position could be
adjusted to assign a desired axial deformation. The corresponding axial load ensured that the elements
did not slip under the transverse load transmitted by the shaker.

Figure 13. Scheme of the experimental set-up.

The test rig was equipped with an electromagnetic shaker (Bruel & Kjaer, mod. 4808), a coil able
to generate 800 mT of magnetic field intensity, a load cell to measure the force exerted by the shaker
(Dytran 6210S), an LVDT displacement sensor to measure the displacement of the shaker vibrating
table (Inelta IGDL-5-k2455), and a force sensor resistor (FSR) that was placed between the specimen
and the coil core to measure the axial load.

To highlight the influence of the forcing frequency and of the magnetic field intensity on the
stiffness and damping properties of the MRE samples, several force–displacement diagrams were
obtained for different operating conditions. Figure 14 shows the test results performed at the forcing
frequencies of 5 and 10 Hz with two different values of coil current intensity (0 and 6 A).

Figure 14. Shear tests: (a) f = 5 Hz; and (b) f = 10 Hz.

For each loop, the shear stiffness was estimated as the ratio between the maximum force and the
maximum displacement, while the damping was evaluated through the cycle area by means of the
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expression: σ = A/(πωX2), where A is the cycle area, ω is the forcing circular frequency, and X is the
motion amplitude.

The results of all the tests are summarized in the following diagrams. Figure 15 shows that
the stiffness increased with the excitation frequency and with the intensity of the magnetic field.
Furthermore, damping decreased with the excitation frequency (Figure 16) and increased as the coil
current intensity increased.

Figure 15. Stiffness vs. frequency.

Figure 16. Damping vs. frequency.

The diagrams show that it was possible to control the shear stiffness and damping of the adopted
MRE material at low frequencies, whereas at higher frequencies it was only possible to effectively
control the stiffness.

5.3. Axial Preload Influence on Shear Performances

Finally, several tests were performed to investigate the preload influence on the sample’s lateral
stiffness. Force–displacements cycles (Figure 17) were detected under a forcing frequency of 2 Hz with
two preload values (200 and 700 N) and two different values of coil current intensity (0 and 6 A). The
graph shows that there was a stiffness increase in both cases; the percentage increase was greater in the
case of the lower preload (+82%), while it was lower in the case of the higher preload (40%).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Sample tests for a forcing frequency of 2 Hz with a maximum horizontal force of 200 N:
(a) current intensity of 0 A, shear stiffness: 330 N/mm at 200 N and 500 N/mm at 700 N; (b) current
intensity of 6 A, shear stiffness: 600 N/mm at 200 N and 700 N/mm at 700 N.
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6. MRE Dynamic Model

To analyze the dynamic behavior of the MRE element, we propose a theoretical model [20], whose
scheme is reported in Figure 18.

σ

σσ

σ

Figure 18. MRE visco-elastic model.

The proposed formulation uses the “standard linear model” to evaluate the linear visco-elastic
behavior of the rubber. The hysteretic mechanism is well explained in [21]; the correspondent
component can be modeled in several modes; some recent models having high computational efficiency
are now available as, for example, that based on the shape function and memory mechanism [22] or the
resistor-capacitor operator-based one [23]. In the following, the Bouc–Wen model [24] is adopted. The
magneto-rheological effect is evaluated through the variable stiffness Kmr and the variable damping
σmr and the restoring force is expressed by the following expressions:

F = k1(x− y) + k2x + kMRx + σMR
.
x + αBWw (10)

k1(x− y) = σ1
( .
x− .

y
)

(11)

.
w = ρ(

.
x−C

∣∣∣ .
x
∣∣∣|w|n−1w + (C− 1)

.
x|w|n). (12)

The adopted hysteretic model is characterized by the normalized variable w and by the following
four parameters: C, ρ, n, and αBW. Variable w assumes values confined within the range [−1, 1] and is
defined by means of Equation (12).

Figure 19 shows that there was a good agreement between the measured and simulated
force–displacement cycles for the two different operating conditions.

 

Figure 19. Simulated–measured cycle comparison: (a) 15 Hz frequency, 0 A current; (b) 15 Hz frequency,
6 A current.
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7. Conclusions

The experimental tests conducted on the MRE samples, prepared with silicon elastomeric matrix
and iron-carbonyl particles, were designed to evaluate their characteristics with respect to their
potential application as vibration isolators.

A theoretical model determined the optimal volume fraction of the magnetic particles to maximize
the magneto-rheological effect of the materials. Based on the theoretical results, several anisotropic MRE
samples were prepared and tested using an experimental setup designed specifically for this study.

The experimental results demonstrated the wide variation in stiffness that can be achieved when
such material is subjected to a magnetic field in both compression and shear tests; the material can,
therefore, be used as a smart component of a semi-active vibration isolator.

Based on the test results, a visco-elastic model was developed to describe the sample’s dynamic
behavior. This model can be used to develop a control algorithm for a semi-active vibration isolation
system and to simulate its behavior.
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Abstract: This paper presents an experimental characterization of a two-stage planetary gearbox
(TSPG) designed at the Laboratory of Robot Mechatronics (LARM2) in the University of Rome
Tor Vergata. The TSPG operates differentially as function of the attached load and the internal
friction forces caused for the contact between gears. Experiments under varying load conditions are
developed in order to analyze the usefulness of the gearbox to avoid excessive torques on its internal
elements. The analysis of the dynamic torques is presented as an indicator of stability in the gearbox
operation. The results show that the actuation of the second operation stage reduces the torques 57%
in the output shaft and 65% in the input shaft. The efficiency of the gearbox is estimated as 40% in
presence of high internal friction forces.

Keywords: two-stage planetary gearbox; varying load; dynamic torque; efficiency; rotating machinery

1. Introduction

The planetary gearbox is one of the most used mechanical transmission designs due to the
advantages that it has over the gearbox with simple transmission, i.e., high torque, high transmission
rate, high speed rate, compact volume design, to mention a few. However, planetary gearboxes are
characterized by a complex kinematics and many internal and external excitation sources, such as
varying mesh and bearing stiffness, assembly errors, manufacturing errors and varying operation
conditions of speed and load. These excitation sources may increase the modal interaction in non-linear
regimes and produce chaotic behavior, nonlinear jump, resonance and bifurcation. Therefore, there is a
constant interest for modelling the dynamics of planetary gearboxes.

Modal analysis is a widely used technique to calculate the frequency response of a system and thus,
determine the natural frequencies, modal damping, and the mode shapes. Experimentally, it is based
on impact test and an excited mechanical structure by means of a hammer and a shaker, respectively.
Nevertheless, it has been proved that experimental modal analysis suffers from missing modes because
some modes cannot be excited [1]. Numerous research works on condition monitoring and fault
diagnosis have been accomplished with the aim of preserve planetary gearboxes in healthy operating
conditions. Many of them have been focused on the analysis of the stationary operation process [2–4].
However, stationary conditions may hide important transient features about the machinery condition
that can be exposed only during non-stationary operation, especially during the run-up and run-down
process [5,6].

Flexible and rigid body models have been developed by researchers with the aim of reproducing
the dynamic behavior of planetary gearboxes, as well as developing fault diagnosis techniques.

Machines 2019, 7, 45; doi:10.3390/machines7020045 www.mdpi.com/journal/machines113
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The effect of the elasticity of the ring gear on the modal properties and time varying mesh stiffness
of a planetary gear system has been studied through the variation of design parameters, such as the
number of planets, ring-bending stiffness and sliding friction coefficient in the dynamic model [7].
The modulation sidebands induced by a single planet gear mesh and multiple planet gears meshes on
the dynamic response of a planetary gear have been studied using models based on signal transfer
path functions and measuring-direction projection functions of the gear mesh force. The analysis of
the significance level of meshing frequency modulation can reveal important dynamic characteristics
for failure identification [8,9] and even to distinguish whether the planetary gear train is assembled
with a floating sun gear, or whether the planetary gear train without a floating sun gear exists with
some distributed defects [10].

The modulation phenomenon caused by the time-varying gear meshing and position of the planet
gears is widely studied. Vibration signals at the transducer location are expressed by the sum of all
vibrations induced from each component and influenced by the time-varying path [11]. The geometry
of the tooth profile has an important role in the gear meshing in planetary gear trains. Models based
on the exact involute gear geometry have been proposed as a tool for the determination of tolerances
for the movable area and assemblability of the sun gear, the backlash and other components of the gear
train [12]. It also has been demonstrated that the tooth wear has an important effect on the bending
stiffness, shear stiffness, and axial compressive stiffness because they depend of the tooth profile and
tooth thickness, and the time-varying mesh stiffness decreases according to the tooth wear depth [13].

Accelerometers are the transducers mostly used to capture the dynamic behavior of rotating
machinery. The location of the accelerometers on the gearbox structure plays an important role,
especially in planetary gearboxes, which have multiple planets producing similar vibrations when the
planets pass through the fixed sensor [14]. On the other hand, even when there are experimental works
that do not require angular information [15,16], tachometers are necessary to measure important variable
speed conditions. Other transducers widely used are extensometers and thermocouples, since they
allow to evaluate the performance efficiency and the energy loss during the torque transmission [17].

In this context, this paper presents an experimental analysis of feasibility for a two-stage planetary
gearbox (TSPG) prototype at the Laboratory of Robot Mechatronics (LARM2) in the University of
Rome Tor Vergata, with the aim of validate its functionality and quantify its efficiency and dynamic
behavior. Experiments are carried out in a test bed which allows to develop non-stationary operating
conditions by means of varying the load torque and measuring multiple variables.

2. Gearbox Design

A schematic of the planetary gearbox under study is shown in Figure 1 [18]. It consists of two-stage
planetary gear trains in parallel with floating sun gears. Each planetary train comprises one carrier
C(n), two planet gears P(n), one sun gear S(n) and one internal ring gear R(n); the superscript n indicates
the corresponding planetary train, n = 1 for the input train and n = 2 for the output train. Note that
since the sun gears are fixed on the same shaft and the ring gears are on the same frame, each couple of
gears actuates as a rigid body, S(1,2) and R(1,2). The input torque is applied to the sun gear S(1) and
ring gears R(1) from the input carrier C(1) by means of the planet gears P(1). Since sun gears and ring
gears act like a rigid body, the torque is transmitted to the planet gears P(2) to the output carrier C(2).

The TSPG mechanism operates differentially as function of the load torque and the internal
friction forces that are caused by the contact between gears, Figure 2. The first operation stage (FOS)
of the planetary gearbox runs when the torque caused for the attached load is low, Figure 2a. In this
operating condition, the friction forces between gears cause a self-locking phenomenon that locks
the planet gears to the sun and ring gears. As consequence, they do not rotate over their own axes,
ω
(1)
P = ω

(2)
P = 0. Consequently, the closed gear chain P(1)-R(1)-R(2)-P(2)-S(2)-S(1) behaves as a unique

rigid body which rotates about the axis of the two sun gears. Thus, the movement of the input carrier is
directly transmitted to the output carrier, giving ω(2)C = ω

(1)
C . The second operating stage (SOS) of the

planetary gearbox runs when the load torque increases, Figure 2b, and causes that the output carrier
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remains locked in a fixed position with ω(2)C = 0. Meanwhile the friction forces between gears are

overcome and the planet gears start to rotate around their own axes with ω(1),(2)P � 0. Consequently,
the frame of the ring gears becomes the output link rotating in opposite direction to the input carrier.

Figure 1. Structure diagram of the two-stage planetary gearbox (C(n)- carrier, S(n)- sun gear, P(n)- planet
gears, R(n) is ring gear; with n = 1 for the input planetary train and n = 2 for the output planetary
train).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Operating scheme of the two-stage planetary gearbox: (a) first stage; (b) second stage.

The operational characteristics of the gearbox enable the self-exchanging of the output link under
variable load conditions. Thus, when the load increases suddenly the actuation of the SOS helps to
reduce the stress in the internal gearbox elements.

The prototype of the TSPG is shown in Figure 3. All gears are spur gears with modules equal to 1
mm and pressure angle equal to 20◦. The design parameters of the gears are listed in Table 1.

The gear ratio u(n), for the input (n = 1) and output (n = 2) planetary gear trains in Figure 1, can
be expressed as function of the teeth number of the gears N and the angular velocity ω of each element
as follows:

u(1) = −N(1)
R

N(1)
S

=
ω
(1)
S −ω

(1)
C

ω
(1)
R −ω

(1)
C

(1)

u(2) = −N(2)
R

N(2)
S

=
ω
(2)
S −ω

(2)
C

ω
(2)
R −ω

(2)
C

(2)

By solving Equations (1) and (2), the angular velocity of the ring gear and the sun gear are given by

ωR =

(
u(1) − 1

)
ω
(1)
C −

(
u(2) − 1

)
ω
(2)
C

u(1) − u(2)
(3)
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ωS =
(
ω
(2)
R −ω

(1)
C

)
u(1) +ω

(1)
C (4)

Figure 3. Prototype of the two-stage planetary gearbox under study (C(n)- carrier, S(n)- sun gear, P(n)-
planet gears, R(n) - ring gear; with n = 1 for the input gear train and n = 2 for the output gear train).

Table 1. Design parameters of the Laboratory of Robot Mechatronics (LARM2) planetary gearbox
prototype.

Element Number of Teeth, N Pitch Radius, r [mm]

Input gear set
Sun gear 60 30
Planet gear 20 10
Ring gear 100 50
Carrier 40

Output gear set
Sun gear 12 6
Planet gear 44 22
Ring gear 100 50
Carrier 28
Module 1
Pressure angle 20◦

On the other hand, the torques transmitted for the planetary gearbox can be obtained from a
static equilibrium analysis as shown in Figure 4. Where, F(n)

m and r(n)m are the transmitted force and the
radius of the element m, respectively. Thus, the torques transmitted by the input and output carriers
are given as:

T(1)
C = F(1)

C r(1)C (5)

T(2)
C = F(2)

C r(2)C (6)

Finally, the efficiency of the planetary gear train can be obtained by:

η =
W(2)

W(1)
(7)

where, W(n) is the mechanical power of the input and output gear trains, n = 1, 2 respectively, given by:

W(n) = M(n)
C ω

(n)
C (8)
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. A free body diagram for static equilibrium: (a) input gear set; (b) output gear set.

3. Test-Bed Design

A new test-bed configuration was designed in order to characterize the dynamic performance of
the two-stage planetary gearbox under study. However, the design characteristics of the test-bed enable
the development of test of other rotating machinery with similar operating requirements. The test-bed
was projected with the aim to test the full operation condition of the planetary gearbox prototype,
meanwhile the most representative dynamic variables are measured.

Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram and the experimental setup of the test-bed. It consists of an
AC motor that is coupled to a planetary gearbox prototype to drive the attached load. The operating
speed of the motor is controlled by means of a frequency inverter, while the load torque is variated by
means of a mechanical break, which actuates directly on the load surface.

The test-bed is instrumented to measure the most representative variables for rotating machinery.
Two biaxial accelerometers are placed on the bearings that support the input and output shafts of
the gearbox, respectively, to measure the radial and axial vibrations. One uniaxial accelerometer is
placed on the bearing that supports the output shaft near the load to measure the radial vibrations; as
indicated in Figure 5. Two dynamic torque sensors are placed in the input and output shafts of the
gearbox, respectively, to measure the torque variation during the exchange between the FOS and SOS.
Finally, one encoder is placed in the output shaft to measure the angular velocity.

The data acquisition system consists of a signal conditioning stage to amplify the torque signals,
two DAQ boards from National Instruments and one DAQ board from Phidgets Inc. The development
of the tests is supervised by means of a graphical user interface developed in LabView. Furthermore,
from the user interface it is possible to control the acquisition of data, the sampling frequency and the
data storage in the PC. The list of the equipment installed in the test-bed is given in Table 2.

The test-bed enables the development of different kind of tests, such as: (1) run-up and run-down
speed profile tests, (2) constant operating speed and constant load, (3) varying operating speed and
varying load. In this work, the experience with the TSPG prototype is reported at constant operational
speed and varying load.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Test-bed for experiments on rotating machinery: (a) schematic diagram; (b) experimental
setup.

Table 2. Equipment used in the test-bed.

Equipment Model Quantity

AC Motor Cantoni Sh-80-2B 1
Frequency inverter Mitsubishi FR-E500 1
Accelerometers ADXL-321J 2

Kistler 8305B 1
Torque sensors CD1050 1

CD1095 1
Encoder ENC1J-D16-L00128L 1
Data acquisition system NI USB 6009 1

NI USB 6001 1
Phidget 1065 1

4. Experimental Results

Experiments are carried out at constant speed and varying load. The results for the two different
speed conditions ωn= 120 rpm and ωn= 210 rpm are presented in this work; where ωn indicates the
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nominal speed that the motor drive reaches. The load condition is variated during the experiments
from low to high by means of brake system actuation. The term low load refers to the load condition
produced by the single flywheel, while the term high load refers to the load condition produced when
the brake actuates on the flywheel surface.

Each experiment is conducted as follows: (1) the system is started up with low load condition;
therefore, the FOS of the TSPG is actuated; (2) when the output shaft reaches the nominal speed ωn,
the load is increased; consequently, the SOS of the TSPG is actuated; (3) when the system reaches
the nominal operating conditions, the load is decreased; thus, the FOS of the gearbox is reactivated.
Experimental results are presented below in order to analyze the dynamics of the gearbox during the
operational exchange between FOS and SOS.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results for the test at ωn = 120 rpm. It can be seen that the
amplitude of the torques and vibrations varies as a response of the load variation. The dynamic torques
in the input and output shafts are shown in Figure 6a. It can be seen that both input and output torques
have similar behavior. The torque amplitudes increase as the load increases and they decrease as the
load decreases. However, the input shaft torque is always higher than the output shaft torque. This is
because the torque in the input shaft is imposed by the torque in the output.

Figure 6a shows that the input and output shaft torques increase during the start-up of the system
until they reach the maximum values Tin = 1.38 Nm and Tout = 0.54 Nm, respectively. This increment is
produced by the inertial mass of the coupled system gearbox-load. Once the inertial mass is overcome,
the coupled system starts to rotate and the torques decrease until they reach nominal values under low
load condition, Tin = 0.94 Nm and Tout = 0.30 Nm.

The high load condition in the output shaft is generated by means of the actuation of the
brake system, Figure 6b. As consequence, a sudden increment in the torques arises, with peak
values Tin = 2.17 Nm and Tout = 0.97 Nm. Then, the SOS of the gearbox is self-actuated and the
torques decrease until they reach the nominal values under high load condition, Tin = 1.41 Nm and
Tout = 0.56 Nm. It is important to note that the nominal values of the torques under high load condition
are higher than those under low load condition. This is because the higher the load, the higher the
input torque to drive it.

The usefulness of the SOS in the gearbox design can be seen as the reduction of the torque in
the gearbox elements once the system achieves stable operation under high load condition. Thus, in
this work, the torque reduction is estimated as the difference between the peak value of the torque
when the load increases and its nominal value after the system achieves the stable operation condition.
From the experimental data at ωn= 120 rpm, it is estimated that the actuation of the SOS of the gearbox
enables the reduction of torque 57% in the output shaft and 65% in the input shaft.

After the stable operation condition with the SOS is achieved, the load torque is decreased and
the FOS of the gearbox is reactivated. It can be seen in Figure 6a that the torques decrease smoothly
until they reach again the nominal values under low load condition. A disturbance in the torque
signals appears when the output shaft reaches the nominal speed ωn = 120 rpm. This disturbance
is produced by the self-locking phenomenon of the gears that occurs when the system achieves the
nominal operation conditions for the FOS.

The small disturbances in the torque signals caused for the self-locking phenomenon of the gears
when the system reach the nominal operation conditions for the FOS can be seen again in Figure 7a.

The angular speed of the output shaft is shown in Figure 6b. It can be seen that during the
operation of the FOS, the rotation of the input shaft is directly transmitted to the output shaft, while
during the operation of the SOS, the output shaft remains braked. It is important to note that the
variations in the angular velocity measurements are due to the quality of the encoder used during
the experiments.

The radial vibrations on the input and output shafts during the test at ωn = 120 rpm are shown in
Figure 6c,d, respectively. The vibrations at the beginning of the test are generated due to the overcoming
of the inertial mass gearbox-load. Furthermore, it can be seen that the vibration amplitudes increase
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suddenly when the SOS is actuated and they decrease as the system reaches nominal operational
conditions. It is assumed that the higher amplitudes of vibration in the input shaft than those in the
output shaft are because the input carrier is rotating while the output carrier remains braked in a
fixed position.

Figure 6. Waveforms at 120 rpm operation speed: (a) dynamic torques; (b) angular speed of the output
shaft; (c) radial vibrations on the input shaft; (d) radial vibrations on the output shaft.

The experimental results for the test atωn = 210 rpm are shown in Figure 7. Similar to the previous
experimental case, it can be seen that the amplitude of the torques and vibrations varies in response
to the varying load condition. Their amplitudes are always higher in the input shaft than in the
output shaft.

The torques in the input and output shafts are shown in Figure 7a. It can be seen that their
dynamic behavior is similar to that of the previous test. The maximum amplitude of the torque caused
for the inertial mass gearbox-load during the system star-up are Tin = 1.75 Nm and Tout = 0.77 Nm.
Once the inertial mass of the coupled system gearbox-load is overcome, the FOS of the gearbox starts to
operate. The nominal torque values for the input and output shafts under low load condition are Tin =

0.89 Nm and Tout = 0.34 Nm, respectively. The SOS of the gearbox is actuated when the load increases.
The maximum peak values of torques under high load condition are Tin = 2.40 Nm and Tout = 1.20
Nm. The torque amplitudes decrease as the system achieves the nominal operation conditions for the
SOS. The nominal values of torques under high load condition are Tin = 1.83 Nm and Tout = 0.76 Nm.
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The reduction of torques during the operation of the SOS of the gearbox is estimated as described
before. The reduction of torques for this test is 63% in the output shaft and 76% in the input shaft.
The disturbance in the torque signals caused for the self-locking phenomenon of the gears that occurs
when the system achieves the nominal operation conditions for the FOS can be seen again in Figure 7a.

The angular speed of the output shaft is shown in Figure 7b and the radial vibrations on the input
and output shafts are shown in Figure 7c,d, respectively. It can be seen that the vibrations increase
during the overcoming of the inertial mass of the coupled system gearbox-load at the beginning of the
test. Furthermore, it can be seen that the amplitude of vibrations increases suddenly when the SOS of
the gearbox is actuated and also it increases at higher operational speed.

Figure 7. Waveforms at 210 rpm operation speed: (a) dynamic torques; (b) angular speed of the output
shaft; (c) radial vibrations on the input shaft; (d) radial vibrations on the output shaft.

5. Discussion

An estimation of parameters such as inertial mass, friction torque and efficiency of the gearbox
can be made from experimental data. In this work, these parameters are estimated from the torque
signals as follows: (1) the inertial mass MI of the coupled system gearbox-load is estimated from the
input torque data as the difference between the maximum value during the start-up process of the
system and the nominal value at low load condition; (b) the friction torque of the internal elements T f
is estimated as the difference between the peak value when the load increases and the nominal value at
high load condition; (c) the efficiency η is estimated as the rate between the input and output torques.
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These parameters are estimated from the experimental data at ωn =120 rpm. The estimated values are
MI = 0.89 Nm, T f = 1.23 Nm and η ≈ 40%.

The low transmission efficiency is expected since the gearbox housing is missing in the prototype.
This fact generates a low lubrication condition for the internal gearbox elements and, consequently, it
produces an increment in the internal friction forces. The amplitude of the torques is higher during the
SOS than during the FOS because the higher load in the output. Nevertheless, the experimental results
prove the usefulness of the SOS in the gearbox design, since it is self-actuated when there is a sudden
increment in the load conditions. It can be seen in Figures 6a and 7a that the torque increases suddenly
when the load torque increases, but the torque amplitude decreases as the SOS achieves the nominal
operation conditions. Thus, the actuation of the SOS reduces stress on the gearbox elements.

6. Conclusions

A new configuration of the test bed is presented in order to evaluate the dynamic behavior of a
two-stage planetary gearbox (TSPG). The conceptual design of the test-bed enables the development of
experiments on rotating machinery with similar operating requirements. In this work, experimental
tests at constant operating speed and varying load are carried out in order to test the operation of the
TSPG designed at LARM2.

The TSPG mechanism consists of a two-stage planetary gearbox in parallel with floating sun gears.
The mechanism operates differentially as a function of the load torque and the internal friction forces
that are caused by the contact between gears. The first operation condition (FOS) is self-actuated under
low load conditions. The second operation stage (SOS) is self-actuated under high load conditions.
The characteristics of the gearbox enable the self-exchanging of the output link under variable load
conditions. The SOS enables the ring gear as the output link when the load in the output shaft increases
suddenly. As a consequence, the stress in the internal gearbox elements is reduced under high load
operation conditions.

The experimental results demonstrate the usefulness of the gearbox design since the SOS is
self-actuated when the load in the output shaft increases suddenly. The high load condition of the
gearbox produces a sudden increment in the amplitude of the torques. However, the torques decrease
as the SOS achieves the nominal operation conditions. Thus, the actuation of the SOS reduces the stress
on the gearbox elements. The results show that the actuation of the SOS reduces the torque 57% in
the output shaft and 65% in the input shaft during the test at 120 rpm and 63% and 76%, respectively,
during the test at 210 rpm. The efficiency, inertial mass of the coupled system gearbox-load and the
friction torque in the internal gearbox components are estimated from the torque signals. It is found
that the efficiency of the gearbox is η ≈ 40%. This value is expected to be low since the lubrication of
the gears is absent due to the missing housing of the gearbox. The inertial mass of the coupled system
gearbox-load is estimated as MI = 0.89 Nm and the friction torque generated by in the internal gearbox
elements is T f = 1.23 Nm.

Future work is planned for the modelling of the TSPG mechanism and the identification of
parameters from vibration signals, such as the design modifications in order to improve the efficiency
and to use the torque transmitted by the ring gear during the SOS.
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Abstract: A new index for a precise calculation of a manipulator’s stiffness isotropy is introduced.
The proposed index is compared with the conventionally used stiffness isotropy index by making
use of the investigation on R-CUBE manipulator. The proposed index is shown to produce relatively
more precise results from which a higher number of isotropic poses are detected.
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parallel manipulator

1. Introduction

In industrial robotics, stiffness property has great importance especially when they are used in
manufacturing processes. Production quality during milling and drilling operations depends on the
stiffness performance of the robot. Thus, many academic studies are devoted to the stiffness analysis
and evaluation of industrial robots [1–7].

One reason for the stiffness performance evaluation of a manipulator is to determine the
capabilities of manipulators [4,8–11]. There are several evaluation approaches of stiffness properties.
One is commonly used in industrial robots that consider the absolute end-effector deflection. In this
approach, a specific position or a trajectory is given to the robot, and its positioning error is observed
under external wrenches [8,12,13]. The procedures of this kind of evaluation are given in ANSI and
ISO standards [4,14]. These methods are suitable to have a general idea on stiffness performance,
but they may not distinguish whether forces or moments cause the elastic translational or rotational
displacements. Depending on the performance output, a suitable manipulator for the desired task can
be selected.

Another reason is to optimally design the manipulator parameters by considering the stiffness
performance [5–7,13,15–17]. The optimal design process of a manipulator requires objective functions
that include the stiffness performance indices. These indices are mainly used to achieve high rigidity
while preserving low inertia and high kinematic performance.

In parallel robots, stiffness modulation can be achieved by introducing redundancy in
actuation [18,19] and/or kinematics [20–22]. Stiffness characteristics of the manipulator are regulated
by applying suitable redundancy resolution algorithms in control [19–21,23,24]. A common way
of redundancy resolution is via null-space control [25] in which a performance index is designed.
This performance index is defined as a stiffness performance index when it is required to modulate
the stiffness of the manipulator [18–24]. A key aspect of this performance index is that it should be
computationally efficient.

Optimal design and control processes require a mathematical stiffness model (stiffness matrix)
of the manipulator to use the stiffness performance indices. These indices adopt common matrix
operations such as the determinant, norm, or singular value decomposition (SVD) in defining the
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performance indices [3–6,8–11,13,14,16,17,26–35]. Each of them investigates a different property of
the stiffness matrix. For instance, the determinant is accepted as a scalar indication of stiffness
magnitude [3,11,14,16,26,28]. SVD computes the eigenvectors and eigenvalues that show the
most/least stiff directions and their magnitudes [3,4,6,8,9,11,13,14,17,26–28,30]. Once the stiffness
model is known these approaches are quite handy and they provide detailed stiffness information of
the manipulator. However, their general problems are that they are calculated locally.

Isotropy is having the same stiffness performance distribution in all directions. In the literature,
eigenvalues of the stiffness matrix are used for relative stiffness resolution evaluation. The evaluation
is carried out by calculating the ratio of the maximum to the minimum eigenvalue. The index is named
as stiffness condition number, stiffness dexterity, or stiffness isotropy index [10,13,14]. It obtains a
directional stiffness resolution compared to the maximum eigenvalue. However, only focusing on
maximum and minimum eigenvalues hides the effect of intermediate eigenvalues on the performance.
For instance, there exist four possible cases for the distribution of eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 stiffness
matrix.The first case is the one that has all different eigenvalues. The second case has two equal
minimum eigenvalues. The third case has two equal maximum eigenvalues. The fourth case has all
equal eigenvalues. For the first three cases, if the minimum and maximum eigenvalues are the same,
then, the stiffness isotropy index computation will output the same value. However, it is clear that the
isotropy of first, second, and third cases should be different from each other. This problem can only be
resolved by taking into account the intermediate eigenvalues in stiffness isotropy computation.

In this study, special attention is directed towards this intermediate eigenvalue problem. In this
regard, a new performance index is proposed. This index composes a volumetric isotropy index
by considering intermediate eigenvalues. As a case study, an R-CUBE [36] parallel manipulator is
considered. A comparison is conducted between the proposed volumetric isotropy index and existing
isotropy index. R-CUBE is selected for this analysis since it has relatively trivial kinematics to be in
conveniently used in the formulation of its stiffness model [36].

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows; in Section 2 stiffness model of
the R-CUBE is obtained, and notations are given. Then, in Section 3, currently used performance
indices are discussed, and a new performance index is introduced. In Section 4, results of conventional
isotropy index and the new index computations are presented. Finally, conclusions are stated in
Section 5.

2. Stiffness Model of R-CUBE

The R-CUBE manipulator is introduced by [36]. The manipulator composed of revolute joints,
only. In total, 3 serial chains exist, and each one of them controls their respective translational DoF in
Cartesian space. In Figure 1 the kinematic model is illustrated.

In Figure 1a, first refecence frames of the each serial chain are located on �u(0)
k orthogonal axes

along kth axis for k = 1, 2, 3. ij stands for the jth frame in ith serial chain as shown in Figure 1b.
�u(0)

k ‖ �u(p)
k due the kinematic constraints. p is mobile platform frame. Besides, �u(15)

3 ,�u(25)
3 ,�u(35)

3 are

always aligned with �u(35)
1 ,�u(15)

1 ,�u(25)
1 vectors, respectively. The forward kinematics is given as:

ri = S + l1 sin ϕi1 for i = 1, 2, 3 and r̄ =
[
r1 r2 r3

]T
(1)

where S is a constant distance from 0th frame to �u(i0)
3 frame. r̄ denotes position vector with respect to

the origin.
Commonly used stiffness (elasto-static) modeling methods are classified as Finite Element Method

(FEM) [37,38], Matrix Structural Method (MSM) [39,40], and Virtual Joint Method (VJM) [28,41–45].
FEM exhibits the highest accuracy in exchange of computation cost due to its numerical approach.
Besides, a meshing operation must be conducted for each pose of the manipulator. VJM and MSM
are faster in this evaluation since they construct semi-analytical or analytical models. Thus, stiffness
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performance metrics are used via VJM and MSM for evaluation of a manipulator in any of its pose.
In this study, VJM approach is adopted.
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Figure 1. Kinematic sketches of the R-CUBE mechanism: (a) The manipulator, (b) variables of ith serial
chain where i is one of the serial chains.

Stiffness model of the R-CUBE manipulator is computed by combining the stiffness models of
each serial chain. Compliance model of ith serial chain and its connection to base and mobile platforms
are illustrated in Figure 2. Passive and active joints have 1 degree-of-freedom (DoF) while virtual joints
have 6 DoF (3 translations + 3 rotations). A virtual joint is defined as:

Hv(θ̄ij) = T1(θ
1
ij)T2(θ

2
ij)T3(θ

3
ij)R1(θ

4
ij)R2(θ

5
ij)R3(θ

6
ij) (2)

where Hv denotes the homogeneous transformation matrix (HTM). Tk and Rk are pure translational
HTM along and pure rotational HTM about �ukth axis for k = 1, 2, 3. θ̄ij is a vector that contains virtual
joint variables. Superscripts of θij represents the element number.

AJi1

ϕi1

Linki1

l1
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Linki2

l2
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Linki3

l3

VJi3

θ̄i3

PJi4

ϕi5

B MP

Figure 2. Compliant kinematics of the manipulator where AJ is active joint, PJ is passive joint, VJ is
virtual joint, MP is mobile Platform, and B is base.

The compliant kinematic model is computed as follows:

H(i0,Ki1) = R3(ϕi1)T1u(l1)Hv(θ̄i1)

H(Ki1,Ki2) = R3(ϕi2)R1(−π/2)R3(ϕi3)T1(l2)Hv(θ̄i2)

H(Ki2,Ki3) = R3(ϕi4)T1(l3)Hv(θ̄i3)

H(Ki3,i5) = R3(ϕi5)

HKi = H(0,i0)H(i0,Ki1)H(Ki1,Ki2)H(Ki2,Ki3)H(Ki3,i5)H(i5,p)

HKi =

[
RKi r̄Ki
0̄T 1

]
(3)

where HKi is the compliant transformation matrix of the ith serial kinematic chain of R-CUBE,
and HK1 = HK2 = HK3 by the assumption of a rigid mobile platform.
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Active joints are assumed to be rigidly locked to exclude actuation stiffness in the structural
stiffness calculations. Then, virtual and passive joint variables are arranged in a matrix form as follows:

q̄pi =
[

ϕi2 ϕi3 ϕi4 ϕi5

]T

4×1
, θ̄i =

[
θ̄T

i1 θ̄T
i2 θ̄T

i3

]T

18×1
, Q̄i =

[
θ̄T

i q̄T
pi

]T

22×1
(4)

where q̄pi denotes passive joint variables, Q̄i is generalized coordinates of ith serial chain. Q̄i is used to
obtain Jacobian matrices as follows:

∂HKi
∂Qik

=

[
∂RKi
∂Qik

∂r̄Ki
∂Qik

0̄T 1

]
for k = 1, 2, ..., 22 (5)

where subscript k denotes the kth variable of Q̄i.
The Jacobian matrix JKi for passive and virtual joints is given as follows:

JKi =
[

J̄Ki1 J̄Ki2 ... J̄Ki22

]
6×22

(6)

where J̄Kik for k = 1, 2, ..., 22 denotes the Jacobian column matrices that are related with k th variable
of Qi.

JKi can be divided into sub-matrices as Jθi and Jpi. They denote Jacobian matrices of virtual and
passive joints. Sub-matrices are presented as follows:

Jθi =
[

J̄Ki1 J̄Ki2 ... J̄Ki18

]
6×18

Jpi =
[

J̄Ki19 J̄Ki20 J̄Ki21 J̄Ki22

]
6×4

JKi =
[

Jθi Jpi

]
6×22

(7)

Note that, except in a kinematically singular configuration, Jθi is always full-rank since the virtual
joints have decoupled DoF. Similarly, Jpi gets rank deficient in kinematic singularities.

Jacobian matrices relate small deflections of joints to task space variables:

X̄i = f̄ (Q̄i), ⇒ ΔX̄i = JKiΔQ̄i

ΔX̄i = JθiΔθ̄i + JpiΔq̄pi
(8)

where ΔX̄i is 6 × 1 column matrix of translational and rotational compliant deflections in task space
that are calculated for the ith serial chain. Δ operator denotes the change between initial and final
states. In the initial state, there is no applied wrench. In the final state, an external wrench is applied to
the manipulator.

The relation between the external force/torque applied at the end-effector and joint space
force/torque is provided via a property of Jacobian matrix that is given as follows:

F̄Ki = JT
Ki F̄ext (9)

where [F̄Ki]22×1 is the joint space force/torque vector. [F̄ext]6×1 is the external wrench. F̄Ki is divided
into sub-components and the force/torque vector on each joint are found as follows:

F̄Ki =
[

F̄T
θi F̄T

pi

]T

[
F̄T

θi F̄T
pi

]T
=
[

Jθi 0
]T

F̄ext +
[
0 Jpi

]T
F̄ext

(10)

where F̄θi and F̄pi are force/torque vectors of virtual and passive joints.
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F̄Ki is a function of the stiffness matrix and deflections that are defined in joints space.

F̄Ki = diag(Kθi, Kpi)ΔQ̄i and Kθi = diag(Kθi1, Kθi2, Kθi3) (11)

where Kθik denotes stiffness matrix of kth link as expressed in [46] for a beam. Parameters of this
stiffness matrix depends on the link geometry and material property. Kθi denotes the stiffness matrix
of ith serial chain. Kpi denotes stiffness of passive joints. A relation is expressed in Cartesian space
as follows:

JT
Ki F̄ext = diag(Kθi, Kpi)ΔQ̄i and J−1

Ki ΔX̄i = ΔQ̄i

⇒ F̄ext = (J−T
θi Kθi J−1

θi + J−T
pi Kpi J−1

pi )ΔX̄i
(12)

Passive joints do not generate reaction torques about their rotation axes. Hence, Kpi = 0. Thus,
F̄Ki contains only force/torque of virtual joints. Hence:

F̄ext = (J−T
θi Kθi J−1

θi )ΔX̄i

JT
pi F̄ext = 0̄

(13)

The effect of passive joints is included in the stiffness model by inverting the following
homogeneous relation matrix. This matrix is always invertible if det

(
JT

θi Jθi
) �= 0.

[
(JθiK

−1
θi JT

θi) Jpi
JT

pi 0

]−1

=

[
[KCi]6×6 ∼

∼ ∼

]
(14)

where KCi denotes stiffness matrix of ith in Cartesian space. Note that, KCi is rank deficient due to
the passive joints. Cartesian stiffness matrix of the manipulator, KC, is computed as KC = ∑3

i=1 KCi.
If external wrench is assumed to be F̄ext = 0̄, KC takes the following form.

KC =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

K(11)
C1

0 0 0 K(15)
C1

K(16)
C1

0 K(22)
C2

0 K(24)
C2

0 K(26)
C2

0 0 K(33)
C3

K(34)
C3

K(35)
C3

0

0 K(24)
C2

K(34)
C3

K(44)
C2

+ K(44)
C3

K(45)
C3

K(46)
C2

K(15)
C1

0 K(35)
C3

K(45)
C3

K(55)
C1

+ K(55)
C3

K(56)
C1

K(16)
C1

K(26)
C2

0 K(46)
C2

K(56)
C1

K(66)
C1

+ K(66)
C2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(15)

For small deflections and loads, this matrix can be used without causing high errors. This matrix
must be re-computed if |F̄ext| >> 0. KC is divided into 3 × 3 sub-matrices.

KC =

[
KA KB
KT

B KD

]
(16)

where KA, KB, KT
B, and KD have the units of N/m, N/rad, N/rad, and Nm, respectively. The kinematic

dimensions and material properties of the links are given in [47]. This study makes use of these
parameters for stiffness evaluation of R-CUBE manipulator.

3. Stiffness Performance Indices

In this section, a review of the existing performance indices in literature is described, and a new
performance index for isotropy evaluation of the stiffness matrix is proposed. Besides, usage of the
indices for the R-CUBE manipulator is given in a table.
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3.1. Performance Indices in the Literature

Stiffness performance indices are computed by obtaining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
SVD operation may be used to obtain these properties as follows:

K = QDU (17)

where K is an n × n stiffness matrix defined in Cartesian space for n = 1, 2, ..., 6. Q and U are
orthogonal matrices whose columns are the eigenvectors of K. Since K is a symmetric matrix, Q = UT .
D is a diagonal matrix whose elements denote the positive eigenvalues. These matrices are shown as:

Q =
[
ē1 ē2 ... ē6

]
(18)

D = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λ6) (19)

λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λ6 (20)

where ēi and λi for i = 1, 2, ..., 6 denote the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively. Regardless of
the kinematic DoF of the manipulator, stiffness matrix is always a 6 × 6 matrix because compliant
displacement may occur in any direction in 6 DoF space. Direct evaluation of a 6 × 6 stiffness matrix
causes unit inconsistency in the results. A simple method is to use the normalized stiffness matrix [48].
The proposed method uses pre- and post-multiplication of the matrix with diagonal scaling matrices.
Another method is introduced by Angeles [49]. He used the natural length to obtain normalized
and unity matrix. Plücker Coordinates is preferred by Khan and Angeles to use dimensionally
homogeneous space [50]. Thus, the dimensionally homogeneous matrix is obtained. A separate
evaluation of rotation sensitive and translation sensitive matrices are introduced by Cardou et al. [51].
Hence, it is also possible to use interested sub-matrices of 6 × 6 stiffness matrix. In this way, a certain
aspect of the stiffness model can be placed in focus. In our case, since we focus on the translational
compliant displacements of the mobile platform, we used the top left corner of the stiffness matrix
as indicated in Equation (16). Hence, in this sub-matrix, unit consistency is achieved. Nevertheless,
this produces a lower dimensional stiffness matrix.

The graphical illustration of eigenvectors and eigenvalues generates an n-dimensional surface.
This surface becomes a line for n = 1, an ellipse for n = 2, an ellipsoid for n = 3, and a hyper-ellipsoid
for n = 4, 5, 6. The radii and axes of ellipsoids are defined by eigenvectors and eigenvalues as shown
in Figure 3 for n = 3 [26].

ē2

ē1

λ1

λ3

λ2

ē3

Figure 3. Illustration of eigenvalues (λi for i = 1, 2, 3) and eigenvectors (ēi for i = 1, 2, 3) as an ellipsoid
for a 3 × 3 stiffness matrix.

Eigenvalues indicate the magnitude of the stiffness along their respective eigenvectors.
Hence, the volume of this ellipsoid indicates the stiffness capacity. This volume is proportional to the
determinant of the stiffness matrix [3,11,14,16,26–28,32]. Thus, stiffness value is commonly computed as:
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γV = det(K) =
n

∏
i=1

λi (21)

where γV denotes an average stiffness magnitude, and λi is the ith eigenvalue. γV equals to zero when
inspected pose of the manipulator has at least one free motion direction. This case corresponds to a
stiffness singularity. Thus, such a singular pose can be determined by investigating γV .

The Euclidean norm ‖.‖E, which is also named as 2-norm ‖.‖2, computes the square root of the
largest positive eigenvalue (or singular value) of the square of a matrix, KKT shown as follows:

‖K‖E = max(
√

λ̃i) (22)

where λ̃i denotes the ith eigenvalue of matrix KKT . This norm exhibits the maximum eigenvalue of
K which is also the largest radius of the ellipsoid. The direction of this eigenvalue is the direction of
the displacement which exhibits the highest stiffness. Euclidean norm of K−1 reveals the minimum
eigenvalue of K, which indicates the most compliant direction [14,17,27,29,30,33]. In optimization
problems, it is common to only focus on minimum eigenvalue in the workspace in order to maximize it.

Other norms are 1 norm ‖.‖1, infinity norm ‖.‖∞ (also named as Chebyshev norm ‖.‖C),
and Frobenius norm ‖.‖F. 1 norm computes the maximum of the summation of absolute values
of column elements of a matrix. Infinity norm makes this computation for rows. Since the stiffness
matrix is symmetric, both norms result in the same values. These norms denote a combined total
resistive force and moment against a unit displacement in Cartesian space. Frobenius norm, on the
other hand, has more meaning in terms of average stiffness. It focuses on diagonal elements of KKT .
It is computed as follows:

‖K‖F =
( n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

(Kij)
2
)1/2

=
√

tr(KKT) =
√

λ2
1 + λ2

2 + ... + λ2
n (23)

where tr is the trace operator and subscript ij denotes the ijth element of the matrix. All norms result
in higher values in stiff poses and lower values in compliant poses. Hence, they show similar relative
distribution throughout the workspace. Therefore, an evaluation of one of the norms is sufficient to
have an idea of stiffness distribution depending on manipulator pose.

Stiffness condition number, stiffness dexterity, or stiffness isotropy index is computed as the ratio
of the maximum eigenvalue to the minimum eigenvalue [3,6,10,14,17,26,28,31]. This ratio reveals
stiffness value distribution among eigenvectors. The minimum ratio of 1 indicates equal stiffness
distribution. The calculation of this index is given as:

γC =
λn

λ1
= ‖K‖E

∥∥∥K−1
∥∥∥

E
(24)

where γC is stiffness condition number.
Another stiffness performance index is the uniformity index which compares the maximum and

minimum values of γC. This index is formulated as follows:

γCU =
max(γC)

min(γC)
(25)

γCU ≥ 1 (26)

where γCU is the uniformity index. Notice that, the minimum value of γC is bounded by 1 and so
γCU ≥ 1. Here, γCU = 1 can only be achieved when the maximum and minimum values of γC are
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equal to each other. The only condition that satisfies this equality is when all γC in all poses are equal
to each other.

The determination of both stiff and isotropic poses is a problem. A solution is proposed in [15]
that evaluates the stiffness magnitude and isotropy, simultaneously. The formulation of this index is
given below.

γG =
λ2

nλ2
1

λn + λ1
(27)

γG value increases as the manipulator approaches a stiff and isotropic pose. This index is more suitable
for 2 × 2 stiffness matrices. For higher dimensions, this approach is not appropriate because the
problem turns into a volumetric problem while γG solves a surface equation.

Energy index computation depends on whether a constant payload is applied or a constant
compliant displacement is given to a manipulator. For a constant payload, stiff poses of the manipulator
result in smaller deflections. Since the energy has a quadratic relationship with elastic displacements,
stiff manipulators store less energy for the same payload. Therefore, the highest stored energy is
observed when the elastic displacement is along the eigenvector direction that has the minimum
eigenvalue for a payload. On the other hand, when a constant compliant displacement is given to
manipulator, obviously stiff poses store more energy. It means the highest energy for a constant
displacement is observed when this displacement is given along the eigenvector that has the highest
eigenvalue. For a unit displacement, stored energy equals to the half of the maximum eigenvalue.
The index formulation is given as:

γε =
1
2

ΔX̄TKΔX̄ ⇒ γε =
1
2

ēT
n Kēn ⇒ γε =

1
2

λn ⇒ γε =
1
2
‖K‖E (28)

where γε is the energy index [5,7,11,52].
Unfortunately, all the above indices are computed numerically. In addition, they are local

indices (except γCU). Hence, they are pose dependent, and they only indicate local performances.
Thus, a globalization process is necessary for these indices [35]. This globalization can be achieved
for the abovementioned indices to obtain an average value of performance of the whole workspace
as follows:

μ̄ =

∫
μdv∫
dv

(29)

σ =

√∫
(μ − μ̄)2dv∫

dv
(30)

where μ denotes any of the performance indices. μ̄ is an average value, and σ is the standard deviation.
It is desired to have a low deviation to have a uniform stiffness performance distribution.

3.2. Proposed Performance Index

As can be seen in Section 3.1, many of the indices mostly rely on the maximum and minimum
eigenvalues for performance evaluation. However, this causes a lack in proper stiffness isotropy
evaluation for n × n dimensional stiffness matrix where n > 2. In this respect, a revision is required
for stiffness isotropy index.

While stiffness condition number for a 2 × 2 stiffness matrix regarded as the ratios of radii of a
stiffness ellipse, the mathematical meaning behind is the comparison of the areas of a circle and an
ellipse. Area of this circle indicates an ideal (desired) performance value which has high isotropy and
rigidity. Hence, the square of the maximum eigenvalue is an indication of the area of the circle. Area of
the ellipse is the multiplication of all eigenvalues (determinant). The ratio between these areas gives
the stiffness condition number. For a 2 × 2 stiffness matrix, this index is formulated as follows:
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γC =
λ2

2
λ1λ2

=
λ2

λ1
(31)

γC ≥ 1 (32)

The current γC is a 2 DoF evaluation approach and has a lack of performance in the evaluation
of 3 or more DoF problems. Therefore, γC cannot distinguish the performances of poses whose
eigenvalues λ1 = λ2 < λ3, λ1 < λ2 = λ3, or λ1 < λ2 < λ3 for 3 × 3 matrix. Poses that have closer
eigenvalues to maximum one are more isotropic. Hence, γC must be revised for higher DoF evaluation.
Higher dimensional isotropy index is the comparison of volumes of an ideal n-dimensional sphere and
an n-dimensional ellipsoid. In this regard, the extension of the condition number for n × n stiffness
matrix is a volumetric condition number or volumetric isotropy index that is formulated as follows:

γI =
‖K‖n

E
det(K)

(33)

γI ≥ 1 (34)

where γI volumetric stiffness isotropy index and n is the dimension of the stiffness matrix, nth power
of ‖K‖E indicates the volume of the ideal sphere while det(K) represented the volume of the ellipsoid.
γI = 1 indicates the isotropic poses in terms of stiffness. Since this index also considers the intermediate
eigenvalue contribution, the ambiguity of stiffness performance between the poses that have same
γC can be accurately distinguished. Hence, it is expected to have a lower standard deviation of σI
compared to σC. The standard deviation in such a comparison can be regarded as the preciseness of
the performance index.

A volumetric uniformity index γIU may also be defined as an extension to γI . The uniformity
index is defined as follows:

γIU =
max(γI)

min(γI)
(35)

γIU ≥ 1 (36)

Since the preciseness of the volumetric stiffness isotropy index is expected to be relatively better,
the volumetric uniformity index is expected to be more accurate compared to γCU .

3.3. Construction of Performance Indices for R-CUBE

Previously mentioned indices are utilized for the stiffness evaluation R-CUBE manipulator,
and they are tabulated in Table 1. Since the mobile platform of the manipulator has only translational
DoF, translational compliant displacements are our primary interest. Hence, KA sub-matrix is in the
focal point of this study.

Table 1. Utilized stiffness performance indices.

Index Matrix Computed Function μ̄ σ Unit

γV KA det(KA) μ̄V σV (N/m)3

‖.‖E KA ‖KA‖E μ̄E σE (N/m)
‖.‖1 KA ‖KA‖1 μ̄1 σ1 (N/m)
‖.‖∞ KA ‖KA‖∞ μ̄∞ σ∞ (N/m)
‖.‖F KA ‖KA‖F μ̄F σF (N/m)
γε KA

1
2 ‖KA‖E μ̄ε σε (Joule)

γI KA ‖KA‖3
E/det(KA) μ̄I σI -

γC KA ‖KA‖E/
∥∥∥K−1

A

∥∥∥
E

μ̄C σC -
γIU KA max(γI)/min(γI) - - -
γCU KA max(γC)/min(γC) - - -
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4. Results and Discussion

In this section, only the results on isotropy index calculations are given to present a comparison
between the conventional and proposed isotropy index. γI , and γC values are computed throughout
the workspace, and their results are compared with each other. These computations are carried out by
using KA sub-matrix. A normal distribution plot is presented for both indices to illustrate the relative
preciseness of the proposed index γI . Isotropy indices are computed for each discrete pose of the
workspace. Then, the computed indices are illustrated via color mapping.

The maximum and minimum values, average values, standard deviations of isotropy indices
are presented in Table 2. Having the minimum value of 1 for γC and γI indices shows that there at
least one isotropic pose. By definition of both indices, the isotropy is observed in the same poses.
Even though both indices compute the same stiffness matrix, their maximum values differ from each
other as expected. The effect of intermediate eigenvalue causes this difference. These maximum values
indicate the worst isotropy performance. The number of worst isotropic poses with respect to γC is
higher compared to γI because γC does not consider the intermediate eigenvalues. However, the worst
isotropic poses concerning γI are also the worst isotropic poses with respect to γC, but vice-versa is
not necessarily valid for all least isotropic poses.

The values of γC and γI are normalized as γ∗
C and γ∗

I to carry out a fair comparison among them.
Accordingly, μ̄∗

I , μ̄∗
C, σ∗

I , and σ∗
C are obtained in a normalized space. γC and γI are normalized such

that the worst performance is denoted by 1 and the highest isotropy is given by 0.

Table 2. Results of isotropy indices.

Max Min μ̄ σ

γI 5.45 1 μ̄I = 1.80 σI = 0.68
γC 2.37 1 μ̄C = 1.42 σC = 0.26
γIU 5.45 5.45 - -
γCU 2.37 2.37 - -
γ∗

I 1 0 μ̄∗
I = 0.19 σ∗

I = 0.15
γ∗

C 1 0 μ̄∗
C = 0.31 σ∗

C = 0.19

The normal distribution of both indices is compared in a normalized space and shown in Figure 4.
Probability density in the vertical axis indicates the number of poses that have the isotropy value
denoted in the horizontal axis. Mean values μ∗

I , and μ∗
C indicates the average isotropy of the workspace.

γ∗
I results indicate that the workspace is more isotropic with respect to γ∗

C results since μ∗
I < μ∗

C.
In addition, the probability distribution of isotropic poses is higher by using γI index. The standard
deviation σ∗

I is lower than σ∗
C. Hence, γ∗

I is more sensitive to isotropy changes between poses, and this
new index can detect slightest changes.

Normal Distribution

Figure 4. Normal distribution of γI and γC.

For illustration purposes, 9 planes are selected in the workspace. These planes are parallel to�u1 −�u2,
�u2 −�u3, and�u1 −�u3 orthogonal planes. They are divided into 3 groups. In each group, 3 planes are intersect
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at [−60,−60,−60] mm, [0, 0, 0] mm, [60, 60, 60] mm locations of the workspace. Figures 5a and 6a, show
the outermost surfaces of the workspace where the planes are placed at [60, 60, 60] mm. Figures 5b and 6b,
show the planes that are coincident at [0, 0, 0] mm. Figures 5c and 6c, show the most inner surfaces of
the workapce at [−60,−60,−60] mm. Due to the symmetric topology of the manipulator, computed
performance indices have the same value in several poses. Hence, a symmetric distribution is observed in
the results of both indices throughout the workspace.

Due to the definition of both indices, lower values (represented with blue zones) indicate higher
isotropy. These areas mainly are observed at the innermost corner, the outermost corner, and at the
center of the workspace. However, isotropy distribution differs for γ∗

I and γ∗
C for the rest of the

workspace. The transition between low isotropy and high isotropy is more smooth in γ∗
C compared

to γ∗
I . This smooth transition is a consequence of relatively less precise results obtained with γC.

Hence, γC cannot precisely distinguish the isotropy levels among poses. However, the transition from
low to high isotropy in γ∗

I results illustration is sharper and more distinguishable compared to γ∗
C.

a) b) c)

Figure 5. Isotropy distribution: (a) Outer surfaces, (b) middle surfaces, (c) inner surfaces.

a) b) c)

Figure 6. Volumetric isotropy distribution: (a) Outer surfaces, (b) middle surfaces, (c) inner surfaces.

Figures 7 and 8 show the iso-curves in �u1 − �u2 planes for γ∗
C, and γ∗

I , respectively. These planes
are positioned along �u3 and they are located at 60 mm,0 mm,−60 mm. Figure 8 shows that the covered
area by the iso-curves for γ∗

I = 0.1, 0.2 is higher than the area of γ∗
C = 0.1, 0.2 in Figure 7. Hence, γI

captures more isotropic poses. Accordingly, iso-curves for γ∗
C = 0.3, 0.4, ..., 0.8 cover more area than

the area covered by the same value of γ∗
I . This indicates that the manipulator is less isotropic with

respect to γC. In addition, notice that the distance between the iso-curves are less for γ∗
I in Figure 8

compared to γ∗
C in Figure 7. Therefore, γI is more sensitive to isotropy changes.
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a) b) c)

Figure 7. Normalized isotropy iso-curves: (a) 60 mm along �u3, (b) 0 mm along �u3, (c) −60 mm along �u3.

a) b) c)

Figure 8. Normalized volumetric isotropy iso-curves: (a) 60 mm along �u3, (b) 0 mm along �u3, (c)
−60 mm along �u3.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a stiffness model for the R-CUBE manipulator is derived via VJM. A volumetric
isotropy index was proposed and compared with the isotropy index that is used in the literature.
The proposed index enables a precise evaluation of n-dimensional stiffness problem. The comparison of
indices was achieved in a normalized domain. The isotropy distribution is illustrated in 3-dimensional
figures using color mapping and by sketching iso-curves. In addition, the normal distribution is
given for both indices. It was observed that the proposed isotropy index is more sensitive than
the conventional one. It has a lower standard deviation. Hence, it can distinguish isotropic and
non-isotropic poses for spatial stiffness matrices, precisely.

While in this paper VJM is chosen to compute the stiffness model, other stiffness model
computation can be employed, and the proposed stiffness index and the other indices can be calculated
by using these models as well. As a future study, an optimal design will be conducted for R-CUBE
mechanism by using the volumetric isotropy index.
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Abstract: Recently, robotics has increasingly become a companion for the human being and
assisting physically impaired people with robotic devices is showing encouraging signs regarding
the application of this largely investigated technology to the clinical field. As of today, however,
exoskeleton design can still be considered a hurdle task and, even in modern robotics, aiding those
patients who have lost or injured their limbs is surely one of the most challenging goal. In this
framework, the research activity carried out by the Department of Industrial Engineering of
the University of Florence concentrated on the development of portable, wearable and highly
customizable hand exoskeletons to aid patients suffering from hand disabilities, and on the definition
of patient-centered design strategies to tailor-made devices specifically developed on the different
users’ needs. Three hand exoskeletons versions will be presented in this paper proving the major taken
steps in mechanical designing and controlling a compact and lightweight solution. The performance
of the resulting systems has been tested in a real-use scenario. The obtained results have been
satisfying, indicating that the derived solutions may constitute a valid alternative to existing hand
exoskeletons so far studied in the rehabilitation and assistance fields.

Keywords: biomechanical engineering; wearable robotics; hand exoskeleton; mechanism design and
optimization; kinematic analysis; mechatronics

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, wearable robotics have been adopted in more and more sectors and,
lately, the so called “assistive technology”, that is the set of all the products that helps people to live as
healthy, productive, independent, and dignified as possible, whatever their condition, has started to be
more and more widely used also by the health care system [1–4]. There are more than 1 billion people
all over the world who need at least one assistive device, however, and high costs and inadequate
funding mechanisms allow only the 10% of the ones in need to have access to these products [5].
Keeping in mind the current state of the art [6–9], the authors have tackled this issue moving a step
forward the democratization of the assistive technology by developing a low-cost hand exoskeleton to
help and assist people with hand(s) impairments since, as easily verifiable, a key role in carrying out
the Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) is played by the hands.
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Robotic devices are thought to physically interact with human users suffering from disabilities
for long periods of time [10] and, hence, they have to be designed meeting strict requirements in terms
of safety, comfort and wearability. This is why one of the most difficult aspects of the human-robot
interaction field is nowadays represented by the integration of robotics with assistive products. As if
that were not enough, the complex anatomy and the wide variety of possible movements make the
hand a great challenge both for the mechanical design and the control strategy [11].

An accurate state of the art assessment has been conducted, in the very first phase of the research
activity, to define the underpinnings which the design process in based on, and, throughout the activity
described in the paper, the critical evaluation of the wearable technologies in literature has been kept
on to understand the research trends in designing exoskeletons responding to the patients’ needs
which, consequently, has paved the way to the development of an actually usable device.

An important aspect that must be considered is the clustering of the aimed technology. The design
phase can be thus conducted heading to the fulfilling of each request group of the whole project
(i.e., the exoskeleton design).

In accordance with the state of the art [6–9], hand exoskletons are classified using various criteria:
linking system, Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) and actuation type.

As regards the linking system between the hand and the exoskeleton, there are two main
different types: multi-phalanx devices [12,13], which directly control each phalanx separately, and
single-phalanx exoskeletons [14], which actuate only that part of the hand they are connected to.
The multi-phalanx approach exploits mechanisms made up of several parts and, thus, presents more
complex control strategies [15–17]. Usually, these devices are not totally portable and they are supposed
to be used for rehabilitative purposes [15,18] or in haptics [19], where the portability requirement is not
a strict constraint. Nevertheless, this kind of devices allows to actuate the patients’ hands exactly as well
as they would do if they could by themselves. Single-phalanx devices use, instead, simpler actuation
systems and control algorithms despite of less control capabilities than the multi-phalanx ones.

Another possible classification is based on the number of DOFs of the mechanisms.
Rigid multi-DOFs kinematic chains are widely reported [20–22], while the number of rigid single-DOF
mechanisms is not so large [23,24]. Since exoskeletons using a rigid multi-DOFs kinematic architecture
demand multi-phalanx approaches, they usually present the same pros and cons. Current single-DOF
devices present a very simplified kinematics [7,25], which is quite far from the physiological
hand kinematics.

In recent years, soft-robotic applications have, then, increasingly been developed. They present
a totally different type of mechanism based on elastomeric materials or fluid structures [26–30].
These devices result very lightweight and safe for the user because of their limited stiffness.

Concerning the type of actuator, hand exoskeletons may be driven by electric actuators [31,32]
or pneumatic actuators [33]. The former actuation provides smaller forces to the hand than the latter,
which, in turn, leads to higher weight and size due to its actuation system.

The proposed assistive and rehabilitative device for the hand focusing on the long fingers [34]
has been designed considering the aforementioned research scenario. In particular, throughout the
paper, three prototypes will be described to define the step by step design process that has lead to a
novel single phalanx, rigid, single-DOF and cable-driven mechanism especially developed within this
research activity.

In this manifold context, the use of optimization-based methods for the mechanical design,
the exploitation of additive manufacturing technologies for the fabrication and considered choices of
materials and electronics have proved to be effective tools for the development of well-performing
prototypes of hand exoskeletons even in a low-cost perspective.

In this paper, the development process of a low-cost and fully wearable hand exoskeleton is
discussed. The remainder of this section will present the overall framework this research activity has
been carried out in. Then, starting from the same structure and kinematic architecture reported in
Section 2), three different versions of the prototype have been sequentially developed to get closer to
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the user’s needs. Sections 3–5 will describe the main accomplishments of each version in mechanical
design, actuation system and control strategy.

Overall Framework

The research activity was conducted at the Mechatronics and Dynamic Modeling Laboratory
(MDM Lab) of the Department of Industrial Engineering of Florence (DIEF). The MDM Lab has been
active in the field of wearable robotics since 2013. In that year, the very first prototype started to be
developed. A patient affected by Spinal Muscolar Atrophy (SMA) was the first user of the device,
which was specifically developed for his needs and basing on his requirements. This first version of the
hand exoskeleton prototype represented a first embodiment of the novel 1-DOF kinematic mechanism
architecture which has then been later developed during the following years. In 2016, a collaboration
with the Don Carlo Gnocchi Foundation Rehabilitation Center of Florence allowed to enlarge the
target of possible users of the device. This scenario demands for the adaptation of the designed
robotic system to different patients’ hands. Exploiting the Motion Capture (MoCap) system available
at the Don Gnocchi Rehabilitation Center, several studies focusing on the hand kinematics were
carried out and a new Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) exoskeleton was developed in accordance
with the necessity of tailoring different fingers gestures. Currently, the collaboration with the Don
Gnocchi Foundation deals with the study of innovative control strategies for hand exoskeleton systems
based on surface ElectroMyoGrapchic (sEMG) signals. Preliminary studies have been successfully
concluded and some patients have already been enrolled for the testing campaign, which is about to
start. At the time of writing, two projects are ongoing: HOLD, funded by the University of Florence
and BMIFOCUS, funded by the Tuscany region.

2. Kinematic Architecture

Assistive robotic devices are, in general, made of both mechanical parts and electronics
(e.g., sensors, power supply circuits, micro-processors and motors). They need thus to be carefully
controlled in order to provide an intuitive and safe utilization. Achieving a smooth, comfortable,
and robust control is a requirement that has to be kept in mind since the very beginning of the whole
design process. The accurate development of a novel mechanism, characterized by a single DOF per
finger allowed to precisely and comfortably reproduce the complex hand kinematics. Exploiting a
single-DOF mechanism per finger granted for the control of only one variable (per finger) and resulted
in the exploitation of less sensors and in the reduction of the computational burden.

The overall architecture of the system is split into two parts: a fixed frame, integral with the back
of the hand, which houses motors and electronics, and four mobile finger mechanisms which act on
the four long fingers. Motion and forces are transferred from the motors to the fingers by means of
a cable transmission. An in-depth analysis of the kinematics of the single-DOF finger mechanism is
presented in this paper for the first time and detailed in the following. For the sake of brevity, what
reported below is related to just one finger mechanism, but the same analysis can be applied to all long
fingers mechanisms as well.

Figure 1 shows the single-DOF kinematic chain exploited to move each long finger: The center
of the reference system x1y1 related to the body A is fixed to the hand, roughly right above the
MetaCarpoPhalangeal (MCP) joint. The other reference systems x2y2, x3y3, x4y4, x5y5 and x6y6 are
integral with the bodies C, B, E, D and F. To simplify the notation each reference frame will also be
related to a specific joint following the numerical progression (e.g., joint 1 is related to frame x1y1,
joint 2 to frame x2y2 and so on). Component F is a thimble which has been added in the first version
of the presented hand exoskeleton whose presence does not modify the 1-DOF kinematic chain of
the device. For this reason, even if the thimble introduces a second connection point with the hand,
this will not be considered a proper end-effector and the attention will mainly focus on component E.
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Figure 1. The figure shows the kinematic chain of the finger mechanism exploited in the presented
work. While component A is integral with the back of the hand, the other parts are all mobile and their
pose is uniquely identified once known the joint coordinate of joint 1.

The forward kinematics equations of the mechanism can be obtained starting from the revolute
constraints, identifying rotational joints, in Ox1y1, Ox2y2, Ox4y4:

0 = 1p2 + R1
2

2p1 (1)

1p2 = 1p3 + R1
3

3p2 (2)

1p4 = 1p3 + R1
3

3p4. (3)

where, referring to Figure 1 and according to the mathematical notations reported in [6], the position of

the origin of the i-frame with respect to j-frame has been denoted by the vector jpi =
(

j px
i

j py
i

)T ∈ R
2

(the component on zi axis has been omitted as the proposed mechanism acts on a plane) and R
j
i

represents the orientation of i-frame with respect to j-frame, which, in this case, results in a rotation
about zi axis through an angle αi.

By analyzing the two cylindrical joints 3 and 5, the constraints equations are:

a1
1 px

3 + b1
1 py

3 + c1 = 0 (4)

a2
4 px

5 + b2
4 py

5 + c2 = 0 (5)

where
1p5 = 1p2 + R1

2
2p5 (6)

and
1p5 = 1p4 + R1

4
4p5. (7)

In Equations (4) and (5), a1, b1, c1 and a2, b2, c2 represent the two linear constraints of the
mechanism and Equations (6) and (7) have been obtained considering the rotational joint in 5. Finally,
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even if it does not alter the kinematics of the device, an additional reference system (i.e., x6y6) has been
considered in the kinematic synthesis.

1p6 = 1p4 + R1
4

4p6. (8)

Referring to Equations (1)–(8), the state of the system is represented by the vector

q =
[

1pT
2 , 1pT

3 , 1pT
4 , 1pT

5 , 1pT
6 , α2, α3, α4

]T ∈ R
13 (9)

and depends on the control variable α2. The unknowns representing the state of the system can be
thus calculated as a function of only α2 by solving Equations (1)–(8). All the interesting points of the
mechanism (included in the state vector q) are in fact completely described as functions of the angle α2

and of the geometrical parameters S ∈ R
16:

S = [2pT
1 , 3pT

2 , 2pT
5 , 3pT

4 , 4pT
6 , a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2]

T . (10)

All these parameters are completely known because they represent geometric quantities,
depending only on the design of the exoskeleton parts. Consequently, it is possible to solve the
extended direct kinematic model q̃ = f(α2, S) ∈ R

12 (see Equation (11)) of the mechanism writing a
function of α2 and S, where q̃ is the unknown part of the state vector q:

q̃ = [1 px
2, 1 py

2, 1 px
3, 1 py

3, α3, 1 px
4, 1 py

4, α4, 1 px
5, 1 py

5, 1 px
6, 1 py

6]
T = f(α2, S). (11)

The closed form resolution of the aforementioned forward kinematic is given hereinafter. Each
component of vector q̃ is highlighted in blue when it is solved in terms of only α2 and elements of S.
Starting from Equation (1), it is possible to obtain Equations (12) and (13):

1 px
2(α2) = − (cα2 · 2 px

1 − sα2 · 2 py
1) (12)

1 py
2(α2) = −cα2 · 2 py

1 − sα2 · 2 px
1. (13)

From Equations (2) and (4), the following equations can be written:
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 px
2 − 1 px

3 = cα3 · 3 px
2 − sα3 · 3 py

2
1 py

2 − 1 py
3 = cα3 · 3 py

2 + sα3 · 3 px
2

a1 · 1 px
3 + b1 · 1 py

3 + c1 = 0.
(14)

and solving the system:

1 py
3(α2) =

−
(

1 px
2 ·

b1
a1
+

b1 ·c1
a1

2 −1 py
2

)
(

b1
a1

)2
+1

+

√(
1 px

2 ·
b1
a1
+

b1 ·c1
a1

2 −1 py
2

)2
−
[(

b1
a1

)2
+1
]
·H

(
b1
a1

)2
+1

(15)

1 px
3(α2) = − 1

a1
·
(

b1 · 1 py
3 + c1

)
(16)

where
H =

(1 px
2
)2

+
(

1 py
2

)2 − (3 px
2
)2 −

(
3 py

2

)2
+ 2·1 px

2 · b1
a1
+
(

c1
a1

)2
. (17)
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and depends only on known values. Now α3 can be computed as:

α3(α2) = a tan 2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
(
−1 px

2+
1 px

3 +
3 px

2
3 py

2
·1 py

2 −
3 px

2
3 py

2
·1 py

3

)

3 py
2 +

(3 px
2)

2

3 py
2

,
1 py

2 − sα3·3 px
2−1 py

3
3 py

2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (18)

At this point, Equations (19) and (20) can be written from Equation (3):

1 px
4(α2) =

1 px
3 + cα3 · 3 px

4 − sα3 · 3 py
4 (19)

1 py
4(α2) =

1 py
3 + cα3 · 3 py

4 + sα3 · 3 px
4. (20)

From Equation (6), one can get

1 px
5(α2) =

1 px
2 + cα2 · 2 px

5 − sα2 · 2 py
5 (21)

1 py
5(α2) =

1 py
2 + cα2 · 2 py

5 + sα2 · 2 px
5 (22)

and from Equations (5) and (7):
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 px
5 − 1 px

4 = cα4 · 4 px
5 − sα4 · 4 py

5
1 py

5 − 1 py
4 = cα4 · 4 py

5 + sα4 · 4 px
5

a2 · 4 px
5 + b2 · 4 py

5 + c2 = 0.
(23)

As in the previous cases, it can be obtained

4 py
5(α2) =

− (b2 · c2) +

√
(b2 · c2)

2 −
(

b2
2 + a22

)
· T

b2
2 + a22

(24)

4 px
5(α2) = − 1

a2
·
(

b2 · 4 py
5 + c2

)
(25)

where:

T = −a2
2 ·
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1 px
5 − 1 px

4

)2
+
(

1 py
5 − 1 py

4

)2
]
+ c2

2. (26)

α4 is now calculated as:

α4(α2) = atan2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
(
−1 py

4+
1 py

5−
4 py

5
4 px
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·1 px
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4 py

5
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4

)

−4 px
5+

(4 py
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2

4 px
5

,
1 px

5+sα4·4 py
5−1 px

4
4 px

5

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (27)

Finally, 1p6 results:
1 px

6(α2) =
1 px

4 + cα4 · 4 px
6 − sα4 · 4 py

6 (28)

1 py
6(α2) =

1 py
4 + cα4 · 4 py

6 + sα4 · 4 px
6 (29)

At this point, the motion is completely described and the positions of every joint relative to the
1-frame is given. Figure 1 also shows the trajectories of the finger mechanism joints, providing a
qualitative overview of the resulted kinematics of the mechanism when fingers are actuated.
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3. First Prototype: Kinematic Validation

A first version of the hand exoskeleton (shown Figure 2 and detailed in [34,35]) has been designed
and manufactured to test the embodiment of the kinematic model proposed in Section 2. A patient
affected by SMA was the first user of the device, specifically developed for him.

Figure 2. The figure shows, on the left, the first version of the hand exoskeleton prototype worn by
the patient and, on the right, the corresponding kinematic chain and Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAD) model. Colors and names (capital letters) of the components, and joints enumeration are
reported as introduced in Section 2.

3.1. Mechanical Design

All the mechanical parts have been 3D-printed using a Dimension Elite by Stratasys in ABS
thermoplastic polymer. One of the main advantages of 3D-printing technology is that it allows
to manufacture components without considering technological constraints due to the particular
production method as well as it may happen using subtracting processes. Then, among different
3D-printable materials, ABS has been chosen because it represents a satisfying trade-off between good
mechanical characteristics, lightness, and cheapness.

The design process was composed of three sequential phases. Firstly, 2D trajectories of
the index finger of the specific user were acquired exploiting open source software Kinovea,
https://www.kinovea.org/ (accessed on 26 March 2019). Secondly, an optimization MATLAB-based
algorithm [36] minimized the constrained nonlinear multi-variable function describing the kinematics
of the mechanism, modifying its geometrical parameters and leading the mechanism kinematics to
fit the acquired trajectories. Thirdly, a scaling phase allowed to adapt the kinematic model to each
patient’s finger by resizing the geometry of the index finger mechanism accordingly to the dimensions
of the other fingers. Then, once the mechanism features was defined, virtual tests exploiting SolidWorks
Motion Simulation tools have then been carried out to assess, before the manufacturing of the device,
the hand-exoskeleton kinematic coupling and interaction in simple opening and closing gestures.
Finally, right before the manufacturing, the mechanical parts have undergone a further reshaping
process which has changed their structure, but which has not changed their overall kinematics
(as shown in Figure 2, the shapes of the real parts differ from the straight lines of the kinematic model,
but the position of the joints has remained unchanged). This later step was required to avoid possible
interpenetrations with the hand and, as described in the following lines, for reasons of mounting and
loading conditions.

In particular, component C was split in two parts guaranteeing a symmetric load configuration
during the use of the exoskeleton and obtaining a more stable solution. Components D was made
in two parts as well, allowing them to be assembled together. Component E, which represents the
hand-exoskeleton interface, has been designed to wrap only the back side of the finger phalanx not to
reduce the sense of touch, while a Velcro held the finger tight achieving a solid connection. To reduce
the lateral encumbrances of each mechanism, pins and shafts were directly integrated in the ABS
components as lateral rods. All the aforementioned modifications are graphically reported in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The figure shows the adaptation of components C, F, and E.

3.2. Actuation System and Control Strategy

As visible in Figure 2, both the transmission and the actuation system are placed on the hand
backside, as well as the mechanisms are positioned on the fingers, and they do not impede objects
handling. The reduction of the total mass, which was one of the main requirements of the device, has
led to the choice of high power density actuators to be directly mounted on the back of the hand.

Four Savox SH-0254 servomotors, http://www.savoxusa.com (accessed on 26 March 2019),
one per long finger, have been selected for their characteristics: maximum torque of 0.38 Nm and
maximum angular speed of 7.69 rad/s at 6.0 V, with a size of 22.8 × 12 × 29.4 mm and weight of 16 g.
These motors have been modified to allow for the continuous rotation of the shaft despite the resulting
loss of position feedbacks. The four servomotors are in charge of opening the fingers at the same time
by pulling cables which have two connection points on each finger mechanism. Closing gesture is,
instead, passively allowed releasing the same cables.

The control unit was based on a 6-channels MicroMaestro control board, https://www.pololu.com
(accessed 26 March 2019) which has been chosen for its cheapness, its lightness (only 5 g), its small
dimensions (21 × 30 mm ) and, above all, because its six channel matched the number of external
devices that had to be connected to the board: the aforementioned four servomotors and two buttons,
one for opening and one for closure triggering action. The control unit and the actuators were powered
by a compact 4-cell Lithium battery (at 6.0 V), which was placed in an elastic band on the arm of the
user, provided with a safety switch close to the buttons case, mounted instead on the forearm.

Regarding the control strategy, the system was controlled by a simple script, stored and running
directly on the MicroMaestro chip-set. The code had to continuously check for one of the two buttons
to be pushed and held down and then react by sending the corresponding command to the actuators.
This version did not include sensors for fingers position feedback and the bounds of the exoskeleton
range of motion were manually managed by the user (keeping pushed or releasing the buttons) in order
not to overcome his anatomical limits. Even thought there was one motor per finger, the possibility to
move each of them independently from the others has not been considered for simplicity and all the
long fingers were moved together.
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3.3. Testing

The whole mechatronic system described in the previous sections has then been assembled and
tested to evaluate the manufacturability of the adopted solution (see Figure 2). The single DOF
mechanism, the one visible in Figure 1, consists in a closed kinematic chain mechanism capable of
applying a defined roto-translation motion to the middle point of the intermediate phalanx. Again,
Kinovea software has been employed in this testing phase. The exoskeleton has been worn by the
user who has been told to perform some opening and closing gestures. Colored markers have been
placed on the mechanism joints and their trajectories have been extracted from the images. Finally,
the acquired trajectories has been compared to the kinematic model ones. The comparison between
real data and simulated trajectories are presented in Figure 4 only for the index finger mechanism.
The same considerations can be adopted for all other long fingers.

Figure 4. The figure shows the comparison between the trajectories of the joints of the exoskeleton
generated by the kinematic model (solid lines) and the real ones (dashed lines) for the index finger.

Despite the fact that the comparison of the trajectories has given encouraging results—in particular
with regard to the joint 2, which is the main point of interaction between the exoskeleton and the
finger—tests conducted on this first version highlighted several flaws which negatively impacted on
its usability.

• The patient pointed out that being forced by the exoskeleton to move the fingers only on the
flex/extension plane (this prototype did not allow for the ab/adduction movement of the MCP
joint) resulted in an extremely annoying feeling.

• As well as the comfort, also the intuitiveness of control was very low: the patient had, in fact,
to use both hand to move just one because of the buttons-driven actuation system.

• The lack of a proper position feedback over the flex/extension angle of the finger did not allow
for a safe automatic control over the Range of Motion (ROM).
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• The solution provided by the exploited optimization algorithm was, by the nature of the algorithm
itself, strongly dependable on the choice of the initial state, which was arbitrarily made accordingly
to the imposed geometric constraints. This process hence resulted in being low-adaptable to
different hand sizes because of the necessity of proper setting the initial state of the algorithm
every time, and it also offered no guarantees of finding a real optimum solution.

The tested device hence resulted in being still far from a clinical application and many
improvements had to be made to move towards that direction.

4. Second Prototype: Ergonomics and Adaptability Improvements

Starting from the weaknesses of the exoskeleton version discussed in Section 3 and considering
that the adaptability and the ease of wearing requirements must be, not only kept, but also improved,
a second prototype of the hand exoskeleton has been developed and printed. In particular, thanks
to the experience gained during the testing phase several modifications have been made to produce
a more comfortable and wearable system, and develop a new design procedure easier to adapt to
different users. The high wearability of a system is hence endorsed by its transparency with respect
to the hand natural kinematics, rising from a device which is not felt as a constraint, but whose use
actually results straightforwardly intuitive. Both the optimization strategy, leading to a mechanism
which replicates at best the fingers gestures, and the revamping design, heading to a lighter solution,
contribute to a system better accepted by the end user.

4.1. Mechanical Design

The optimization algorithm, in charge of modifying the geometry of the device accordingly to the
fingers trajectories has been replaced: a Nelder-Mead based optimization algorithm, used to solve non
convex, non linear constrained problems, has been applied achieving a straightforward adaptability to
several users [37]. Taking acquisition data (collected exploiting a BTS SMART-Suite MoCap System
by BTS Bioengineering (BTS Bioengineering, Garbagnate Milanese (MI), Italy)) and the kinematics of
the mechanism as inputs, the implemented algorithm provides a customized geometry specific for
each patient.

A CAD model has then been developed by using parametric dimensions to make the whole
procedure automatic. This choice leads to two important consequences. Firstly, the position of each
joint results directly connected to the outputs of the optimization routine without requiring manual
intervention. In addition, as well as tested with the first prototype, a parametric CAD model enable
wearing simulations. By replicating virtual opening and closing gestures with the device worn by
the user, the exoskeleton kinematics and its coupling with each finger can be checked and assessed.
The ABS prototype is then print out exploiting the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) additive
manufacturing technique.

Even though the overall kinematics of the finger mechanism has not been changed with respect
to the first prototype, the mechanical architecture of the exoskeleton has been subjected to important
modifications. The thimble wrapping the finger tip has been eliminated leaving only one contact point
between each finger and the device. By removing this component, the driving purpose of the finger
mechanism has been kept but the uncomfortable feeling of having the whole finger constraint to a rigid
system has been avoid. This choice also leaves the touching feeling while grabbing objects. A passive
DOF has been added upstream joint 1 (refer to Figure 1) to follow finger abduction and adduction
motions during hand opening and closing. This solution also improves the auto-alignment between
finger and mechanism joints.

4.2. Actuation System and Control Strategy

To get closer to the needs come out during the tests on the previous prototype, this
new “release” of the hand exoskeleton presents only two servomotors Hitec HS-5495BH
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(http://hitecrcd.com/products/servos/sport-servos/digital-sport-servos/hs-5495bh-hv-digital-
karbonite-gear-sport-servo/product): one of them guides the index finger flexion/extension, the other
one is in charge of moving the other three long fingers. In addition to reducing the overall weight and
encumbrance of the system, reducing the number of actuators overcome an issue that has immediately
occurred the high difficulty to prevent the four motors from acquiring more and more relative phase
shift with the prolonged use.

Two motors, one the other side, require an important change in the transmission system: because
of the different sizes of each finger mechanisms (due to, in turn, the dissimilar dimensions of the
fingers), closing and opening velocity for each finger must be different one to the others. To overcome
this issue, the pulley spliced to the output shaft of the actuator in charge of moving three long fingers
has been thought with three different diameters. That introduced a set gear ratio and, since the
wires connected to the three fingers mechanisms winds pulley with different diameters, middle,
ring and small finger mechanisms are moved at the same time with the same motor but each one at
its own suitable speed. The overall weight of this new prototype resulted in 242 g. Regarding the
characteristics of the new actuators, they present a maximum torque of 0.735 Nm at 7.4 V with a size
of 39.8 × 19.8 × 38.0 mm and a weight of 44.5 g. The maximum angular speed is 66.67 rad/s at 7.4 V.

Also the control system has been developed aiming to the same goal headed to during the
mechanical design: the total costs, complexity and weight of the system must be kept as low as
possible. In this framework, Arduino Nano represented a simple, cheap, but performing solution.
Two magnetic encoders (15-bit resolution) are spliced on joint 1 of the finger mechanisms (Figure 5).
Since one servomotor actuates the index and the other one the other three long fingers, in order to
guarantee a suitable control of the grasping, only two encoders are needed: one placed on the index
and one on the little finger. They measure the value of the angle α2, which identifies pose of the
mechanism and, consequently, of the finger fixed to it.

Figure 5. The figure shows, on the left, the second version of the exoskeleton system worn by a healthy
subject and, on the right, the corresponding kinematic chain and CAD model. Colors and names
(capital letters) of the components, and joints enumeration are reported as introduced in Section 2.

The control strategy is characterized by two main control loops that have been added to safely
stop the motion of the exoskeleton once the ROM limits are reached (namely maximum opening and
closure), and to check if an object is grabbed. While the permanence within the ROM boundaries is
easily checked by means of the direct measurement from the encoders, the grabbing of an object is
recognized and detected by the evaluation of the length of the unrolled cable twice. The first evaluation
is made by the kinematic equations of the mechanism and the second one exploiting the motors speed
and the pulleys radius. Comparing the differential measurement to a fixed threshold (set at 10 mm,
which is roughly the length of a quarter of the motor pulley circumference) allows to understand if the
actuation system is still releasing cable while the hand is not further moving. This means that an object
is likely grasped. In both cases each motor stops while holding its current angular position.
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Testing

In this the results obtained related to the validation and testing of the second prototype will be
presented and discussed. A real ABS prototype has been hence 3D-printed to test the manufacturability
of the kinematic architecture and assess the goodness of the optimization strategy for different users.
The tests have been carried out at the Don Carlo Gnocchi Foundation Rehabilitation Center in Florence,
Italy, making use of the MoCap system used also to evaluate the motion of the hand alone; the cameras
configuration exploited to validate the second prototype is the same used during the motion capture
of the hand.

The right index finger motion of the 13 subjects enrolled to validate the performance of the
optimization procedure has been assessed through a MoCap analysis during three consecutive
flexion/extension movements. Taking the aforementioned trajectories as reference, the proposed
optimization process has been carried out over the 13 healthy subjects and the results are reported in
Table 1.

Table 1. Length and width of the hand, maximum, average and standard deviation (Std Dev) of the
error between the desired and the real trajectory for the index finger, and maximum, average and
standard percentage error expressed with respect to the subjects’ finger length.

Dimensions [mm2] Error [mm] Error/Finger Extension [%]

Length × Width Maximum Average Std Dev Maximum Average Std Dev

200 × 94 4.96 2.66 1.18 4.5 2.4 1.1
165 × 82 3.72 2.29 1.13 4.2 2.6 1.3
191 × 78 4.82 3.15 1.30 4.7 3.1 1.3
192 × 84 5.59 3.68 1.70 5.5 3.6 1.7
189 × 95 5.92 3.83 1.63 5.9 3.8 1.6
192 × 91 3.05 2.05 0.81 3.0 2.0 0.8
197 × 88 3.45 2.10 1.21 3.3 2.0 1.1
193 × 89 6.30 4.12 1.40 6.3 4.1 1.4
187 × 81 0.90 0.53 0.31 0.9 0.5 0.3
150 × 75 4.76 2.92 1.42 5.9 3.6 1.7
193 × 80 4.99 3.08 1.48 4.9 3.0 1.4
220 × 90 8.83 6.80 1.79 7.6 5.9 1.5
195 × 92 5.57 3.96 1.24 5.3 3.8 1.2

The results reported in Table 1 allowed to verify and check the reliability of the optimization
algorithm when different hand exoskeletons have to be adapted to hands characterized by different
dimensions. The average of the maximum calculated errors (this measurement provides a quantitative
value of the difference—maximum distance—between the trajectory tracked by the user’s finger and
the one generated by the finger mechanism of hand exoskeleton) was 3.16 mm (standard deviation
1.47 mm). That proves the goodness of the implemented optimization strategy in adapting the a-priori
defined one-DOF kinematic chain to the user’s anatomy.

These new tests have shown promising results with regard to the portability of the device. With the
addition of the passive DOF on the ab/adduction movement of the MCP joint, the exoskeleton is
considerably more compliant with the hand movements and can be worn longer without feeling
as uncomfortable as before. Moreover, the automatic control over the ROM reliably prevents the
exoskeleton to move the fingers towards unnatural or painful positions, liberating the user from the
fear of hurting himself if not enough attention was paid. The result achieved with new optimization
strategy of the geometry of the finger mechanism can be considered even more important though.
In fact, this new process allowed the mechanism to be quickly adapted to different users, paving the
way to future experimental campaigns on multiple patients. However, the buttons-triggered actuation
still remained an open up point to be further investigated.
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5. Third Prototype: Intuitive Control

This current version of the exoskeleton (Figure 6) is represented by a fully portable, wearable
and highly customizable device that can be used both as an assistive hand exoskeleton and as a
rehabilitative one. Both mechatronic design and control system are developed basing on the patients
needs in order to satisfy users’ daily requirements increasing their social interaction capabilities.

Figure 6. The figure shows, on the left, the final and current version of the exoskeleton prototype
developed by the DIEF worn by a healthy subject and, on the right, the corresponding kinematic chain
and CAD model. Colors and names (capital letters) of the components, and joints enumeration are
reported as introduced in Section 2.

5.1. Mechanical Design

The mechanics of this last exoskeleton has been revamped to achieve a more lightweight
solution improving its wearability without influencing the obtained results in terms of accuracy
while replicating hand gestures. The new system is actuated by a single servomotor and a specific
cable driven transmission system has been developed to open all the four long fingers together at the
same time. Different mechanisms velocities are obtained thanks to different pulleys diameters, which
are calculated depending on users’ fingers dimensions, and coupled with the same common shaft
which is moved by the motor through a belt transmission. The mechanism kinematic architecture
has been further modified by eliminating component D of Figure 1. Thickness of components C
and B has thus been increased to bear the heavier load cycle these components are now subjected to
during functioning.

5.2. Actuation System and Control Strategy

The first important difference with respect to the previous systems is that, as reported above,
another motor has been removed adopting a single-motor actuation system. Even though the motor
has not been changed, the exploitation of just one actuator has brought with it some advantages:
the total weight of the system has been remarkably reduced and the control code has resulted in
being computationally lighter, not having to manage the coordination between motors. Nevertheless,
the main difference of this prototype lies in the triggering system. Tests conducted on the second
version of the prototype have hence stressed the importance for the user of being able to use both
hands independently, pushing the buttons-based triggering action to be replaced with something
which could allow for an autonomous control of each hand. Following the most recent research trends
in literature (e.g., [38,39]), a specific EMG-based control architecture has been developed letting the
user the total control of the exoskeleton actuation without being forced to use the other hand (as it
happened with the first and the second prototypes).

Accordingly to the guidelines of the research work, also the electronics of the system has
been reduced to the minimum necessary. Two MyoWare Muscle Sensors (AT-04-001) by Advancer
Technologies https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/myoware-muscle-sensor-kit have been chosen
for collecting EMG signals from specific forearm muscles, i.e., flexor digitorum superficialis and
extensor digitorum superficialis. These sensors, small (20.8 × 52.3 mm) and low-powered, measure the
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electrical activity of a muscle, outputting either raw EMG signals or enveloped EMG signals, which are
amplified, rectified and integrated.

The proposed control strategy, presented in [40] and detailed in [41], can be split in two main parts,
which are sequentially executed every 33 ms (i.e., at 30 Hz). The first one is in charge of classifying
user’s intentions from the muscular activity measurements, the second one instead manages the
corresponding actuation of the system. Within the second part of the code, an outer control loop checks
if the system overcomes a fixed ROM and an inner control loop, which is only active during hand
closing, is meant to check if an object is grasped. by evaluating the closing velocity of the index finger.
when it drops below a fixed threshold while the motor is still running, it is reasonable to think that
the hand has encountered an object or an obstacle. Real-time information about the position and the
velocity of the index finger is collected by means of the magnetic encoder mounted on the exoskeleton
in correspondence of the MCP joint of the finger.

Since the human hand can perform lots of different gestures and the corresponding muscles are
very close to each other, a precise classification of every user intention usually requires the use of
workstations, which is definitely far away from the idea of cheapness and wearability this project
is based on. Hand opening, hand closing and hand resting have then been considered as the only
possible user’s intentions to be classified, as they represent the basic hand motions for the ADLs.

The classification phase is carried out by means of an algorithm called “Point-in-Polygon
algorithm”. This algorithm works on the base of a ray-casting to the right. It takes as inputs the
number of the polygon vertices, their coordinates and the coordinates of a test point; each iteration
of the loop, the line (ray) drawn (cast) rightwards from the test point is checked against the polygon
perimeter and the number of times this line intersect a different edge is counted; if the number of
crosses is an odd number of times, then the point is inside, if an even number, the point is outside.
This classifier is tuned during a preliminary training phase through a custom Qt Graphical User
Interface (GUI) developed by the authors. It is a user-friendly tool which allows for collecting EMG
signals and for displaying them on a 2D Cartesian plane, whose axis report respectively data from the
first and the second sensor. Once the EMG data has been collected for all the three aforementioned
gestures, it is possible to manually draw the geometric figures which delimit the data corresponding
to the same gesture. The correct choice of the parameters of the polygons (e.g., vertices, shape, size)
represent a crucial point of the classification phase which is supposed to be performed basing on
patient’s needs to improve the accuracy and the rejection of disturbs.

5.3. Testing

At the time of writing, the version of the exoskeleton presented in this section is at the heart
of an application for an experimental campaign protocol that has not been submitted to an Ethical
Committee yet. Only a few preliminary tests have been conducted and their results can be found
in [41]. Although quantitative data about the proposed control strategy still lack, it can be asserted
that it, surely, represent a step towards intuitiveness and a step forward for the prototype itself.

6. Conclusions

This work collects the results of the research activity on wearable robotics carried out at the
Mechatronics and Dynamic Modeling Laboratory of the Department of Industrial Engineering of
the University of Florence during the years 2015–2018. The activity focused on the study of design
strategies for hand exoskeletons, starting from the analysis of state-of-the-art solutions and leading to
the development of new robotic devices. Hand exoskeletons mechanical design constituted the main
subject of the research, motivated by the issue that people who have lost or injured hand skills are
deeply compromised in the possibility of an independent and healthy life with a sensitive reduction in
the quality of their lives themselves. Since robotic devices, such as hand exoskeletons, may represent an
effective solution for the patient affected by hand opening disabilities, or other mobility impairments,
the focus was particularly given to the development of a robotic solution provider of an aid during
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prolonged and high-intensity rehabilitation treatments. Such systems also contribute to reduce costs
and burden for the therapists, as long as being an effective aid in the execution of ADLs.

The overall research activity aimed not only to present the design of the hand exoskeletons
developed by the University of Florence, but also, and actually mainly, to propose new user-centered
and patient-based strategies which can be adopted in the production of wearable systems.
The optimization-based scaling strategy (which, starting from the users’ own gestures, leads to a
tailor-made device) along with the mechanical choices (which guarantee the outline of a lightweight
and compact overall system) center the end-user on the design process and the proposed wearable
systems are fully designed around him. In all the presented hand exoskeleton prototypes, the system
kinematics plays the main role for the design of a tool as much wearable as possible, which guarantees
a comfortable feeling even during the prolonged use.

Starting from the same kinematic architecture, three different hand exoskeletons have been
developed heading for four features mandatory for the actual use of the device: the comfortable feeling
for the user, the adaptability of the kinematic chain of the finger mechanism to the patient’s hand,
the safe use of the device, and the user-friendly activation system and control of the exoskeleton.
Table 2 summarizes the main results achieved in the design of each prototype.

Table 2. Results achieved in the design of the three developed prototypes. Symbol � indicates the
achievement of an acceptable level for the feature reported on the first column of the table, while
symbol � points out an open up point that had to be revised in the next version.

Performance Criteria
Prototype

1 2 3

Number of DOFs 1 1 1
Number of linkages 6 5 4
Trigger strategy Buttons Buttons EMG-based
Auto-alignment � � �

Comfort for the user � � �

Adaptability to the hand � � �

Safe use � � �

User-friendly activation � � �

However, achieving the aforementioned feature was particularly difficult when the constraints of
the single DOF had to be maintained. The proposed solution resulted in a tight (due the 1 DOF per
finger, cable-driven, single-motor system) device capable of precisely replicating the hand gestures.
The satisfying results highlighted the goodness of the derived solutions, which may constitute a
suitable alternative to existing hand exoskeletons. Nonetheless, there is still room for improvement:
for instance, clinical trials exploiting the reached device may allow for the assessment of the impact the
hand exoskeleton would have during real rehabilitation sessions. A testing phase, employing a real
actuation system, represents the first opened up point, which could lead to the necessity of improving
the mechanical architecture of the whole exoskeleton in order to increase its usability and efficacy. Also
the employment of different materials, whose structural features may benefit the robustness of the
device, inspires the possibility for further investigations [42,43]. The last, but not least, important issue
which is worth being explored in the near future is the assessment of the pose of the hand depending
on the task it is required to accomplish. As reported in [44], the control of hand posture involves a
few postural synergies leading to reduce the number of degrees measured by the hands anatomy
and independently on the grip taxonomies. In this sense, considering the synergies occurred in some
specific gestures [45] in the motion analysis assessment (Section 4.1) would allow the exoskeleton to
guide the fingers with more effectiveness.

All these issues, whose resolution constitutes a natural continuation of the research activity carried
out thus far, will be subjected to further investigation in the very near future.
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Abstract: This article considers the oscillation of a solid body on kinematic foundations, the main
elements of which are rolling bearers bounded by high-order surfaces of rotation at horizontal
displacement of the foundation. Equations of motion of the vibro-protected body have been obtained.
It is ascertained that the obtained equations of motion are highly nonlinear differential equations.
Stationary and transitional modes of the oscillatory process of the system have been investigated. It is
determined that several stationary regimes of the oscillatory process exist. Equations of motion have
been investigated also by quantitative methods. In this paper the cumulative curves in the phase plane
are plotted, a qualitative analysis for singular points and a study of them for stability are performed.
In the Hayashi plane a cumulative curve of a body protected against vibration forms a closed path
which does not tend to the stability of a singular point. This means that the vibration amplitude of a
body protected against vibration does not remain constant in a steady state, but changes periodically.

Keywords: vibroprotection; seismic; rolling bearer; vibration; non-linear vibrations; cumulative
curves; singular point

1. Introduction

The issue of vibration protection for devices and equipment is one of the main directions of
development of the theory for vibrations of mechanical systems.

The theory of nonlinear vibration isolation has witnessed significant developments because of
pressing demands for the protection of structural installations, nuclear reactors, mechanical components,
and sensitive instruments from earthquake ground motion, shocks, and impact loads. In views of these
demands, engineers and physicists have developed different types of nonlinear vibration isolators.
This article [1] presents a comprehensive assessment of the recent developments of nonlinear isolators
in the absence of active control means. It does not deal with other means of linear or nonlinear vibration
absorbers. The article is closed by conclusions, which highlight resolved and unresolved problems and
recommendations for future research directions.

A new, passive, vibro-protective device of the rolling-pendulum tuned mass damper type is
presented [2] that, relying on a proper three-dimensional guiding surface, can simultaneously control the
response of the supporting structure in two mutually orthogonal horizontal directions. Unlike existing
examples of ball vibration absorbers, mounted on spherical recesses and effective for axial-symmetrical
structures, the new device is bidirectional tunable, by virtue of the optimum shape of the rolling cavity,
to both fundamental structural modes, even when the corresponding natural frequencies are different,
in such a case recurring to an innovative non-axial-symmetrical rolling guide.

A new optimization method for a tuned mass damper (TMD) system is proposed in the paper [3],
based on the artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA), and the primary structural damping is taken into
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consideration. The optimization goal is to minimize the maximum dynamic amplification factor of the
primary structure under external harmonic excitations.

The paper [4] deals with the performance analysis of a vibration-isolation system for Michelangelo
Buonarroti’s famous Ronadanini Pietà statue based on the monitoring and analysis of vibration signals.
A tuned mass-damper-inerter is introduced in order to increase the effectiveness of the isolator in
horizontal direction. Specifically, a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) model for the system, including
non-linear terms, is proposed.

Creating vibration protection devices, using rolling bearings, is currently widespread in transport
techniques to prevent transported oversize cargoes from longitudinal accelerations, for the seismic
protection of structures and in other areas of modern technology. However, further progress in
improving vibro-protective rolling bearings necessitates dynamic properties research and finding more
advanced design solutions on the basis of this research. Most modern vibro-supporting devices use
movable supports, bounded by spherical surfaces.

Articles [5,6] are focused on the technical issues, as well as on issues of improving the engineering
calculation for kinematic foundations designed by this author.

Work by Y.D. Cherepinskiy [7] considers the motion of structures on the kinematic piers of a
particular design, proposed by the author. It investigates a motion, originating on a plane without
rolling friction, which has a significant impact on the character of the system motion.

The passive neutralization oscillations systems for high-rise construction are under consideration [8].
Their advantages and disadvantages have been revealed. A roller oscillation neutralization system for
high-rise constructions subject to seismic affecting is offered. The principle of its work is described and
its advantages are estimated. A mathematical movement model for carrying and carried bodies is made.
Low-frequency oscillation vibration protection systems under the influence of external harmonious
impact are considered. Optimum adjustment parameters for a roller damper in the structure of the
compensation system are defined.

The nonlinear normal vibration modes of a mechanical system having the pendulum vibration
absorber are considered [9]. The coupled and localized vibration modes are selected. In the last case the
main vibration energy is concentrated in the pendulum, so this vibration mode is the most appropriate
for the vibration absorption. The modes stability is investigated.

The work [10] researches low-frequency vibrations of vibro-protective system of solid bodies
formed by a roller damper and a moving load-carrying body under the action of external harmonic
excitations. The dynamic equations of combined motion of the working body of the damper over
the hinged roller without sliding and the load-carrying body are deduced and numerically analyzed.
A new procedure for evaluation of the optimal parameters of adjustment of roller dampers in nonlinear
systems is proposed.

Longitudinal vibrations are investigated for the four-mass vibration-resistant system of the
following solid bodies: long cargo, turnstile with roller shock absorbers, and the coupling of two flat
cars after their collision with a braked hammer car [11]. The level of dynamic loads applied to the
elements of the vibration-resistant system is numerically analyzed.

Low-frequency vibrations of a vibro-protection “roller damper-movable bearing body” system of
rigid bodies under the action of an external harmonic excitation are considered. The working surface
of the damper working body is formed by a brachistochrone. The dynamic equations of common
no-slip motion of the damper working body on a hinged roller and of the bearing body are formulated.
The roller damper tuning parameters are determined [12].

In all these studies, to get the final results we considered a vibration device, the bearing elements
of which are bounded by spherical surfaces. A common disadvantage of all these devices is the lack
of reliability at a high level of seismic disturbance. Practically, such systems behave linearly with
respect to disturbance and, to suppress the vibrations of the protected bodies, such systems of seismic
protection are complemented by special devices of dry friction with the specified backlash.
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This work [13] studies the features of vibration motion of an orthogonal mechanism with
disturbances, such as restricted power in the presence of a fixed load on the horizontal link. Dynamic
and mathematical models were prepared, and the operating conditions’ fields of existence for the
vibration mechanism in terms of driving power were defined.

In the work [14] the mathematical expressions for the rolling resistance arising from rolling of a
bearing, bounded by high order rotational surfaces are obtained.

The work [15] contains a systematic depiction of non-linear systems analysis methods, described
by differential equations of second-rate. This work also contains topological and graphical methods,
applicable for the calculation of autonomic and, especially, non-autonomic systems.

In the book [16] the theory of non-linear vibrations is expounded, the topic of great interest at
present because of its many applications to important fields in physics and engineering.

This paper [17] presents the results of modeling of vibrations of a rigid rotor caused by the
degradation of hydrodynamic bearings. The model is composed by applying equations of nonlinear
hydrodynamic forces and the measured parameters of a real rotary machine.

The work contains geometrical non-linear analysis derived according to the Hamilton principle.
In the work [18] a systematic method is developed for the dynamic analysis of structures with

sliding isolation, which is a highly non-linear dynamic problem. According to the proposed method,
a unified motion equation can be adapted for both stick and slip modes of the system. Unlike the
traditional methods by which the integration interval has to be chopped into infinitesimal pieces during
the transition of sliding and non-sliding modes, the integration interval remains constant throughout
the whole process of the dynamic analysis by the proposed method so that the accuracy and efficiency
in the analysis of the non-linear system can be enhanced to a large extent.

The effects of neglecting small harmonic terms in the estimation of the dynamic stability of the
steady state solution determined in the frequency domain are considered in the paper [19]. For that
purpose, a simple single-degree-of-freedom piecewise linear system excited by a harmonic excitation
is analyzed. In the time domain, steady state solutions are obtained by using the method of piecing the
exact solutions (MPES) and in the frequency domain, by the incremental harmonic balance method
(IHBM). The stability of the solutions obtained in the frequency domain by IHBM is determined by
using the Floquet-Liapounov theorem and by digital simulation of the corresponding disturbed motion.

The aim of the present work is to study the dynamics of vibro-protection systems, the main
elements of which are rolling bearings, bounded by surfaces of rotation of high order (in the absence of
rolling friction).

2. Statement of the Problem

Under the influence of longstanding loads, surfaces of a rolling bearing and bases change their
curvature. There are two cases: under the effect of longstanding loads, the curvature radius of the
rolling supports surface and bases changes by a finite amount and forms a finite area of support.
From an analytical point of view, the dynamic properties of these supports are close to the dynamic
properties of the rolling support with bounded surfaces of a high-order.

Let us consider the principle of work of the kinematic foundation of moving supporting elements,
which is the rolling bearing with bounded surfaces of rotation of a high (n, m) order (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Scheme of rolling bearers with bearing.

Figure 1 demonstrates the rolling bearing (the object I) with bounded (top and bottom) surfaces of
rotation, expressed by formulas:

ỹ1 = ã1x̃n
1, ỹ2 = ã2x̃m

2 (1)

having a common axis of symmetry; but objects 2 and 3 are a stationary base (foundation) and the
inner coat of a vibro-protected body. The specifics of such support is that the radius of curvature in the
vicinity of the central support points tends to infinity and decreases with increasing distance from the
axis of symmetry, i.e., there is straightening of the bearing surfaces in the vicinity of the central point.
When considering n to infinity (n→∞ ), the rolling bearing I shall take a cylindrical shape.

In the systems, the restoring force arises because of the increase of potential energy when picking
up the support’s centre of gravity or supports and protected body. Contact with the rolling bearing
surfaces of the vibro-insulated body and the foundation will be assumed as planes.

We assume that the foundation of the considered body has a small plane length, allowing us not
to take into account the asynchrony of transmission of external influence from the various points of the
foundation and vibro-insulated body. Equation (1) refers to the coordinate system associated with the
rolling bearings (see Figure 2). The curvature radius of the vertices of these surfaces at n, m > 2 tends
to infinity, i.e., there is straightening of the bearing surfaces. Let us denote the horizontal offset of the
bases as x̃0(t). As x̃(t) we denote a displacement of the upper body, supporting on the rolling bearing.

Figure 2. Scheme of coordinates of rolling bearing surfaces of high order.

In Figure 2 the rolling bearing is shown in the position when the base and body are offset relative
to each other by (x̃− x̃0).
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We define the dependence between the horizontal relative displacement of the foundation of
a resilient construction on rolling bearers and their vertical shift. Let us introduce a new notation
(Figure 2):

θ =
x̃− x̃0

H
where H and θ are the height and angle of the rotational displacement, respectively.

On the other hand

θ =
dỹ1

dx̃1
=

dỹ2

dx̃2
, θ = nã1x̃n−1

1 = mã2x̃m−1
2 (2)

Through Equation (2), we express x̃1, ỹ1 and x̃2, ỹ2 via θ as

x̃1 =
θ

1
n−1

(nã1)
1

n−1

, ỹ1 =
ã1

(nã1)
1

n−1

θ
n

n−1 , x̃2 =
θ

1
m−1

(mã2)
1

m−1

, ỹ2 =
ã2

(mã2)
1

m−1

θ
m

m−1 (3)

Vertical displacement of the foundation is written as:

ỹ = H cosθ = H + O1E + O2F, ỹ = −2H sin2 θ
2
= H + O1E + O2F (4)

where
O1E = x̃1 sinθ− ỹ1 cosθ, O2F = x̃2 sinθ− ỹ2 cosθ

Transforming the function y to the range of Taylor and taking into account the first order of
smallness of the angle θ, for relation Equation (4) we get the expression:

ỹ = −H
θ2

2
+ x̃1θ− ỹ1 + x̃2θ− ỹ2 (5)

Substituting expression Equations (3)–(5), we get

ỹ = −H
θ2

2
+

(n− 1)̃a1

(nã1)
n

n−1
θ

n
n−1 +

(m− 1)̃a2

(mã1)
m

m−1
θ

m
m−1 (6)

Taking into account the expression Equation (2), we rewrite the expression Equation (6) in the form

ỹ = − 1
2H

(x̃− x̃0)
2 +

(n− 1)̃a1

(Hnã1)
n

n−1
(x̃− x̃0)

n
n−1 +

(m− 1)̃a2

(Hmã1)
m

m−1
(x̃− x̃0)

m
m−1 (7)

Term Equation (7) defines the dependence between the horizontal relative movements of the
bodies’ bases on the rolling bearings with straightened surfaces and their vertical displacements. In the
case, when n = m, term Equation (7) takes the form

ỹ = − 1
2H

(x̃− x̃0)
2 +

(n− 1)

(Hn)
n

n−1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1
n−1
√

ã1

+
1

n−1
√

ã2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠(x̃− x̃0)
n

n−1 (8)

3. The Equation of Motion of the Vibro-Protected Bodies on the Rolling Bearings with
Straightened Surfaces

To derive the differential equations of motion of a body, we use the equations of Ferrers, considering
the Equation (8) as a holonomic link, superimposed on the vertical movement of the body. Kinetic and
potential energy of the vibro-protected bodies are expressed as

T = M

.
x̃

2
+

.
ỹ

2

2
, U = Mgỹ (9)
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where g− free-fall acceleration. The equation of motion of the body on the rolling bearings, in case of
small oscillations, have the form:

..
x̃ +

g
H

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

(Hã1n)
1

n−1 (x̃− x̃0)
n−2
n−1

+
1

(Hã2m)
1

m−1 (x̃− x̃0)
m−2
m−1

− 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(x̃− x̃0) = 0 (10)

So, movement of the protected body (even in a case of small oscillations) is to be described by a
nonlinear equation. Let us consider the case, when n = m, then Equation (10) will have the form

..
x̃ +ω2

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ Ñn

n−1
√
(x̃− x̃0)

n−2
− 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(x̃− x̃0) = 0 (11)

where

Ñn =
1

n−1√nH

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1
n−1
√

ã1

+
1

n−1
√

ã2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, ω2
0 =

g
H

(12)

At n→∞, the Equation (11) becomes nonlinear equation of the form

..
x(t) −ω2

0x(t) + 2ω2
0signx(t) = − ..

x0(t), (13)

describing oscillations of a body on the supports, having a rectangular shape.
The nonlinear Equation (6) describes the motion of the vibro-protected bodies on the rolling

bearings, bounded by a parabola of higher order.
Let us introduce a new notation:

x =
x̃
H

, x0 =
x̃0

H
, t = ω0τ (14)

The Equation (11) can be reduced to an equation in dimensionless form

..
x + Φ(x− x0) − x = −x0(t) (15)

where
Φ(x− x0) = Nn(x− x0)

1
n−1 (16)

Ñn =
1

n−1√nH

[
1

n−1√a1
+

1
n−1√a2

]
, a1 = ã1Hn−1, a2 = ã2Hn−1 (17)

4. The Study of Free Oscillations of a Body on the Rolling Bearings with Straightened Surfaces

At x0 = 0 the Equations (6) and (9) take the form

..
x + Φ(x) − x = 0 (18)

As per the method of restructuring [4], we represent the solution and the nonlinear term of
Equation (10) as a truncated trigonometric series

x =
ν∑

k=1

A2k−1 sin(2k− 1)ψ, Φ(x) =
ν∑

k=1

b2k−1 sin(2k− 1)ψ (19)

where ψ = ω(A1)t..
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By choosing the required number of collocation points in interval 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 2π, we obtain the
system of algebraic equations

α11b11 + α13b13 + . . .+ α1(2ν−1)b1(2ν−1) = Φ
(
ν∑

k=1
A2k−1α1(2k−1)

)
= Φ1(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1)

α21b21 + α23b23 + . . .+ α2(2ν−1)b2(2ν−1) = Φ
(
ν∑

k=1
A2k−1α2(2k−1)

)
= Φ2(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1)

αν1bν1 + αν3bν3 + . . .+ αν(2ν−1)bν(2ν−1) = Φ
(
ν∑

k=1
A2k−1αν(2k−1)

)
= Φν(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1)

(20)

where
αi(2k−1) = sin(2k− 1)ψi, i = 1, 2, . . . ν; k = 1, 2, . . . ν,

ψi is the argument term at the collocation point i. Determinator of system Equation (20) is not
equal to zero for arbitrarily chosen collocation points inside the period.

Permitting this system Equation (20) in relation to coefficients b2k−1, we obtain

b2k−1 =
ν∑

i=1

α
(−1)
i(2k−1)

Φi(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1) (21)

Now by substituting expression Equation (19) in Equation (18) and equating the coefficients at the
similar harmonics sin(2k− 1)ψ, we obtain ν equations

− (2k− 1)2ω2A2k−1 + b2k−1(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1) = 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , ν (22)

Regard these equations as

ω2 =
b1(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1)

A1
, A2k−1 =

bk(A1, A3, . . . , A2ν−1)

(2k− 1)2ω2
, (k = 2, 3, . . . , ν). (23)

Thus, the first equation expresses a value of the frequency point of self-oscillations of the non-linear
system through amplitudes of harmonic solution. The following equation determines amplitudes of
higher harmonics.

Now the Equation (23) is suitable for implementation of the iterative method. Solutions, received
by the iteration method, in many cases come together, since expressions for amplitudes 2k − 1 for
harmonics A2k−1 are inversely proportional to the multiplier (2k− 1)2ω2.

The method of iteration is convenient to use by specifying value

A1 � 0; A3 = A5 = . . . = A2ν−1 = 0,

The first Equation (23) takes the form of amplitude-frequency characteristics, and the remaining
equations allow the definition of the form of self-oscillations of the system, presented by unabridged
trigonometric range.

Assigning ψ value to π6 , π4 , π2 and being limited to the terms k = 1, 2, 3 in (21), we obtain the
system as

b1 = Nn
3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( 1
2 A1 + A3 +

1
2 A5

) 1
n−1 +

√
3
( √

3
2 A1 −

√
3

2 A5

) 1
n−1

+ (A1 −A3 + A5)
1

n−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
b3 = Nn

3

[
2
(

1
2 A1 + A3 +

1
2 A5

) 1
n−1 − (A1 −A3 + A5)

1
n−1

]
,

b5 = Nn
3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( 1
2 A1 + A3 +

1
2 A5

) 1
n−1 − √3

( √
3

2 A1 −
√

3
2 A5

) 1
n−1

+ (A1 −A3 + A5)
1

n−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.
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For the first approximation, let us assume that A1 � 0, A3 = 0, A5 = 0, we obtain

b1 = NnK1A
1

n−1
1 ,b3 = NnK3A

1
n−1
1 ,b5 = NnK5A

1
n−1
1 , a = 1, (24)

where

K1 = 1
3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

2
1

n−1
+
√

3
( √

3
2

) 1
n−1

+ 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦K3 = 1
3

[
2

n−2
n−1 − 1

]
,K5 = 1

3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

2
1

n−1
− √3

( √
3

2

) 1
n−1

+ 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
ϕ = ω(A1) · (t + t0).

Substituting Equation (24) in expression Equation (23) we define that

ω(1) =

√√
NnK1

A
n−2
n−1
1

− 1, A3 =
NnK1

9
(
ω(1)

)2
+ 1

A
1

n−1
1 , A5 =

NnK5

25
(
ω(1)

)2
+ 1

A
1

n−1
1 , (25)

The amount in Formula (19) is chosen by the odd harmonics for reasons of the symmetry of
the oscillating system. When holding in the sum Equation (19) the even terms (in the process of
constructing a solution), the coefficients of these terms become zero.

To determine the second approximation we believe that A1 � 0, A3 � 0, A5 = 0.
Solving the equations of motion Equation (18) in the second approximation has the form:

x = A1 sinω(2)t + A(2)
3 sin 3ω(2)t + A(2)

2 sin 5ω(2)t,

where

ω(2) =

√√⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ NnK1

A1

n−2
n−1
− 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠− Ω̃n, A(2)
3 =

NnK̃3A
1

n−1
1

9(ω(2))
2
+1

, A(2)
5 =

NnK̃5A
1

n−1
1

25(ω(2))
2
+1

,

Ω̃n =
NnA

1
n−1
1

3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(

1

2
1

n−1
+ 1

)
−

(
1
2 + NnK3A1

− n−2
n−1

9(ω(1))
2
+1

) 1
n−1

−
(
1− NnK3A−

n−2
n−1

9(ω(1))
2
+1

) 1
n−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
K̃5 = 1

3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(

1
2 + NnK3A1

− n−2
n−1

9(ω(1))
2
+1

) 1
n−1

− √3
( √

3
2

) 1
n−1

+

(
1− NnK3A1

− n−2
n−1

9(ω(1))
2
+1

) 1
n−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
K̃3 = 1

3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ 1

2 + NnK3A1
− n−2

n−1

9(ω(1))
2
+1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1

n−1

−
(
1− NnK3A1

− n−2
n−1

9(ω(1))
2
+1

) 1
n−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

(26)

As an example, we consider the oscillations of a vibro-protected body on the rolling bearings,
the supporting surfaces of which are bounded by the parabolas of the fourth and sixth degree, with the
following parameter values,

n = 4; ã1 = 6, 25 · 10−8 sm−3; ã2 = 15 · 10−8 sm−3; n = 6; ã1 = 1, 56 · 10−12 sm−5; ã2 = 6, 6 · 10−12 sm−5;
H = 3m; ω2

0 = 3, 26s−2; g = 9, 8m/s2.

Dependence of the system frequency on the amplitude built by the trigonometric collocation
method is shown in Figure 3. The dotted line, carried out in the graph, is built on the basis of the second
approximation Equation (26). The solid line is the curve of the first approximation Equation (25).

The proximity of the curves gives an idea of the rate of convergence of the iterative processes.
Considering the natural vibration frequencies to infinity, at the amplitude A1 → 0 for nonlinear systems,
there is a «clash». Thus, for vibro-protection systems, a bearing element of which is a high-order
parabola, the «clash» phenomenon is typical for small oscillations.

The oscillation frequency of the system slowly decreases with increasing amplitude. A parabola
of the second order (for small oscillations) is independent of the amplitude (Figure 3).
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Figure 4 shows the graphs of the solutions, obtained by analytical methods (line 1) and by
quantitative integration by using the Runge-Kutta scheme (line 2).

Figure 3. Graphs of dependence of self-oscillation oscillation frequency on various means of n equation.

Figure 4. Graphs of solutions of free frequency on various means of n equation.

A comparison of lines 1 and 2 shows very good exactness of the analytical calculation.

5. Forced Oscillations of a Vibro-Protected Body, Caused by a Movable Base

Let us study the vibrations of a body at harmonic horizontal displacement of the lower base

x0(t) = Q sin pt, (27)

where Q and p-dimensionless amplitude and frequency of disturbance s.
Write the solution and the nonlinear term of Equation (15) in the form

x =
v∑

k=1

A2k−1 sin(2k− 1)pt,Φ(x− x0) =
ν∑

k=1

b2k−1 sin(2k− 1)pt. (28)

Substituting Equation (28) to the equation of motion Equation (15) and limited by k = 1, 2, 3,
we obtain a system of equations

−
(
p2 + 1

)
A1 + b1 (A1, A3, A5) = −Q,−

(
9p2 + 1

)
A3 + b3(A1,A3,A5) = 0,

−(25p2 + 1)A5 + b5(A1, A3A5) = 0.
(29)
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To apply the method of iteration, we present this system of equations in the form

A1 =
Q

p2 + 1
+

b1(A1, A3, A5)

p2 + 1
, A3 =

b3(A1, A3, A5)

9p2 + 1
, A5 =

b5(A1, A3, A5)

25p2 + 1
. (30)

The coefficients of the trigonometric series Equation (28) b2k−1 are determined by the method
of collocation. Identifying expressions Equations (16) and (28), as well as considering the relation
Equations (28) and (27), we get the equation in the form

ν∑
k=1

b2k−1 sin(2k− 1)ϕ = Nn(
ν∑

k=1

A2k−1 sin(2k− 1)ϕ−Q sinϕ)

1
n−1

, (31)

where ϕ = pt.
Giving to ϕ values π/6, π/3, π/2, we get a system of equations relatively b1, b2, b3 :

b1 − b3 + b5 = Nn[(A1 −Q) −A3 + A5]
1

n−1 ,
√

3
2 b1 −

√
3

2 b5 = Nn

[ √
3

2 (A1 −Q) −
√

3
2 A5

] 1
n−1

,

1
2 b1 + b3 +

1
2 b5 = Nn

[
1
2 (A1 −Q) + A3 +

1
2 A5

] 1
n−1 ,

(32)

from which we can find

b1 = Nn
3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1√
3

(
1
2 (A1 −Q) + A3 +

1
2 A5

) 1
n−1 +

( √
3

2 (A1 −Q) −
√

3
2 A5

) 1
n−1

+

+ 1√
3
((A1 −Q) −A3 + A5)

1
n−1

]
,

b3 = Nn
3

[
2
(

1
2 (A1 −Q) + A3 +

1
2 A5

) 1
n−1 − ((A1 −Q) −A3 + A5)

1
n−1

]
,

b5 = Nn
3

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( 1
2 (A1 −Q) + A3 +

1
2 A5

) 1
n−1 − √3

( √
3

2 (A1 −Q) −
√

3
2 A5

) 1
n−1

+

+((A1 −Q) −A3 + A5)
1

n−1

]
.

(33)

Assuming in Equation (33) that A1 � 0,A3 = A5 = 0, we obtain the values of the coefficients in the
first approximation

b1 = NnK1(A1 −Q)
1

n−1 ,b3 = NnK3(A1 −Q)
1

n−1 ,b5 = NnK5(A1 −Q)
1

n−1 , (34)

Taking into account Equation (34), we rewrite the relation Equation (30) in the form

A(1)
1 = 1

p2+1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣Q + NnK1

(
A(1)

1 −Q
) 1

n−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,A(1)

3 = NnK3
9p2+1

(
A(1)

1 −Q
) 1

n−1
,A(1)

5 = NnK5
25p2+1

(
A(1)

1 −Q
) 1

n−1
(35)

Substituting Equation (35) in (28), we get the solution of Equation (15)

x = C1 sin pt +
NnK3

9p2 + 1
(A1 −Q)

1
n−1 sin 3pt +

NnK5

25p2 + 1
(A1 −Q)

1
n−1 sin 5pt. (36)

6. Results and Analysis

As an example for the parameters, given in Section 4. we have built a graph, determining the
dependence of the system amplitude on the frequency of disturbances corresponding to first, third,
and fifth harmonics at Q = 3× 10−3 value of kinematic disturbances amplitude (See Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 5. Amplitude-frequency response curve for fundamental harmonic.

Figure 6. Amplitude-frequency response curve or third and fifth harmonics.

In Figure 5, line 1 corresponds to the resonance line, line 2 to the structural. In Figure 7 the
resonance lines are shown corresponding to various means n.

Figure 7. Graph of amplitude-frequency features of the main harmonic for various means of n.

Thus, the analysis of Figure 5 allows us to draw the following conclusions:
I. Vibratory bearings on rolling nodes, bounded by surfaces of rotation of a high order, can be

attributed to nonlinear systems with soft characteristics.
II. The amplitude of the forced oscillations (up to the area of the resonant frequency) maintains a

constant value, and in the resonant state, amplitude decreases to zero.
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III. The calculation shows that the amplitudes of the harmonics of a higher order are smaller,
as compared with the amplitudes of the fundamental harmonics (Figure 6). This demonstrates the
closeness of the oscillatory process to the harmonic.

Inertia force, acting on the vibro-protected objects, is weakly dependent on the amplitude of
disturbance (Figure 8). When changing the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance eight times
(6–9 points), the inertia force increases in the range of 30% of the initial value.

 

Figure 8. Graph of dependence of amplitude of vibro-protected body on amplitude of kinematic
disturbance for various means of n.

For comparison we indicate that for the spherical bearings, inertia force acting on the vibro-
protected body grows proportional to the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance, typical for all the
linear systems. This property of the rolling bearings, bounded by the surfaces of the high order, makes
them promising for creating vibration protective structures under strong kinematic disturbance.

In Figures 9 and 10, two-dimensional projections of a phase-portrait and dispensation of spectral
concentration (Fourier-spectrum) of periodic oscillations of the vibro-protected bodies on the rolling
bearings with straightened surfaces at p = 5.65 value of kinematic disturbance frequency are shown.

It is of interest to note that the range of many-fold harmonics to kinematic disturbance frequency
appears in the spectrum of responses of vibro-protected systems.

Figure 9. Trajectory of vibro-protected body on phase plain.
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Figure 10. Allocation of spectral density of periodic oscillations of vibro-protected body.

7. Stability of Periodic Solutions

Assuming that in the case of harmonic oscillations, a component of the fundamental frequency,
having the period 2π/p, dominates over the higher harmonics. The periodic solution and first
derivative of Equation (15) can be approximately represented as follows:

x = a sin pt + b cos pt,
.
x = ap cos pt− bp sin pt, (37)

Let us suppose that the amplitudes a and b are functions of time and slowly vary depending on t.
For the nonlinear term of Equation (15), Fourier series expansion looks as:

Φ(x− x0) = NnC
1

n−1 sin
1

n−1 (pt + γ) =
∞∑

k=1

B2k−1 sin(2k− 1)pt + D2k−1 cos(2k− 1)pt (38)

where

C =

√
(a−Q)2 + b2, tgγ =

b
a−Q

, B2k−1 = NnK2k−1
(a−Q)[

(a−Q)2 + b2
] n−2

2(n−1)

,

D2k−1 = NnK2k−1
b[

(a−Q)2 + b2
] n−2

2(n−1)

, K2k−1 =
√

L2
2k−1 + M2

2k−1, (39)

L2k−1 =
1
π

2π∫
0

sin
1

n−1ψ sin(2k− 1)ψdψ, M2k−1 =
1
π

2π∫
0

sin
1

n−1ψ cos(2k− 1)ψdψ, ψ = pt + γ.

Substituting Equations (37) and (38) in (15) and equating to zero the individual coefficients of the
terms, containing sin pt and cos pt, we have

da
dt

=
1
p

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(
p2 + 1

)
−NnK1

1[
(a−Q)2 + b2

] n−2
2(n−1)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭b = X(a, b),

db
dt

= −1
p

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(p2 + 1

)
−NnK1

1[
(a−Q)2 + b2

] n−2
2(n−1)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦(a−Q) + p2Q

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ = Y(a, b). (40)
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Let us consider the steady state, when amplitudes a(t) and b(t) in (37) are constant, i.e.,

da
dt

= X(a, b) = 0,
db
dt

= Y(a, b) = 0. (41)

In light of these conditions, from Equations (40) we can obtain that the set amplitude a0 = A, b0 = 0
of the periodic solution x(t) is determined by the formula

A =
1

p2 + 1

[
NnK1(A−Q)

1
n−1 + Q

]
. (42)

Let us derive the conditions for the stability of periodic solutions. We will consider small deviations
ξ and η from the amplitudes a0 and b0, and will find out when these deviations (with increasing time)
are close to zero.

From Equation (40) we get

dξ
dt

= α1ξ+ α2η,
dη
dt

= β1ξ+ β2η, (43)

where
α1 =

(n−2)
(n−1)

1
p

W0
C2

0
(a0 −Q)b0,α2 = 1

p

{(
p2 + 1

)
−W0 +

(n−2)
(n−1)

W0
C2

0
b2

0

}
,

β1 = 1
p

{
−
(
p2 + 1

)
+ W0 −

(
n−2
n−1

)W0
C2

0
(a0 −Q)2

}
,β2 = − 1

p

{(
n−2
n−1

)W0
C2

0
(a0 −Q)b0

}
,

(44)

where
W0 =

NnK1

C
n−2
n−1
0

,C0 = A−Q.

The characteristic equation of the system has the form:

λ2 − (α1 + β2)λ+ α1β2 − α2β1 = 0.a (45)

The stability condition is given by the Routh-Hurwitz criteria, i.e.,

α1 + β2 = 0, (α1 = 0, β2 = 0).α1β2 − α2β1 > 0

to [(
p2 + 1

)
−W0

][(
p2 + 1

)
− W0

n− 1

]
> 0. (46)

The singular point, i.e., steady system state, is a center.
The boundary of unstable periodic solutions of Equation (40) is determined by the curves.

p2 = W0 − 1, p2 =
W0

n− 1
− 1, (47)

and stability areas are determined by the following inequalities [15,16]

p2 − (W0 − 1) > 0,p2 −
( W0

n− 1
− 1

)
> 0,p2 − (W0 − 1) < 0,p2 −

( W0

n− 1
− 1

)
< 0. (48)

In Figure 11 resonant curves are drawn by Equation (42). There are two branches in these graphs
with respective positive and negative means of amplitude A. In Figure 11 borders of stability, built by
Formula (47) are shown by lines 3; 4 and 5; 6 (lines 3; 4 for positive, lines 5; 6 for negative amplitude).
From the physical perspective, positiveness of amplitude signifies phase coincidence, but negativeness
of amplitudes signifies opposite-phase. Tangent lines to resonant lines are parallel to axes 7.
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Figure 11. Graph of amplitude-frequency characteristics and of lines of borders of stability field.

Point H divides the upper part of the graph into stable HD and instable parts EH. The lower part
of the graph is stable. Calculations were made in the following values of parameters:

n = 4; ã1 = 6, 25 · 10−8sm−3; ã2 = 15 · 10−8sm−3; H = 3m;

8. Numerical Studies

The idea of seismic isolation of buildings in case of earthquakes with the help of rolling element
linear guides is one of the simplest and most efficient ideas in the history of earthquake-proof
construction [20].

The operation principle of earthquake protection devices based on rolling element linear guides is
that it provides for the mobility of the building footing, which decreases the inertial force acting on it.

The seismic impacts that occur during an earthquake are classified as random actions,
although in simplified calculation models that are used in practice, they are usually treated as
determinate. The magnitude and nature of seismic impacts cannot be accurately predicted in
advance. The instrumental records that characterize the change patterns of seismic impacts, which
are characteristic of individual earthquakes, over time, never repeat one another even if they occur in
the same place. Therefore, we can only discuss their similarity and, therefore, their classification in
general terms.

The work [21] contain earthquake scales with their basic characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Main characteristics of an earthquake.

Intensity
(Points)

Maximum Displacement
Intervals, sm

Maximum Speed
Intervals, sm

~
n

Maximum
Acceleration Intervals, sm

~
n

2

6 0.15–0.3 3–6 30–60
7 0.31–0.6 6.1–12 61–120
8 0.61–0.12 12.1–24 121–240
9 0.121–0.24 24.1–48 241–480

At a seismic level no more than 6 points, no special protection measures against earthquakes
are taken. The work [21] shows that for short-period seismic disturbances (T ≤ 0.6c), maximum
acceleration values occur in ground motion with frequencies p = 15 1

c ÷ 20 1
c , and for long-wave

disturbances-with basic frequencies p = 6 1
c ÷ 10 1

c . The original accelerograms provided in the paper
show that the maximum values of seismic accelerations, short-period and long-period, are related to
the frequencies p = 10 1

c and 20 1
c . Each given implementation of the ground motion process during

the earthquake can be expanded into a Fourier series, taking the duration of the earthquake as the
period. If we assume that the structure responds to one of the harmonic curves in this expansion that
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has a frequency closest to the natural frequency of the structure, then, neglecting short-term transient
processes at the beginning and the end of the earthquake, we can treat the process of the structure
motion as stationary for a limited time. When seismic waves pass, both horizontal and vertical motions
of the structure footing will take place. The vertical component of the acceleration usually has a
somewhat smaller amplitude than the horizontal component (some 30–50%). In calculations of seismic
effects, the displacement of the footing can be taken as the sum of sinusoids. To simplify the calculation,
it is usually assumed that the horizontal displacement of the base is determined by the following
relationship x0 = Q sin pt.

The equations of motion of a vibration-protected body on rolling element linear guides limited
by surfaces of high-order rotation Equation (11) are solved numerically using Mathcad-15 software
package by the Runge-Kutta method with variable step under zero initial conditions. For the numerical
analysis, six rolling element linear guide models have been selected and divided into three groups.
Table 2 shows the parameters of the selected rolling element linear guide models. The coefficients of
the rolling element linear guide surface are calculated using the formula y = axn = 1

2Rn−1 xn, where
R is the radius of the surface of the second order (n = 2). ã1 and ã2 are the coefficients of the lower
and upper surfaces of the rolling element linear guide, respectively, H—Height, n—The order of the
rolling element linear guide surface. The parameter Ñn is calculated using the Formula (12). In the
first option, different surface coefficients ã1 and ã2 of the rolling element linear guide were selected
with constant n and H. In the second option, different heights H of the rolling element linear guide
were selected with constant, ã1 ã2, and n. In the first option, different orders of surfaces n of the rolling
element linear guide were selected with constant ã1, ã2, and H.

Table 2. Parameters of rolling element linear guides.

Option
Number of Rolling

Element Linear
Guide Model

R1 sm R2 sm ã1 sm−(n−1) ã2 sm−(n−1) n
H
sm Ñn sm

n−2
n−1

Option 1
1 200 150 6.25× 10−8 1.481× 10−7 4 300 41.497
2 200 100 6.25× 10−8 5× 10−7 4 300 35.569
3 150 50 1.481× 10−7 4× 10−6 4 300 23.713

Option 2
1 200 150 6.25× 10−8 1.481× 10−7 4 300 41.497
2 200 150 6.25× 10−8 1.481× 10−7 4 200 47.502
3 200 150 6.25× 10−8 1.481× 10−7 4 100 59.849

Option 3
1 200 150 6.25× 10−8 1.481× 10−7 4 300 41.497
2 200 150 6.25× 10−8 1.481× 10−7 6 300 89.788
3 200 150 3.91× 10−17 1.481× 10−7 8 300 127.112

To demonstrate the effectiveness of vibration isolation properties of the bearings confined by
surfaces of rotation of higher order is test table, which shows the dependence of maximum acceleration
vibroseismic body on rolling support on the intensity of the earthquake at various values of coefficients
of surface bearings. According to the test table, selecting the parameters of the bearings can achieve a
reduction of the acceleration vibroseismic body on rolling support.

Figure 12 shows the displacement, speed, and acceleration graphs of the vibration-protected body
on rolling element linear guides in forced oscillation mode. In this case, the parameters of the rolling
element linear guide surface in the simulation are chosen for the first model from the first option.
The frequency and amplitude of the disturbance are p = 17.4 1

c , Q = 0.9 cm.
The main characteristics of the motion of a vibration-protected body on rolling element linear guides

are as follows: maximum displacements xmax, maximum speed
.
xmax, and maximum accelerations

..
xmax.

Figure 13 shows the dependences of xmax,
.
xmax on the disturbance frequency for the first model of the

rolling element linear guide option. The disturbance amplitude is Q = 0.9 cm. The analysis of Figure 13
makes it possible to make the following conclusion: vibration mounts on rolling bearing units limited
by rotation surfaces of high-order can be regarded as non-linear systems with soft characteristics.
The maximum displacements and speeds of a vibration-protected body on rolling element linear guides
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have two resonant frequencies. The maximum displacement values increase slowly up to the section
of resonant frequencies and decrease to zero in the resonant state.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 12. Dependence graph of: (a) displacement, (b) speed, and (c) acceleration of the vibration-
protected body on rolling element linear guides on time.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. Dependence graph of maximum value of displacement (a) and speed (b) of the vibration-
protected body on the rolling element linear guides on the frequency of the kinematic disturbance.

The calculation of the dynamic impacts on structures is of great importance in the design of
structures. It allows determining the true load-bearing capacity of the structure more correctly.
Assuming a vertical static load per rack at 104kg, calculations of the reaction forces are carried out.

Figure 14 shows the dependence of the maximum reaction force of a vibration-protected body on
rolling element linear guides on the disturbance amplitude for the first rolling element linear guide
model: curve-1 has been constructed using the numerical method, and curve-2-using the analytical
method. Similar curves are shown in Figure 13, which gives an idea of how close the results of
analytical and numerical calculations are. The frequency of the kinematic disturbances is p = 17 1

c .
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Figure 14. Dependence graph of maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body on rolling
element linear guides on the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance.

Figure 15 shows the dependence of the maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body
on rolling element linear guides on the frequency and amplitude of the disturbance for different
values of the surface coefficients provided a constant surface order and rolling element linear guides
height values (first option of Table 2). The figure shows that the maximum values of the reaction
force of the vibration-protected body on rolling element linear guides decrease as the value of the
rolling element linear guides surface coefficient increases. The maximum values of the reaction force
of a vibration-protected body are weakly dependent on the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance.
Resonance frequencies do not change significantly.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Dependence graph of the maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body on rolling
element linear guides on the frequency (a) and amplitude (b) of the disturbance for different values of
the coefficients of the rolling element linear guide surface.

Figure 16 shows the dependence of the maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body
on rolling element linear guides on the frequency and amplitude of the disturbance for different height
values provided constant values of the coefficients and the rolling element linear guide surface order
(second option of Table 2). From the figure, we can see that the maximum values of the reaction force
of the vibration-protected body on rolling element linear guides increase as the value of rolling element
linear guide height decreases. Abrupt changes are observed in the dependency of the maximum value
of the reaction force on the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance. After the jump, the maximum
values of the reaction force slowly change with the increasing value of kinematic disturbance amplitude.
The resonance frequencies shift toward increasing frequency of the kinematic disturbance.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Dependence graph of the maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body on rolling
element linear guides on the frequency (a) and amplitude (b) of the disturbance for different values of
rolling element linear guide height.

Figure 17 shows the dependence of the maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body on
rolling element linear guides on the frequency and amplitude of the disturbance for various values of the
surface order provided constant values of the surface coefficients and the rolling element linear guide
height (third option of Table 2). The maximum values of the reaction force of the vibration-protected
body on rolling element linear guides increase as the order of the vibration-protected body on rolling
element linear guide surface increases. The maximum values of the reaction force slowly change as the
value of the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance increases. The resonance frequencies shift toward
the increasing frequency of the kinematic disturbance.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Dependence graph of the maximum reaction force of the vibration-protected body on rolling
element linear guides on the frequency (a) and amplitude (b) of the disturbance for different values of
surface order of the rolling element linear guide.

Thus, the analysis of the calculation allows us to draw the following conclusions: rolling element
linear guides limited by high-order rotation surfaces can be regarded as non-linear systems with soft
characteristics. The maximum values of the reaction force acting on the vibration-protected objects
are weakly dependent on the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance. For comparison, we note that,
for spherical bearings, the inertial forces acting on the vibration-protected bodies increase in proportion
to the amplitude of the kinematic disturbance, which is characteristic of all linear systems.

This property of rolling element linear guides limited by high-order rotation surfaces makes them
a promising solution for creating means of vibration protection for structures in the conditions of
strong kinematic excitations.
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9. Conclusions

A new mathematical model has been built and the dynamic features of vibro-protected devices,
the main elements of which are rolling bearings, bounded by the surfaces of rotation of high order,
have been investigated. It has been ascertained that such vibro-protected devices are highly nonlinear
and a clash phenomenon appears for these systems.

In the spectrum of response emerges the range of harmonics, multiple to the frequency of kinematic
disturbances. It is determined that inertial force, working on vibro-protected body on such bearings,
depends little on the kinematic disturbance level.

This feature of rolling bearings, bounded by surfaces of high order, gives them potential for creation
of the devices for vibro-protection of buildings under conditions of strong kinematic disturbances.
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Abstract: In the experimental identification of dynamic bearing coefficients, usually small
perturbations around the static equilibrium position are assumed and linear coefficients are considered.
In the literature, studies on non-linear effects in plain journal bearings, especially from a numerical
point of view, are reported. Few similar studies can be found on tilting pad journal bearings (TPJB).
The present work reports some peculiar aspects observed during the experimental identification
procedure of TPJB linear dynamic coefficients. The tests are performed on a test bench designed
for large size journal bearings operating at high peripheral speeds and static loads. A quasi-static
procedure is developed to quickly check the results obtained from the usually adopted dynamic
excitation. It consists of applying a slowly rotating force to the floating stator and measuring the
relative displacement of the stator from the rotating shaft. Different levels of static and dynamic load
are applied to two different TPJBs with four and five pads. Deformed orbits have been observed
increasing the ratio between dynamic load and static load, suggesting the presence of non-linearity.
Similar results are obtained with simple analytical models assuming suitably tuned non-linear
stiffness terms.

Keywords: tilting pad journal bearing; nonlinear behavior; experimental characterization

1. Introduction

Tilting pad journal bearings (TPJB) are widely used in turbomachinery because of their stability
characteristics at high speeds. For design purposes it is essential to know the coefficients that
characterize their dynamic behavior. These coefficients are usually obtained with the assumption of
small amplitude motions with respect to the static equilibrium position, which allows linearization
according to the well-known Lund model [1] and many different experimental procedures have been
proposed to identify them [2,3].

For plain journal bearings, Qiu [4] has experimentally verified that the error in the estimation of
dynamic coefficients not considering nonlinearity is negligible when the perturbation displacement
amplitude is in the order of magnitude of 0.02 of radial clearance (c) and suggests displacement
amplitudes not exceeding 0.05c to contain the error within 2.5%.

However, in industrial practice, the amplitude of the shaft vibrating motion can reach about 0.1c in
operating conditions, violating the hypothesis of small perturbations. Moreover, in experimental tests
for the identification of linearized dynamic coefficients, the choice of imposing small perturbations
conflicts with the need for measuring small displacements with reduced errors.

From an analytical/numerical point of view, several authors have tackled the problem of
nonlinearity, especially in plain journal bearings. The approach consists of the direct integration of
the Reynolds equation [5] and the description of the oil-film forces with a larger number of dynamic
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coefficients with respect to the classical linearized eight ones, by retaining more terms of the Taylor
series expansion [6,7]. The proposed nonlinear models proved to represent well the nonlinear effects
within the considered journal bearings. A parametric analysis to study the sensitivity of non-linear
forces in journal bearings of different types is reported in Reference [8]. Results are presented for a
two-lobe elliptical bearing showing the effects of several parameters on size, shape, and orientation of
the elliptical orbits produced by synchronous vibrations.

As far as the TPJB is concerned, the literature offers less contributions compared to plain journal
bearings. From the analytical/numerical point of view, nonlinear effects were studied by direct
integration of the Reynolds equation in References [9–14], showing how the rotor orbit increasingly
deviates from the theoretical elliptical orbit of the linear case as the ratio of dynamic and static
load amplitudes increases. The effect of different unbalanced loads on a four-pad TPJB in the
load-between-pad (LBP) configuration was investigated considering thermal and deformation effects
in Reference [9]. Slightly triangular journal orbits were found with a dynamic load about 70% of
the static one while nearly quadrilateral orbits were found with a dynamic load greater than the
static one. The position and the shape of the orbits appeared to be influenced by thermal effects on
both viscosity and pad deformations, while the influence of the elastic deformations appeared to
be smaller. Thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic theory should be used to predict more accurate results as
shown also in Reference [10]. The effect of the liner compliance on the nonlinear dynamic behavior of
the same TPJB used in References [9,10] supporting vertical and horizontal rotors was investigated
in Reference [11]. Almost square orbits were found when the unbalanced load was applied to the
vertical rotor (with zero static load) whilst three-lobed orbits were found with a dynamic load 50% of
the static one applied to the horizontal rotor. Particularly for the horizontal configuration, shape and
size of the orbits are influenced by several factors such as liner thickness and material, preload, pivot
offset, and radial clearance. Three-lobed orbits were also found for a TPJB with two loaded pads in
LBP configuration [12,13] and five-lobed orbits for a five-pad bearing [14] also with an approximated
analytical solution using Fourier series developments. Other researchers have proposed models with
an increased number of coefficients identifying them from the dynamic response obtained by direct
integration [15].

From the experimental point of view different TPJBs were tested in Reference [16] with two
different test rigs detecting typical non-linear behaviors. Symptoms of a non-linear behavior of the pad
journal bearings of two industrial machines were found in Reference [17]. The dynamic coefficients of
three nonlinear models were identified with a different number of coefficients (28, 24, 36) on a five-pad
TPJB bearing, with a 100 mm diameter [18]. The results of the three nonlinear models and the linear
one are in good agreement regarding the identified linear terms. Moreover, the identified stiffness and
damping coefficients appear to decrease with increasing dynamic force amplitude with a reduction of
up to 60% for direct stiffness in the case of a dynamic force increase from 5% to 30% of the static load.

Following a preliminary investigation on possible nonlinear effects in a large size TPJB [19],
the present paper focuses on the nonlinear response of tilting pad journal bearings to harmonic
excitation observed during the experimental procedure for the identification of the linear dynamic
coefficients. In particular it uses the tests to ascertain the linear and nonlinear range of displacements
prior to the dynamic characterization campaign. Nonlinear effects related to the dynamic/static load
ratio should in fact be considered in the experimental identification procedure and accounted for or
avoided. There are very few experimental results published on this topic and in particular on large size
TPJB. De Falco et al. [16] and Chatterton et al. [18] have dealt with the problem with smaller bearings
and different test rig configurations. Moreover, as far as the authors are aware, the application of
an asynchronous rotating force instead of harmonic forces with constant directions, with different
dynamic/static load ratios, is new. The tests are performed on a unique experimental apparatus realized
for large size journal bearings operating at high peripheral speeds and static loads, with single tone or
multi-tone dynamic loads. The design criteria are described in Reference [20]. The main characteristics
of the realized bench and the first experimental results obtained during the commissioning with a
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four-pad TPJB are reported in [21,22]. Results obtained under stationary and slow variable conditions
are particularly reported in Reference [21]. The different systems related to the test rig are shown in
more detail in Reference [22] together with the procedures adopted for both static and dynamic tests.

2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1 shows a picture and a schematic drawing of the test bench. The rotor, supported by rolling
bearings, is driven by an electric motor connected to a gearbox with a gear ratio of six. A torque meter
measures the driving torque. The test bearing housing is floating, and the static load and the dynamic
ones are applied to it by three hydraulic actuators. The static load acts upwards in the vertical direction
while the dynamic loads are applied in mutual orthogonal directions, at 45◦ with respect to the vertical
one (Figure 2). The dynamic actuators can work one at a time or simultaneously. In the second case, if
they operate with equal amplitude in phase, they can produce a vertical force (y direction), in antiphase
a horizontal force (x direction), and in quadrature a rotating force. Three pitch stabilizers, placed at
120◦ around the bearing, provide the bearing housing with axial constraints that can be adjusted to
align the bearing with respect to the rotor. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the test rig.

 

Figure 1. Photograph and schematic drawing of the test bench.
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Figure 2. Drawing of the test cell.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the experimental apparatus.

Characteristic Value Range

Bearing diameter [mm] 150–300

Bearing length to diameter ratio 0.4–1

Shaft rotational speed [rpm] 0–24,000

Bearing peripheral speed [m/s] 0–150

Static load [kN] 0–270

Dynamic load [kN] 0–40

Dynamic load frequency [Hz] 0–350

Bearing oil flow rate [L/min] 125–1100

Bearing oil inlet temperature [◦C] 30–120

Electric motor power [kW] 630

Plant maximum total power [kW] 1000

Load cells and instrumented stingers, capable of measuring dynamic loads, measure all significant
forces acting on the bearing housing while high-resolution proximity sensors measure the relative
displacements of the bearing housing and the rotor in the directions of the dynamic actuators shown in
Figure 2 (U and V directions shown in Figure 3). Eight sensors are employed, placed on two parallel
planes perpendicular to the bearing axis. Four accelerometers measure the acceleration of the stator at
the mid-section in the direction of the dynamic actuators.

Three different oil supply systems are used for the TPJB, the actuators, and the
multiplication gearbox.

Tests are managed by a very complex control and data acquisition system. Up to 30 high-frequency
signals (forces and torque, displacements, rotational speed, accelerations) can be acquired and sampled
at up to 100 kHz, while up to 60 low-frequency (quasi-static) signals (temperatures, pressures, and
flow-rates in the main and auxiliary lubrication systems and motor electric current) can be acquired
and sampled at 1 Hz. A high sampling rate means an accurate description of signals but also a large
amount of stored data; however, since the identification tests are rather short, data storage is not a
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problem. High-frequency signals are also averaged every second and their mean values are stored
together with the low-frequency ones.

Figure 3. Test cell displacement and acceleration sensor positions.

The test articles consisted of a four-pad (without offset) and a five-pad (with offset) TPJBs provided
by an industrial partner. The bearings had a 280 mm inner diameter and were tested in the load between
pads configuration. No additional data will be given about the bearings and their characteristics due
to a non-disclosure agreement with the company.

Two main types of test are usually carried out with the test apparatus:

1. The bump test to identify the bearing clearance, center, and alignment
2. The dynamic identification test to identify bearing stiffness and damping coefficients.

In the first test a rotating force vector applied to the bearing housing is generated by sinusoidal
signals with 90◦ phase difference. The oil is not supplied, and the shaft is not rotating. The force must
be increased until the polygon shaped orbit does not change.

In the second test the forces applied during excitation can contain one (“single tone” test) or
more (“multitone” test) frequency components. As dynamic coefficients can vary with frequency,
excitation tones are chosen below and above the rotational frequency avoiding harmonics and test
bench resonances. The required synchronous values are then obtained by interpolation to avoid
imbalance disturbance. Multitone tests with n frequency components have been proven to provide the
same results of n single tone tests but in the time of a single test. For the identification of the dynamic
linear coefficients, two tests with linearly independent excitations are required for each excitation
frequency. The two tests consist in two distinct excitations, vertical (subscript y) and horizontal
(subscript x), respectively, obtained using the dynamic actuators in in-phase (subscript f) and anti-phase
(subscript a) operation modes. The bearing impedance matrix H, expressed in terms of stiffness (k) and
damping (c) coefficients: [

Hxx Hxy

Hyx Hyy

]
=

[
kxx kxy

kyx kyy

]
+ iω

[
cxx cxy

cyx cyy

]
(1)

where ω is the excitation frequency, is determined in the frequency domain, using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), by multiplying the [2 × 2] bearing force complex matrix by the corresponding inverse
displacement complex matrix:[

Hxx Hxy

Hyx Hyy

]
=

[
Fbx f Fbxa
Fby f Fbya

][
Dx f Dxa

Dy f Dya

]−1

(2)

where Fb indicates the amplitude of the force transform and D indicates the amplitude of the
displacement transform. Synchronous coefficients are obtained at the shaft rotational frequency.
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The stiffness dynamic coefficients have shown to be practically independent of frequency for a wide
range starting from quasi-static conditions. They are the basis of the simplified models that will be
presented in Section 3.2.

In addition to such tests, in order to ascertain the linear and nonlinear range of displacements
prior to the dynamic characterization campaign, and also to have a reference stiffness estimate, another
procedure has been developed. The stator is subjected to a slowly rotating force vector generated
by equal amplitude sinusoidal forces with a 90◦ phase angle difference, applied by the two dynamic
actuators. The force low rotational speed allows to consider the damping coefficients negligible.
This work focuses on this latter test procedure that makes it possible to evidence nonlinear effects by
detecting the loss of the typical elliptical orbit related to linear bearing film stiffness. In the tests reported
in this work the shaft rotational speed was set at 1000 rpm while the frequency of the rotating load was
set at 1 round every 100 s (i.e., 0.01Hz). Different static load levels were applied in load-between-pad
configuration combined with different dynamic load levels ranging 3% to 36% of the static load. Forces
and displacements were recorded at a rate of one sample/s.

3. Results

3.1. Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows the plots of the applied horizontal and vertical dynamic load, obtained in four
different tests for the four-pad TPJB for two levels of static load, with the higher (L2) about double the
lower one (L1).

Figure 4. Horizontal and vertical dynamic load plot for the four-pad tilting pad journal bearings (TPJB).
Red and blue lines for the lower static load L1 and increasing dynamic/static load ratio, and green and
yellow for the higher static load L2 and increasing dynamic/static load ratio.

The dynamic load plot is circular because it is a rotating vector with a constant amplitude controlled
by means of the dynamic actuators with the feedback of the load sensor system. The dynamic load is
indicated in the label as percentage of the static load. About five rotating load cycles are shown for
each test. The corresponding stator orbits are shown in Figure 5. The zero values correspond to the
central position of the bearing. The displacement fluctuation, related to the centrifugal force due to the
shaft rotation, is noticeable particularly for the low static load conditions. It is evident that the orbit
position is related to the static load level while its shape is greatly influenced by the dynamic/static
load ratio, becoming more elliptical and closer to the linear orbits (Figure 5 case L2-3%) as the ratio
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decreases. The shapes are similar to the ones theoretically found by direct integration of the Reynolds
equation in References [9,11,12] for four-pad TPJBs.

Figure 5. Orbits generated by the rotating force for the four-pad TPJB. Red and blue lines for the lower
static load L1 and increasing dynamic/static load ratio, and green and yellow for the higher static load
L2 and increasing dynamic/static load ratio.

3.2. Simple Analytical Models

In order to give a possible explanation for the obtained orbits, the influence of different factors
was evaluated by simulation with simple bearing models represented by linear and quadratic
dynamic coefficients.

Analytical models with increasing complexity were devised assuming hydrodynamic forces
having the following non-linear relations with displacements, obtained by adding quadratic terms to
the commonly used linear relations, neglecting damping due to the low excitation frequency of the
rotating load:

fx = kxxdx + kxydy + kxx2 d2
x + kxy2d2

y, (3)

fy = kyxdx + kyydy + kyx2d2
x + kyy2d2

y (4)

The main objective of this work was not the identification of nonlinear coefficients but to
preliminarily investigate the possibility of replicating the experimental nonlinear orbits with simple
nonlinear models. Thus, the linear coefficients of Equations (3) and (4) were set equal to those obtained
by the identification tests described in the previous section while the quadratic coefficients were
determined by a trial and error procedure to get a good fit of the experimental orbits with analytical
ones based on the proposed models.

The simplest analytical linear model takes into account only the direct stiffness coefficients in the
linear relation with displacements:

dx =
fx

kxx
, dy =

fy

kyy
. (5)

The linear stiffness model takes into account both direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients in
the linear relation with displacements:

dx =
kyy fx − kxy fy

kxxkyy − kxykyx
, dy =

kxx fy − kyx fx
kxxkyy − kxykyx

. (6)
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The simplest nonlinear model takes into account only direct linear and quadratic
stiffness coefficients:

dx =
−kxx +

√
k2

xx + 4kxx2 fx

2kxx2
, dy =

−kyy +
√

k2
yy + 4kyy2 fy

2kyy2
(7)

A second non-linear model takes into account linear direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients
and quadratic direct stiffness coefficients. First of all, the force and displacement components of
Equations (1) and (2) were expressed in polar coordinates:

fx = F cos(θ+ ϕ), fy = F sin(θ+ ϕ), (8)

dx = R cos(θ), dy = R sin(θ). (9)

After squaring the terms of both Equations (3) and (4), they were summed obtaining an equation
of the fourth degree of R that can be solved analytically as a function of θ:

R4
(
k2

xx2 cos4(θ) + k2
yy2sin4(θ)

)
+R3

[
2kxx2cos2(θ)

(
kxxcos(θ) + kxysin(θ)

)
+ 2kyy2sin2(θ)

(
kyxcos(θ) + kyysin(θ)

)]
+R2

[(
kxxcos(θ) + kxysin(θ)

)2
+

(
kyxcos(θ) + kyysin(θ)

)2
]
− F2 = 0.

(10)

A rotating load was imposed as a sum of two sinusoidal functions with the same amplitude
and a 90◦ phase shift, and the corresponding displacements were calculated. The case L1-36% (low
static load, high load ratio) was chosen as reference case due to its extreme dynamic load conditions.
For the sake of comparison, the same experimentally identified stiffness coefficients for the four-pad
TPJB were used in all the analytical models while, for the quadratic coefficients, values tuned to fit
the experimental orbits were adopted for the x and y directions for all nonlinear models. The value
zero in the diagrams corresponds to the static equilibrium position. Further non-linear models were
obtained by considering the dependence of stiffness coefficients from the actual vertical load, sum of
the static load, and the vertical component of the rotating load, according to a fit of experimental
results obtained for different static vertical loads and small dynamic ones. In such a case, a phase angle
of a few degrees between the displacement vector and the force vector was included, affecting the
model related to Equation (10). The orbits obtained with the different analytical models are presented
in Figure 6, with dashed blue lines representing those of the constant stiffness models and red lines
representing those of the load dependent stiffness models.

Comparing the orbits of Figure 6, one can observe that if only direct stiffness coefficients are
included the orbits are necessarily circular due to the same bearing stiffness along the orthogonal
directions. The inclusion of the linear cross-coupled stiffness coefficients in the model modifies the
orbit shape in a tilted slightly elliptical one. Including second order direct stiffness coefficients in the
model yields an orbit with a shape more similar to the experimental one with three lobes. It seems that
including cross-coupled stiffness coefficients in this latter model makes it more adaptable but does not
bring significant improvements unless a specific optimization procedure is performed. The inclusion
of coefficient load dependence produces a vertical shift of all the orbits, an increase of the ellipticity for
the simpler models, and more pronounced lobes for the nonlinear ones.

3.3. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the capability of analytical models to simulate the actual bearing behavior,
experimental loads and corresponding linear stiffness coefficients were implemented in the models,
tuning the quadratic coefficients, to obtain orbits to be compared with the experimental ones. Figure 7
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shows a comparison of orbits calculated with different load dependent stiffness models and experimental
ones for three different load ratios.

 
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Calculated orbits for the four-pad TPJB for four different models: (a) linear constant and
load dependent direct stiffness coefficients only; (b) linear constant and load dependent direct and
cross-coupled stiffness coefficients; (c) nonlinear constant and load dependent direct stiffness coefficients
only; (d) nonlinear constant and load dependent direct stiffness coefficients with linear constant and
load dependent cross-coupled stiffness coefficients. Case L1-36%.

The more complex nonlinear model is omitted at this point because its optimization deserves a
further in-depth analysis and thus it is left to future development. It is evident especially at high load
ratios that the nonlinear model overcomes the limitations of the linear ones and succeeds in replicating
the experimental orbit shape. At lower load ratios the differences are less marked as the orbits tend to
a more elliptical shape.

For very low load ratios, that is for reduced values of the dynamic force the orbit tends to become
more circular and all models, linear and nonlinear, give similar results, as shown in Figure 7c for the
case L2-3%, thus indicating a linear behavior. Note that in this case, since both displacement and
force experimental values are very small, the measurement relative error increases and it is also quite
difficult to control the rotating force vector at such load ratios. Those are the main reasons for the
discrepancy of experimental and analytical orbits shown in Figure 7c.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7. Calculated and experimental orbits of the four-pad TPJB for three different models with load
dependent direct stiffness coefficients and two loads (L2>L1): (a) L1-36%, (b) L2-17%, (c) L2-3%.

4. Discussion

The results obtained for the four-pad TPJB that has equal direct stiffness coefficients and equal
cross-coupled ones indicate that only models including second order direct stiffness coefficients can
replicate the characteristic shape of the experimental orbit.

The non-elliptical shape of the orbits is reflected in the appearance of multiple frequency peaks in
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the displacement signal as shown in Figure 8a (case L1-36%). As the
excitation is a single tone force, the FFT content of the displacement with multiple frequencies indicates
non-linear or coupled phenomena. Figure 8b shows the results of the same analysis performed for the
L2-3% case whose orbit is surely more elliptical (Figure 7c). Note that the shaft rotational frequency
(16.67 Hz) is not present in these diagrams focused on the low frequency zone. Figure 9 shows
the experimental orbit of the case L1-36% compared with the orbits obtained filtering the results at
the force rotational frequency (1X) and twice (2X) and three times (3X) the fundamental frequency.
While the 1X harmonic component of displacement corresponds indeed to the linear orbit for low load
ratios (case L2-3%, Figure 7c), the 1X filtered ellipse observed for a higher load ratio (case L1-36%) in
Figure 9 appears with a tilt that is not justified with a linear model considering the negligible linear
damping and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients, thus indicating the apparent effects of nonlinearity.
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Note that all data recorded during the rotation of the force vector are plotted in Figure 9b (four cycles
in this case) instead of the averaged values as in Figure 7. This provides better evidence of the signal
fluctuations due the difficulties in controlling and measuring low values of forces and displacements
as mentioned above.

(a)       (b) 

Figure 8. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the X displacement L1-36% (a) and L2-3% (b) cases.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Experimental and filtered orbits for the cases L1-36% (a) and L2-3% (b).

At the end of the tests some geometrical differences among the pads were also found. It is
worth mentioning that geometrical errors can also influence the results, as reported for example in
Reference [18].

In order to confirm the previous findings, the case of another TPJB was analyzed. It was quite
different from the previous one as it had five offset pads of the same size. It underwent the same tests
of the four-pad TPJB in the LBP configuration. Unlike the four-pad TPJB this bearing has quite different
direct stiffness coefficients in the x and y directions (kyy greater than kxx), and that has obviously a
remarkable impact on the orbit shapes. Figure 10 presents some experimental orbits for the five-pad
TPJB for different load ratios and two different static load levels. The load L3 is about 60% of L2, so a
little greater than the load L1 used for the four-pad TPJB. Figure 11 presents calculated and experimental
orbits for three different models with load dependent direct stiffness coefficients. The difference in
direct stiffness coefficients produces the ellipticity even of the orbits of the simpler models but the
coefficient load dependence causes a distortion of the ellipse, though there is still a difference in its
orientation compared to the experimental one. Again, when the load ratio is small, as in cases L3-5%
and L2-3% of Figure 10, the orbit is elliptical and, as shown in Figure 11b, quite close to the classical
linear model predicted one. Moreover, the model with quadratic coefficients produces an orbit more
similar to the experimental one, particularly noticeable for larger load ratios. Nonetheless there is still
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margin for an optimized tuning of the estimated quadratic coefficients. Better results can be expected
from a best fit optimization involving all dynamic coefficients, including the linear ones. The set
of linear coefficients obtained by linear identification could be the starting solution of the nonlinear
identification procedure that will be the object of future work.

Figure 10. Orbits of the five-pad TPJB generated by the rotating force. Cyan, red, and blue lines for
lower static load L3 and increasing dynamic/static load ratio, and green and yellow for higher static
load L2 and increasing dynamic/static load ratio.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Calculated and experimental orbits of the five-pad TPJB for three different models with load
dependent stiffness coefficients and two loads (L3<L2): (a) L3-26%, (b) L2-3%.

The peculiar three lobe orbit shape, predicted by simulations [9,11,12] for horizontal rotors and
found experimentally in the present work, has been ascribed to the number of pads involved in the
bearing reaction to the load. With four pads, with a high static load between pads and a rotating load
not overcoming the static one, the bearing behavior is similar to that with only two pads, like the one
described in Reference [12]. The same behavior occurs with five pads with load between the pads,
as can be deduced observing the results reported in this section. 3X components in the journal orbit,
in addition to 1X and 2X, have been also reported in Reference [18] for a five-pad TPJB on a floating
shaft configuration test rig. Unfortunately, comparison can be only qualitative because experimental
conditions are quite different.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented new experimental results on the nonlinear response of large size TPJBs related
to the dynamic/static load ratio, showing that nonlinear effects, usually neglected in conventional
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experimental identification procedures of the bearing dynamic coefficients, should be considered.
A quasi-static procedure devised for a preliminary estimate of the bearing stiffness and of the linear
displacement range was used to investigate, in a novel way, the nonlinear response of TPJBs. It consists
of applying a slowly rotating force to the floating stator. Orbits with particular shapes, different from
elliptical, were observed for increasing dynamic to static load ratio.

Numerical simulation using simple bearing models and assuming quadratic stiffness terms and
coefficient load dependence generated orbits with shapes similar to the experimental ones for high
load ratios where linear models fail, proving the presence of nonlinearities in the bearing reaction to
excitation as also indicated by the presence of 2X and 3X harmonic components in the FFT of stator
displacements but absent in the FFT of the dynamic load.

These results are the first step for a further study on nonlinear identification of first and higher
order coefficients by optimization techniques.
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